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tli.:, Hp{lellavd- VJe-ec4 D1:1l1 esJc!,frsh e,,d,llemeh:'t to tellef hy a. 
£),"P Quv1d t:l'li vu: e D {- tl, e € Lttl,J"" (\;• ];. C K. }.~ c,J 5 k, le "v C [ ll, J... . 
~, < • 
Q 1 .Id a be a L 8 JO'! Ibe ..s f4je. in -+h1i's c t1.SE:::, /5 Jhe n1,,Lii'ng. 
pnrh1, [lh-:i'ekre, al I rec;;;;c;v'.)A ble t'i1.fe~·et-\C't':'S lc:111,':.f be 
L ~egu I Stan&ar·cls: Afflli'c:c,~!e lo JneffecJ,'ve Ass/:s1a.vice of.' 
C. Don<e I C la., ms 
I 
CcX?nseL G:,Aeon V \Jalnwr,'fihr, O,S3.3~ C../96$), Tl1e r-l9fri fo 
Cl:5.$ 11$tlHtce c.{ C<,1 .. u:1sef ,'11ducle5 the C'Sii;.. f('J efEecfi'Vi;."" 
., 
In the 1neffe.cfive. Lt.s::,,'s fa;,,ce_ of C6Llli\Se I cc,1c1te.<.t! di- po;;.t-
C'Ck,vi'chov1 re L'eP ei,ap),c41:1f- ftq, t mv:ai- esta.bl1:SL1 de f'£c,c-._.,+ 
p > 
pet'l{)tW\avu e i s tnc ! la"'d V Wttsh 11A.Jicq I ~ 6 6 !), £. b b g i b '17 -_ 
XK.._L I q ~ Y ) , Thi'~ e I eJ!:l.euLi s Y. + b {,· ~) b'I e 5 ta kl i ts '1111[~ 
tl." J::ri'c1-l cdtc(i,1-e:~ 's _ pei':kl'wtltvl('* ··.fe l I hr.: Ljw n.q a bJect1\1e 
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Folli'hu'i v .51-a/el ,.22 :ldaho &'41. l/00 l ,qqs) (''Tn orcler 
to Qrove c,, c /a ,'tn of h1effecf,\,,e ass ts fava ce o f1 coo&.\S~I, Cu) , 
oppllcan+ IIVlus+ .show -tl:vd· the afh:.rn-ey 1.s. lo'\duc t ..f~ I/ 
hs' lcw ,~n c bjecf, ve sfanJa.rd cf v-eg,sc:-.oq 6 /enes~, t, ) 
Second, the. /.J.tJQi:tlavil· mus I: es 1-a bJ/s '1 cescl-f,h~ prejvclce. n 
.$t~ic1.lavit£. 466 U.,S. c,i- 6~7-s»r, Tb,':s e/ew,e111f ;'.s SGJis·{JeJ 
wi\ej;\ +li'i!- At)nella>:it- dewonsfra'le,s t•,, re,.so~,a b 'v tJCPl:it: bl lav rr , t 
tbrd -tl,e c~1.s:kome 0£ ·fhe ·ffl'a I wolJd have been d i·lle,evit., t, 
f Q (l i k:)U 51 J ;J.) ,l:da it C ti+ Q 00, 
lhe ;s,sue n + -tlv'.soro,·e dur-a I oo/n,t; ·fllere{cre /.s L..J be:.---1-l,er-, r 1 • 
when all feq.sc,nable. i'vi·Pe,·eV\ces q,'e dca4>n 1n f1ucr of 
iJie /iQ(HiJlunf, f/1ete, 1$ Cl t'reuSt.)ncdJ/e Qrc-;/sJ,,h,'{,'/y" t 1 , 
i 1 I ;.,, il .J1 J I l I J . l I ihtfr ·tue «:lteyj(,ol:ferav1c:-<2 DI 1 'le ev,0H2v1L·e u.)I 
I , ' 
eskbli',s.b ·fbtd +J1 e C)LJi·come tl1li1 1 J1ave b~.ev, J,'lferevt'f· 
bvf: :k>c cocn,se( 's def~',;ev,,+ P*'tfor-roa~,ice, lha+ /s q low 
th res no IJ 46, tl\e Appsd I A.n t fc 1'\-'1f'Q,+. The AAO~ t 1,h'.d J1 as. 
Mia+ Jliart ·t b res he lJ. 
I. A JWC'-/ lll\s{cu~tlon of'-+be de{e.tse, of 11e,·e:;,si'fL1 .sha..,IJ 
ha\.,·@ b "'"' p"Cu,'ded J 4-)kld, SL-jJjU1C is I Lte '~, ltow i\15 
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1i,1teres+ j 
l. The. C 0- de1ev1clo11 f ~ 0V\S1;,ve,r Y\ les u me,n/4 J .s Jci/ernen t 
UV\d , '1 ,,c1llh IA, • ' ' ed 
fl( J''\ ·11. I h 
c:it,('ib,}]:o,)j \) w(Qhil'.Ljtot1 I I.FtE, '103 Ctuot .l'./(.f. '{OJ, T ese 
slc.te1:vtevi+..> ;inch.;Jed t1(,:,- S1ttiewi£-_,1f j/ud she Cc:,v,[e~\ecf.1 
/J leJ go, liv and 4.)4.) U)0t1±,1n5 MCVl~y Ct t the h'nA<.2. 0 { 
tlie. u llt2:9eJ 9a±aua. y, 
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i1:1vesh'ga'iion , nfo, w /tit! J}u;:l' +lie Afr!Q llaV\f pr,·,.!>e s s,_,d he.c.J.1/1 
; 11SL raV1ce a+ ::tlie Hme. of tl1t2. a I I e_aec' cr111Yl€'., t:1.J)1c l, rqe.14:J 
Hr,e .>fe.ies il1eory of fl1t'.JHue -·b-clJicil'n ;YtD~,~V- fc pa,v for 
_heJJbcti"<~, whe·.f11"'r +lie. nec~dy de{~$e L..;u;;, 11,ei L JE? clue 
l:c. Mrs Felir:ic, Pnrs.c.,1s.' tbreais On ·.Jlte /l,:pi,1 l/a.,,d 's I /fe; . 
I 
whe:tker ·fke. Ilk Uc€ ue k·, ;, le-:; c.L,.s. i, ht1<:: rd J..ux:!e~:L.:.il1GJ .. :.-.l.~1Ji }f.lr:s... r ::r-
e iclc fl cJ ,r 'n, er.: u i'"- e, ·, R ~ ~ Ch.id 11 .S 
occupavi k ; ttvi& w he+Aer na, tf!y~·+~c l.s J;:'~1:sJpd_·Jb r-
seuteHc,\·iJ, 
. . '\ } ~ . . . ,/ 
b. Cc,-:-n.se I lcwi,olek. l't ·:k .. ·eJ ·-lo {,dver'.>.e/·,'c llv ·../~P~ 'f- +/1"=., S,.:&'t.ci 
waneSi;,~s oviJ ilu2,vi6re (QuvtSe l die1 iic. t /Jfr:2SeH·t (i 
Je::fkv1s~ wh,ch WtL> /neft:ec'1ive u..ider U,1Hea Skies.., 
v __ Cro.1,'cv '16b U.™5, 648 c1q&,{'l 
pt"cyet'J, ... /i,1c lu&h·1:5 thcr~ t~,:e Cifpv ll a,,,\ t ,DG2')e S.<:,ecU A. pc'JLL!2.. 
'$UJ.1,HIE't:,. +hid t1:t2 ~t<> k'.-J VQL,-..·jJe,>1, Q.1,1& +iie,·f lt::,4,..; e:v1fc..1<f:?.-:--
Mf:i,~t- £c1.mtt Q i'~'Qlp't- -l~1ra -bk1: ,/nlvi;VUJ·I' An,.,( On 1rkrdi. 
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I ,1 ,1 J 
The /)('O :;~cufar Jid not ()f'e,seq·f f ne.. w/de~1ce 0'f ---:dcues . 
I I 
~' tne:~s obouf uexacf vit.:mlwt ;, al fc/a (. J:V\ he,~ Ol1e,1i'n9 
I 
s ~ c; le tn e n t s lu::: e n.9 49 '"-£ h:1 a C1 u rYl e, rf 1..,1.,)1 en_s)J.E.._~)t; f e ,J 
-tbqJ -t-lv.2 tltl1\)i'uca1's dl'11.)eJ::_100LecJ L~ lof 1/k,<;;:. ·~at1Ae llonf. r1 
co rvi rn ,' He& m i's c c'- ,1 i:,J uc f lLv--
·f ·flte. 
I I I 
,1rlle5£,hc11 +iui•. ba,~ ho relevunce ·to Ht't el~h1fJft{;. cI-fJ,e 
l\S'.)i'shh-ice lo0't-i1 <.d }r-,'c.\ c1..1,,J. 11 n h1"s f,'rs"f s:fde cGlla'1-+>i'c,./_ 
p;y;c~ e(Q i'11t • Ile a.15-c- <: L~ ,'w, ~ & -~lie..'--- - t, c:, ,ck c c cnu l,'·f c.dtc:,., u::.t 
<;_ C.{ L30L-f ( '.lei.~ App~ IJu.,i i- ar:5ve. 1-:. .J.i1~d J,,;; ,,~ 
~tf.ee·~'ve.. u:::.~i'sd--a.ic"""- ho+t1 ,, f.- +t'iQ_Jan.J h,, __ h.l.5.. __ cLocJ 
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_l~flte~e1:itaf-icv1 I"' an iv,,'f/q /.- te_,1leiu (.'dMe;'q_ I ptafl_(:~)l1115 i 
' 11 J ' ' I ~ ' f• 11 I ' . ! l ' f ' p~_{l,;,r w,1a.ve ::;,n,1:1, Uit er, ~il'.l.l 1-{eS__i.Li-1llliL-'L_ir1_:, ,~ 
SdU,~ lo.r.'ifi,, ( ineffective~~ favk:e - cd- fn',, I c.. lc.uYl .. 1lie 
5a Me L...;C, JJ l:;Je :lrce t r ·Ott::: Sfu fi9 did nc f 60Doirt f Ci'\ 
I I 
rish-~-Jo &fte:Jaue, ·ft,\:., I l."wn:)e I ,s 4. kdra::l_ptt'i'\etplrr:: ;·v1 _ _this_ 
iJ {J ie~_L_ j vs Hee _ _5·'t~ ·k v~_-111-tullDe 1 ~y~11L>~LL_L3D<L_ 
L:lCtJ) 
C.t?.~ • .s 1fl~:!f.e__ of C~v ltS.:e, I , Tlt~__L:¢;.ll t ·lo ·ti, ~--J~ __ f{~_tt_SL~(~ta,.~t-'-
12._f__c~lli£_f ,a·f ·fr~ l rs q !tdr,~J ,Dtcn:;~,e. __ tv.t-"-.~.r.J_Q.~1,c._f; .s,_s.~k~n_.1' 
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L T11ece i's c, s:pwc, (>c +ktre,,t l;.,£ Imm t'J:Vaie lwrm io tl,e de:k.vl:~i+; 
1. th§:?; d.e·G;1c1da.vd d,1d rte t h."11nj a iJC,t; t ·fk<;( c.Jcc,ui:1.S la Hee l,..Juc L 
crei:..ieJ +lle Jl,r·ecd c:f hviiV\.-'£i/a1e tu.,'11'11 
1 Ihe ttefeu&a~+ a~.Ac.£ n,}f:: haue {)Ct-'.Vf:vdecj ·+lie ·+luec,ifei1e,f 
I 
iwt1!\tJ b~ aw1 I es:;:, offerl s.,\ve crll'ff'/114 l,'ve; 
y. The hutlY\ Cih)'.:>et:f L.., v /c iai:11n5 ·tlte lak> LJ,1r£. le;.;, -+Lror1 JJ,E 
+l·,PerJeuy ,f irnon, 
'I 
+11\aJ Jlie tfe·Jev1& a1-1 t ltl'tt 11-c t- act IJ~cu \...Se t:.sf nee es;;l,'fy, 
le yea j hm,;g ll tet..s, ';(Y.£ i, le d ovL t f:,h fiv:. t /s Sv<:, I 'l(h,! Mu$ f 
f~'iMi Jlie de{evl&e<v, t not .9k,·// f\1 , J: C. .J L I 5 / .l 
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tl,J bw)<::: a,' ded a r\d a hefted +l1e. , cmr}1/s,;; ;'ov1 e,{fbt::- c, ·1mti-s 
1 h s lead, Appe ii mat CDrfh:?nct <;,, m."$ £ e J fi"'t 'c; Pcd',.5 £,:/) ;i, ( 0 etc e:J 
tfie App~llctr,h kh,fet tl1r-e4-/- e,(Jg_fb /rdo i',tJc:,rfkt'p,1hn5,,/ 
il:l hv{' c.r/nw, 111,':i PnrSt'-t\$ l1c:3> •;worn uMd:f:t C<,.f/, Hlld 5 lit:., 
''d,'d £}'t+acl and ti1f'eq·feu Jo bit DaviJel AC!-~>{,,1 :;, CkloLer 
201 JDID [cw.d.1 d,\1 ,.d:i'ct c.. 5'P1:1 ·-lo 6anfel Ot,ex~.-,~ liea.d 
liwcl l~er111anJ {'iC J11'm tc, clr,Ve, ,V\stf:atl of o.J!//n!j OUet·~, f/1E_ • I 
pdke lv,. dLt lre:e~A'f ttfle.r r-chbt:'.i''-f of ke"' Bca,,LI Ov> Dc1cb~::Pdt), 
t,J:!kle: 11,Khiet-·,t- 1.ycs htJ· Jttdt,"' EX.ix- He,~ s·kte cf mind w~.s 
COt'l'.'>f$ fevit k,;,i--h .50vvteCJv1E::. (Dldemn/4{/i,1.j ituVV1/c)de ( 1.i:S, 1 ...A..- t} GS 
i 
-pg.-1uJ.' ) 
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. T • 
ccrr,:;,k,ul'a·iec~, uv,,~ C'f>i'.'.\S11s'tenf w.)1-J1 ·+lie ;n{orM{111cn tr,H -
+a,nec~ u" +:lie. d,'sr,)vf','V Me:ter11cdoS pt1cv,'lleJ 'to u;01r,,~ L 7'11..o~, 
Appellant ,is)ecl:51 ·f r','a J Cc.)t.Jv1.,;e I pn,Y.) es '>eJ av1 c b/i;gcd l't·n 
in , vl±:etu i ew M1.'s Dt, 1:S« )0-~ • Tl•e A pp e l I a~ d S ·Jc, I e 5 ·+ ltc t i:f'11c, ( 
· 1es' 
Ilt1's u,111s:t:fut/o.1a ( claJ,g,,Jlo.1 iJec<.nit1E. even mc:e. fJ."'C -
I 
n00rte,£ 1,,sJeH C:Ct.v:ise { u,,t;s. 1117\{;(Yv1e:CA, Ch1 Aor.1 I J fl, .lCJI 
V I 
1' tl\a t +/u;1't2 L ,4 s tic ,..Jpt:+-ory ev1'de Hee ,., V\ a o lu,,.·1e cq l 1 
I 
:fl1at tel1'ch1 Ptu$ov1;;. me.d'- tc ,. Jolio B,"i::.tly, Tl1<; f <:i he ·k)tl 
6/m a,bcd ·th,\;t.At:H/0-j ·:le, k; l l ,vi~ on CcJol,1e,· JO, )DID. 11 £ A, x.ip S. 
App1<.llt1H± u~':>ei1S t:L,c.+ d tr¾ I ccu11$e) itc:c~ co,,dtxieA CH1 
1\,fe::vi'et..,; of' h'.1,':S Pers(,." s or-- e\k~/\ Jd\n gf'G,t!-J, he. L,.,.,cL iJ ha~je 
leai'Yle.lt' 0 f 111.:s. Pc.f'Scv\,'£. sh.tek-·U?n t thG + slie coetcec:l +lie. 
Llecc,·~ t-Ltc,,+ et jcr4 co,..,tJ fec;.so"c;L{y tc.,,clu,ie -fLc:.t sh~ ,s 
·iel\tV\j +!1,Q +cL:tl\, 
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1:l(ll f 
J , , I ·, I J n /1 ") [ 'Ji JI . c, r uJC~vf _:tJK.:::_D1 'feiu: ed_te su'LL__ c, rillj now.:w?tJ+. D 
JdahLL-af J q 1, .17 q fuaLal. '-t,l I i s k-/e_1.1 .•.... 1-f ,'c I, w1 (:t:!Jr __ . 
JJ_i T.tta lie, 36b, 36 1, 8D6 P. ,2A c;sc, I 960 C Ct. &r 1Q<t1)) 
- j1:r,# £111'.>i1RtiCn t\b. 3 fVC>i..'.i~ ~t4t ~ 4 Tl1e pc,,,·lh,.,; li«wf' slip.~ 
ufoW.ilL(t_L_f e lie q1_fl~z..c:c h..:t'1 . ~~t~.s._ p Jed _gQ.J·~fJJ!!__&iil~,y 
~._Qc:~ __ :J.QJO Io, _41:~te_ ~t.wa.. "I 13.MuLh .c,_f~ K4_f1a,_r11. •. _ '!
UhLLt:J.:.~ Ldlcltu;3 ,it.- t~eci, •;;,1,')i)_<lly__t~t1-_._.;Ji/~hJ..~-~-~- Ley 
-Qi!:,i .. _]:LJ~-~ Jkc. ~ 1f/t:,; p,,,~,-.. ,A pied j'< I ,'liy (' ef'Uh'i\ '¥-·~LJ:1.f( __ -
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it \Jhia1 e,<amh:1/n:J tl,e u,,,·£;r preJud /c~ prco5 c:l 11~ h,du11r-
l11, ·bf r Cf l,8.E, YtrD, -tl,e cc, ;ft Mw f lcx)k fc, tlie jJ.';; -
• I I 
ba ble efteef of f:l1e eul'cience 1Jn ±lit: JQ"Y., Whetlier e1;i'deiice 
LS unfa)r '~ p f~J v,l,'c ,'Ct/ Lvdb/n ·HtE; l'n$1Hll\5 o+ Ru/CJ 4 l) s ,''e kle~ 
·fo ,'-/-s fet1dPt\O{ ·/r:i jfldECGl:e hct>t;}, /y or: d {)f'e,SGMOiton 0} 1 \ I I 
go,· h ; Vl ·Jlie t'Y1 i'nds D'f tlie J urv '* u t ( :5 ·fa le V Al I 'c ii u lsj' I) L/ 
.Idohc1 tb I f~£ (CJ.Aw, l't',3) CeMDllD~ls a,Wed), 1/ie Cc>de H,mfo,A:S 
I • I 
91 ,, }~ ,,1/0.1 l>hV\t;LES•,,(J.{'1)\./ e:siabl,si,ed, t'n +he _)i..:,r-v '.s ,n,n~, Ci', ijC!y I 
ele.Vlt:,Js of +Ji<::: .s·Jde's Lase,, ON" tl~ te,loh't t...,.;4-S &sfcld,'she.d, 
tlu, .sfuk b:'-'.:> ('e'ju;r&,~ Jo Qib1.1e ·tf141 tl1e l\~/lant a,ded an& r 
'2{ i ·b '$,.xJ 
Tr1 +l\12: dd,'b1::t~ Ve.,, pr-a e-s ';le -ti,e. J' .f\{ pre.sen teJ Ll q ~e~J,c.,1 h ·file 
Ca:,·±, C,$.ki1i,5j l((:&'l I.n.strw b'ot1 No, IS (CV\ vnu ( IQl'fi~ +he. 'lt'fl')I\ 
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pi.:,tsc,n uJli;, d ,\rec ti,, patlicJp,:, 1e ~ i'vi +he 4c.+s cons hh.J,bg 
· ~l "1 ctut1\'1 i l 
(Cwnrn/sSlCrJ, h1tei,d;c:.vH1lly tit'tts, ass;sfs {c:u.·,tfe.·ks;li•'F 
Lh\(dhef Jo ccmro /+ ,1. c,'"'ime 4-:;H1 ,'n±erd ·Jc, prowu.::.:lt! or 
. ( ·t ; I j ' l ,, £ 1i /L' {;lS.SiS il'.l I JS (GO'.lW\1S1iDQ,I\, U. 
Ov/:$:L~·Ottl pu.o,~cb., ,n +:he l.)o;::,t::S'>/OYl of aucdlt~r. lrc,'Y1 J1 1s 
I I I 
OE'CS<·:11 er iinvne.afote t)re.sen:_e, dnd Agoin,s f hi's tu, I(, 
I I ' 
ac.LOvV'ipl,'.sl,e.d LHi IYla-ttls· of i6rCs:. or {~er-.'' !.C § J';{·b'JOI. 
I 
The. JL!C'1 di& not cr1r:1c ( ude.d tl,af tlie 14ppe IJw,,f ,1:.kr f i'o/JcdeJ 
,·n a to b bt(,!"''I ~e;fcpe -tlie rclJlJ,d'f hf:'Jll1r1;, cd/tt!rl0iSe, ·+ J1ey 
wculJ aci- tw,uc..:, rl0G;(t'2cf clc.r·/J1'0.1fic,1 ov, wlt~ihvr· tlte 
Appx: I I <H1+ 'r l1lfrcn$ , ,cc ucreJ l, d ul'iV\§ " f h\L ccli i1 ei\'(, 
j t io the Coud's refe.~ev\(f: bacl fa tile £.>ci9 I 11\a I lnstr UC: f t'C:.i'). 
EA, yJ\J Ire p cl 3# 1t 8 · I I. 
0Le to J,t2 )' ,r~ 's c,;,rilws/0,/1, uV\ iu::dtL(Ji'c,1 u..:.a s. opptoptiale 
· i ' ./' \ 4 , I · , ~ \ · .., .J 11 . I 
W\ e~- ·h:_, S::'..t\,$L:"P (i.;,(·fftlleHCt? II'.} ·t lt:, J',;f¼ S ue,"'CJ1c·t-. J.hSfffil'f1 ·the 
·±rta.lc< .. , .. .-.::1.sel es,1;,,V\ftc,JI¥ Hw,'·le& ·tl.""" Ccvrt- :le, c\,·sregar-Jl Mt,, 
Jnc{s Lohf~ ,sicint a..s tl,c:~ 15l1 r~ J,'ci v,o'f e:i}si, 11- 1-Mi:.L Id b}cve. 
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STATE VS. PARSONS CRFE-2010-0018161 
3 
1 BOISE, IDAHO, NOVEMBER 4, 2010 1 
2 THE COURT: Let's take up State v. Daniel 2 
3 Parsons, which is case CRFE-10-18161, and Felicia 3 
4 Parsons is 10-18165. 4 
s MS. DUNN: And, Your Honor, I have an 5 
6 amended complaint in each case when you're ready. 6 
7 THE COURT: All right. You can approach 7 
8 with those -- 8 
9 MS. DUNN: Thank you. 9 
10 THE COURT: -- or the marshall can bring · 10 
11 those up. 11 
12 MS. DUNN: Okay. 12 
13 THE COURT: And let me have the parties 13 
14 present on these cases identify themselves for the 14 
15 record. 15 
16 MS. DUNN: Shawna Dunn, Ada County 16 
17 Prosecutor's Office for the State. 17 
18 MR. TOOTHMAN: Rick Toothman, public 18 
19 defender's office present with Daniel Parsons, who 19 
20 is in custody. 20 
21 MR. ELLSWORTH: Joe Ellsworth for Felicia 21 
22 Parsons, who's also present in custody. 22 
23 THE COURT: All right. Now, Mr. Toothman, 23 
24 in your case there has been a second amended 24 
25 complaint filed. Have you had an opportunity to 25 
5 
1 follows: 1 
2 THE COURT: And you may inquire, Ms. Dunn. 2 
3 MS. DUNN: Thank yo1;1. 3 
4 DIRECT EXAMINATION 4 
5 BY MS.DUNN: 5 
6 Q. Can you please tell me your full name 6 
7 and spell your last name for the court record. 7 
8 A. Vanessa Rios, R-i-o-s. 8 
9 Q. And where are you currently employed? 9 
10 A. KeyBank on Broadway. 10 
11 Q. Is that KeyBank here in Boise, Ada 11 
12 County, Idaho? 12 
13 A. Yes. 13 
14 Q. Were you at work on October 20th of 14 
15 this year? 15 
16 A. Yes. 16 
17 Q. Did someone enter your bank that made a 17 
18 particular impression on you? 18 
19 A. Yes. 19 
20 Q. Can you tell us what about that person 20 
21 that first drew your attention. 21 
22 A. The first red flag that I saw was her 22 
23 hair. It looked particularly fake to me. 23 
24 And after that, I saw that she was 24 .,,, ura:::1"'Mno ~ n:.al,- nf c11nol::ac.0:oc ::::t Inf nf l""llnthlnn- ?i:: 
4 
review that? 
MR. TOOTHMAN: We have that, Your Honor. 
We'll waive a formal reading. 
THE COURT: All right. I will go ahead and 
sign the second amended complaint. 
And, Mr. Ellsworth, in your case 
there's an amended complaint that has been filed 
here. Have you had an opportunity to --
MR. ELLSWORTH: We have the amended 
complaint and my client has reviewed that. And we 
would waive any formal reading. 
THE COURT: All right. Thank you, 
Mr. Ellsworth. 
Is there anything else we need to take 
up before we start the hearing? 
MS. DUNN: Not from the State, Judge. 
MR. TOOTHMAN: No, Your Honor: 
MR. ELLSWORTH: No, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Then the State may call its 
first witness. 
MS. DUNN: Thank you, Your Honor. I'd call 
Vanessa Rios. 
VANESSA RIOS, 
produced at the instance of the state, having been 
first duly sworn upon oath, was examined as 
6 
gloves. And it was warm outside so it raised more 
red flags and it was very suspicious to me. 
Q. What did you do based on your concerns 
about this person? 
A. What I did was I walked over to my 
manager's desk across the room and I let her know 
that she had walked in and she was very 
suspicious. At that point she looked up and she 
also felt that it was very suspicious. 
Q. So you -- can you tell us your 
manager's name just for the --
A. Yes. 
Q. - purposes of this court record. 
A. Judy Batten. 
Q. So you and Miss Batten both then 
continued to watch this woman who had drawn your 
attention? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you notice her doing anything 
unusual with her hands? 
A. She had her right hand inside of what 
looked to be a handbag and her left hand was 
holding it the whole time she stood in line. 
Q. So her one hand was concealed inside 
I 
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A. Her right hand, yeah. 
Q. Did you see her conduct a transaction 
with one your fellow tellers? 
A. I saw her approach his teller window. 
Not necessarily anything going across the counter 
or anything, but she was standing in front of him. 
Q. Was that -- the fact that you didn't 
see anything go back and forth across the counter, 
is that because of your position? In other words, 
would you have been able to see something had it 
been handed back and forth? 
A. I would if I would have been in my 
window, yes. 
Q. Were you in your window? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. So you weren't necessarily at a 
vantage point to see what was happening between 
them? 
A. Uh-huh, I was not. 
Q. Okay. Which teller did she go to? 
What's his name? 
A. His name is Paul Lucarello (phonetic). 
Q. And after she left Paul's window and 




BY MR. TOOTHMAN: 
Q. This woman was by herself, I take it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you -- when she exited the bank, 
did you go to the window and watch her or did you 
A. I did. We have a large window looking 
towards the parking lot. So I went to see maybe 
if I could see a car or something that she was 
getting into. She didn't go left. I didn't see 
her cross the window. So I assumed she went 
right. I didn't actually see her go right, but 
she didn't go left. 
Q. Okay. You didn't -- you did not see a 
car out through the window? 
have. 
A. No. 
:MR. TOOTHMAN: Thank you. That's all I 
THE COURT: And Mr. Ellsworth? 
:MR. ELLSWORTH: No, questions. 
THE COURT: All right. Ma'am-- any 
redirect from the State? 
MS. DlJNN: No, thank you. 
THR C'OTTRT: All rio-ht Yrm m::1v stPn rlnwn 
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1 A. Yes, I believe she said -- she asked 
2 him -- she said something to the effect of, "Was 
3 that what I thought it was?" 
4 Q. What did Paul respond? Do you recall 
5 what he said? 
6 A. And he said yes. 
7 Q. What did you do then? 
8 A. I then proceeded to lock the doors and 
9 posted a sign on the window saying that we were 
10 closed temporarily. 
11 Q. Did you get a packet that you are to 
12 fill out under bank policy if something happens? 
13 A. Yes, I opened the packet and wrote down 
14 what happened, what I saw, what I did. 
15 Q. What's that packet called? 
16 A. It is the robbery packet. 
17 Q. So at some point shortly after this 
18 woman left the bank, did you confirm with Paul 
19 that he had been robbed? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 MS. DUNN: I think that's all I have for 
22 this witness, Your Honor. 
23 THE COURT: All right. Cross-examination, 
24 Mr. Toothman. 
25 
10 
1 ma'am. Thank you. State may call its next 
2 witness. 
3 MS. DUNN: Thank you, Your Honor. I call 
4 Judy Batten. 
5 THE COURT: You may inquire. 
6 JUDY BATTEN, 
7 produced as a witness at the instance of the 
8 State, having been first duly sworn, was examined 
9 and testified as follows: 
10 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
11 BY MS. DUNN: 
12 Q. Ma'am, can you please tell me your 
13 whole name and spell your last name for the court 
14 record. 
15 A. Judy Batten, B-a-t-t-e-n. 
16 Q. How are you currently employed? 
17 A. I am a branch manager for KeyBank. 
18 Q. Which KeyBank branch do you generally 
19 work at? 
20 A. Broadway office. 
21 Q. Were you at work on October 20th of 
22 this year? 
23 A. I was. 
24 Q. Were you present that day when a 
2/'i V::1nPss::1 Rine; ::rnnrnach0ci vnu ;md indfratf,d there 
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1 at that point in time. 1 
2 Q. Where was he? 2 
3 A. He was trapped inside of the vehicle. 3 
4 Q. In what position inside the vehicle? 4 
5 A. He was seat belted still in the 5 
6 driver's seat upside down in -- in the vehicle. 6 
7 Q. And did you instruct Daniel to do 7 
8 something? 8 
9 A. I instructed him to keep his hands 9 
10 where I could see them. 10 
11 Q. Did you explain that instruction? 11 
12 A. I did. 12 
13 Q. And how did you explain that 13 
14 instruction? 14 
15 A. I told him to keep both of his hands in 15 
16 plain sight where I could see them at all times. 16 
17 Q. Did you tell him that was important 17 
18 because you didn't know if he had a gun? 18 
19 A. That would be correct. 19 
20 Q. Did someone respond when you said that? 20 
21 A. They did. 21 
22 Q. And was that Mrs. Parsons? 22 
23 A. Yes, ma'am. 23 
24 Q. What did she say? 24 
25 A. Verbatim she said, "I'm the only one 25 
45 
1 THE COURT: All right. Mr. Toothman, 1 
2 cross-examination. 2 
3 CROSS-EXAMINATION 3 
4 BY MR. TOOTHMAN: 4 
5 Q. Did you have any conversation with 5 
6 Daniel Parsons? 6 
7 A. Any conversation with him? 7 
8 Q. Yes. 8 
9 A. Yeah, I'd asked him -- he at some point 9 
10 asked if we could get him out of the vehicle. 10 
11 Q. Okay. Did he appear to be injured? 11 
12 A. He had -- he had some blood on him. 12 
13 Q. He was obviously conscious, though? 13 
14 A. I'm sorry? 14 
15 Q. He was obviously conscious? 15 
16 A. Yes, sir. 16 
17 Q. And he was still seat belted in; 17 
18 correct? 18 
19 A. Yes, sir. 19 
20 :MR. TOOTHMAN: Thank you. 20 
21 THE WITNESS: Thank you. 21 
22 THE COURT: All right. Mr. Ellsworth. 22 
23 CROSS-EXAMINATION 23 
24 BY MR. ELLSWORTH: 24 
?t; 0 rnrrillr".l1 nrh'::'lf 'TAr~C fho ~-n;h""'T '>I! 
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that has a gun, motherfucker." 
Q. And did she then continue to make 
additional statements? 
A. Yeah, she made the comment that--
speaking about Daniel, that he had internal 
bleeding and she said, "That's why I robbed that 
fucker." 
Q. And was Mr. Parsons within hearing 
distance as Mrs. Parsons made those statements? 
A. Yes, ma'am. 
Q. At some point was Mr. Parsons extracted 
from the vehicle by fire fighters? 
A. Yes, ma'am. 
Q. And is the person, Daniel Parsons who 
was seat belted into the driver's seat of that 
vehicle that day, here in court this afternoon? 
A. Yes, ma'am. 
Q. Can you indicate to the court where 
that person is seated and what they're wearing. 
A. He's wear the orange and white jumpsuit 
seated at the defendant's table wearing glasses. 
Q. In the center of the defense tables? 
A. Yes, ma'am. 
MS. DUNN: I believe that's all I have for 
you. The defense may have some questions. 
46 
information that you received from dispatch? 
A. The initial information received that 
Boise Police was -- had responded to an armed 
robbery. I believe it was off of Broadway. I 
don't know the specific address. 
Q. And then was there a description of the 
vehicle? 
A. There was a -- we got information from 
a reliable source that the vehicle was headed 
westbound and it was possibly -- at that time the 
information was they believe it was a blue 
minivan. 
Q. A blue minivan? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. So then you -- you picked up on a 
silver sports car? 
A. They both pulled over with each other. 
Q. Okay. And then - then the silver 
sports car kind of sped off and that's what 
prompted you to follow it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And what happened with the blue 
minivan? 
A. It remained on the side of the road. 
n n~..-l ~-,;1-.-..-ln -"~- ..-l-~-:- --nl-.-.-l" t-~-
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1 the blue minivan? 
2 A. I wouldn't be able to tell you that. 
3 Not to my knowledge they didn't. 
4 Q. All right. 
5 MR. ELLSWORTH: Thank you. No further 
6 questions. 
7 THE COURT: All right. Any redirect? 
8 MS. DUNN: No, thank you. 
9 THE COURT: Any further questions, 
10 Mr. Toothman? 
11 MR. TOOTH1v1AN: No, Your Honor. 
12 THE COURT: You may step down, sir. 
13 THE WITNESS: Thank you. 
14 THE COURT: State may call its next witness. 
15 MS. DUNN: Thank you, Your Honor. I call 
16 Officer Scharff. 
17 EARL SCHARFF, 
18 produced at the instance of the State, having been 
19 first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
20 THE COURT: You may inquire. 
21 MS. DUNN: Thank you. 
22 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
23 BYMS. DUNN: 
24 Q. Sir, can you please state your whole 
25 name and spell your last name for the court 
49 
1 Q. Can you briefly describe where in 
2 relationship to the vehicle you found the firearm. 
3 A. The firearm was approximately five, six 
4 feet off to the right of where t:t'te female was in 
5 my direction. 
6 Q. And were you directed to that location 
7 by anyone? 
8 A. Yes, I was. 
9 Q. Who directed you to the location where 
10 the firearm was located? 
11 A. The female that was outside -- or 
12 partially in and out of the car. 
13 Q, And is that female here in court this 
14 afternoon? 
15 A. Yes, she is. 
16 Q, Can you indicate to the court where 
17 that person is seated and what they're wearing. 
18 A. She's seated at the end of the 
19 defendant table wearing an orange sweat suit. 
20 Q, And the firearm to which Mrs. Parsons 
21 directed you, was that an actual and operable 
22 firearm as far as you could tell? 
23 A. As far as I could tell at the time, I 
24 believe it was. 
25 0. Th::mk vn11 
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1 record. 
2 A. Earl W. Scharff, S-c-h-a-r-f-f. 
3 Q. Thank you. 
4 MR. TOOTHMAN: For purposes of this hearing 
5 only, I'll stipulate to the education, training 
6 and experience of Officer Scharff. 
7 THE COURT: With the same -- Mr. Ellsworth? 
8 Okay. Thank you. 
9 Q. BY MS. DUNN: Sir, I'm going to direct 
10 your attention, if I could, to the day of October 
11 20th, 2010. Did you respond -- well, were you 
12 present at a crash scene in Canyon County that was 
13 the conclusion of a pursuit that began here in Ada 
14 County? 
15 A. Yes, I was. 
16 Q. When you arrived at that crash scene, 
17 was there a woman partially in and partially out 
18 of the back seat of that vehicle? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And it's a silver sports car that had 
21 crashed; is that right? 
22 A. Correct. 
23 Q. Okay. While you were at that crash 
24 scene, did you find a firearm? 
25 A. Yes, I did. 
50 
1 MS. DUNN: That's all I have for you, sir. 
2 The defense may have some questions though. 
3 THE COURT: All right. Cross-examination, 
4 Mr. Toothman. 
5 MR. TOOTHMAN: Thank you. 
6 CROSS-EXAMINATION 
7 BY MR. TOOTHMAN: 
8 Q, What kind of a firearm? 
9 A. All I could tell you, it was a 
10 semi-automatic looking-
11 Q. Okay. 
12 A. --weapon. 
13 Q. A pistol obviously? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 MR. TOOTHMAN: Thank you. 
16 THE COURT: All right. Mr. Ellsworth, any 
17 cross-examination? 
18 CROSS-EXAMINATION 
19 BY MR. ELLSWORTH: 
20 Q, So you indicated that the person you 
21 identified today in court, Miss Parsons, told you 
22 where the gun was? 
23 A. Yes --well, in a general area where 
24 the gun was, yes. 
?1; 0. All rin-ht Anrl ove:i,-thrm1-..e1t rlirl c,h,:, 
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1 {10/SE, IDAHO. APRIL 27. 2011 1 also agreed to dismiss a pending robbery charge in 
2 2 Canyon County and that's been discussed and 
3 THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Parsons. All 3 approved by counsel, myself, Ada County 
4 right Mr. Ellsworth. 4 Prosecuting Attorney's aware of that and Canyon 
5 MR. ELLSWORTH: Your Honor, thank you. Ms. 5 County has agreed to this as well. So there will 
6 Parsons is prepared to change her plea and we do 6 be a dismissal of the charge from Canyon County 
7 have a plea bargain, which I will endeavor to set 7 which relates to a September 28th, 2009 charge, a 
8 forth as best I can. 8 prior charge. 
9 THE COURT: Is It a global resolulioo? 9 In this case upon entry of the plea to 
10 MR. ELLSWORTH: It ls. 10 two counts, the stale will recommend a sentence of 
11 THE COURT: Because she has two cases. 11 18 years fixed plus 20 years and-
12 MR. ELLSWORTH: She has two cases. 12 THE COURT: 18 fixed plus 20? 
13 MS. DUNN: Does Your Honor have both files? 13 MR. ELLSWORTH: True. And the defense is 
14 THE COURT: I do. 14 free to argue for less. 
15 MR. ELLSWORTH: Your Honor, Ms. Parsons wffl 15 THE COURT: Okay. Is there restitution? 
16 enter a plea to the count of robbery In this case 16 MR. ELLSWORTH: There Is. There's 
17 of 18165 and the other two charges will be 17 restib.Jtlon on this case and we've also agreed 
18 dismissed. She'll also an enter a plea of guilty 18 that the state could present restitution and we 
19 to the - a count of robbery In the companion case 19 will agree to pay restibJtion on dismissed charges 
20 of the 13332 case. I believe that's the only 20 as well in the Ada County and Canyon County case. 
21 charge in that case. 21 THE COURT: Any other terms? 
22 THE COURT: Yes. 22 MR. ELLSWORTH: There are some other terms. 
23 MR. ELLSWORTH: So she'll plead guilty to 23 Any victim from any of these cases may present a 
24 two counts of robbery. 24 statement In this case to the court 
25 Upon entry of the plea, Canyon County 25 THE COURT: Would you agree that the 
4 5 
1 dismissal of Count Two does not preclude someone 
2 who was - like a teller who was subject to the 
3 use of the gun? 
4 MR. ELLSWORTH: That's correct. That's what 
5 we contemplated. Any dismissed charges In this 
6 package, anybody there can present a victim i"l)act 
7 statement or information that may be relevant to 
a the court in sentencing. 
9 THE COURT: All right 
10 MR. ELLSWORTH: So we've agreed to that 
11 There would be the restitution. We've also agreed 
12 that she will cooperate with the pre-sentence 
13 investigation report. 
14 THE COURT: So she's waiving her Estrada 
15 rights? 
16 MR. ELLSWORTH: She will waive her Estada 
17 rights. And she will be avallable to testify 
18 truthfully as a rebuttal witness only In the case 
19 that's coming up before Your Honor and that Is the 
20 18165 case. And she'll be available t> testify on 
21 rebuttal only as a witness under limited 
22 circumstances, called by the state to rebut the 
23 testimony of Mr. Parsons should he elect to 
24 testify. 
1 that so I'll try to outline what that agreement Is 
2 as best I can. The agreement Is If Mr. Parsons 
3 takes the stand and testified that Ms. Parsons in 
4 any way threatened him or coerced him to drive 
5 away once police activated their emergency lights 
8 and he was pulling over, Ms. Parsons would be 
7 available to the state to rebut that testimony by 
8 testifying that she did not In any way threaten or 
I coerce Mr. Parsons to essentiaUy escape after the 
1 o emergency lights were on. 
11 Ifs kind of a complicated agreement, 
12 but she will provide truthful testimony and we've 
13 made a profer in this regard and that's the 
14 agreement that we've come to. 
15 THE COURT: What you're talking about is 
16 that information that's related to the eluding 
17 only? 
18 MS. DUNN: Correct And, Your Honor, just 
19 to be dear that the statement that counsel Just 
20 made as far as the version of the events we expect 
21 to hear, we expect to hear that because she's told 
22 us those are truthful things and that she would be 
23 testifying truthfully. She understands and we 
24 have discussed the fact that anything she says 
25 And our agreements more specific than 25 that Is not true, whether it's t> the sta~'.!if\f'\r: 0 
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2 true, then It Invalidates the plea ag-eement and 
3 the state can recommend up to life In prison. And 
4 she may be subjected to a pdy prior to the state 
5 calling her. She's aware of that as well. 
6 So it isn't that the agreement is any 
7 particular words coming out of her mouth, but a 
a pledge by her to tell the truth In rebuttal 
s testimony In regard to the eluding. 
10 THE COURT: So let me get this straight. 
2 MS. DUNN: Correct. 
3 MR. ELLSWORTH: When the police were 
4 attempting to pull over the vehide on the 
5 freeway, and at that point In time they -- they 
6 had their emergency lights on, the car was puffing 
7 over. 
8 THE COURT: I know the facts. 
9 MR. ELLSWORTH: Right, you know tie facts. 
10 So It's from that polnt-
I 11 She can only be called to rebut a - the only 
12 Issue, limited Issue, she can be called for Is to 
13 rebut any suggestion by him -
11 THE COURT: In other words, if he gets up 
12 and says I didn't know about a bank robbery, I 
13 didn't know what she was doing and she didn1 tell 
14 me, you can't tall her; correct? I 14 MS. DUNN: A sense of being coerced. 
15 THE COURT: - that he was coerced Into - 15 MS. DUNN: Not without additional 
16 Into eluding. So, In other words, If he gets up I 11 and says I was coerced Into aldilg and abetting, 
1s she doesn't have to testify. I don, want to get 
19 Into trial and have this problem. 
16 negotiations, Your Honor. This plea does not 
17 ant!qpate that. 
18 t,y THE COURT: Okay. I Just want to make sure 
I 20 MS. DUNN: No, that's a fair question, 
21 judge, and I just wanted -
19 because otherwise I know that's going to come up. 
20 MS. DUNN: No, that's been clearly discussed 
21 by counsel. And, frankly, Your Honor, from the 
I 22 THE COURT: Because there's a big difference 23 -
24 MR. ELLSWORTH: And I can tell you what we 
22 state's view I think Ms. Parsons Is reticent to 
23 testify against her husband at all and so we have 
24 tried to narrow the soope of the world so we can I 2s discussed. We discussed more In -from a ;race 25 reach an agreement at all. So that's how we oome 
9 
1 to Your Honor wlh this agreement. 1 a companion case as part d this. 
I 2 THE COURT: And - but 1- the reason I'm 2 And In addtlon to that the state's 3 being so careful Is that I don't want to gfi Into 3 going to cap Its recommendation at 18 years fixed 
4 this and find we have a problem and that means 4 followed by 20 years indeterminate for a total of 
I 5 that she can then withdraw her guilty plea and 5 38. She's free to argue for less. The state can e then we go forward from there. a ask for restitution on dismissed as well as pied 
7 MS. DUNN: I understand. 7 counts and any victim of any dismissed charges may 
I e THE COURT: Mr. Ellsworth, that's what you a present evidence at sentencing. She has agreed to 
9 understand? 9 waive her constitutional rt1ht to remain silent 
10 MR. ELLSWORTH: I do understand that. And 10 during the pre-sentence investigation. I 11 she has agreed to provide truthful testimony In 11 She must be - she must make herself 
12 this regard. So I would e~ her to honor that. 12 available to testify truthfully In rebuttal only 
13 THE COURT: Well, that's the state's 13 under the limited circumstances ff her I 14 decision. 14 co-defendant takes the stand and says that she 
11 Okay. This Is what I understand the 1s threatened or coerced him to drive away as with 
I 11 plea agreement to be. And I assume she's filled 1& regard to the eludilg charge only. The state Is 17 out the guilty plea form. 17 not permitted to call her for any other purpose. 
18 On the two cases she Is going to plead 18 Have I set -- have I set forth the plea 
I 19 guilty to each count of robbery. The state's 19 agreement? 20 going to dismiss the use of a firearm, deadly 20 MR. ELLSWORTH: I think the court has 
21 weapon during the commission of the crime and the 21 accurately reflected the plea agreement. 
I 22 attempted robbery count that's In the 2010 case 22 MS. DUNN: Yes, Your Honor. 23 ending in 18265. 23 THE COURT: All right. Mr. Ellsworth, do 
24 The state's going to - there's also 24 you believe you've had sufficient time to discuss 
































INSTRUCTION NO. 3 
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The parties have stipulated that Felicia Elizabeth Parsons pied guilty to the Robbery on October 20, 


































INSTRUCTION NO. 15 
The law makes no distinction between a person who directly participates in the acts 
constituting a crime and a person who, either before or during its commission, intentionally aids, 
assists, facilitates, promotes, encourages, counsels, solicits, invites, helps or hires another to commit 
a crime with intent to promote or assist in its commission. Both can be found guilty of the crime. 
Mere presence at, acquiescence in, or silent consent to, the planning or commission of a crime is not 
sufficient to make one an accomplice. 
All persons who participate m a cnme either before or during its commission, by 
intentionally aiding, abetting, advising, hiring, counseling, or procuring another to commit the crime 
with intent to promote or assist in its commission are guilty of the crime. All such participants are 
considered principals in the commission of the crime. The participation of each defendant in the 
crime must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt. 
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1 Nevada, it shows that given his discharge date, it 
2 falls within the ten-year time limit that 609 sets 
3 out 
4 So I think that given all of that, it 
5 falls within the rule and I'd ask the Court to 
6 rule that I can use that as impeachment evidence 
7 should he elect to testify. 
8 THE COURT: Mr. Smith. 
9 MR. SMITH: Thank you, Your Honor. 
10 It may be premature to make a ruling on 
11 that at this point. Obviously we haven't seen the 
12 evidence that the State's -- although we've seen a 
13 lot of discovery, but we have not witnessed the 
14 trial. We don't know what evidence ultimately 
15 will be presented. We don't know If Mr. Parsons 
16 will testify or not. And I think it's probably 
17 premature to rule on that until such time as he 
18 makes an election as to whether he should testify. 
19 THE COURT: Yeah, I understand that, but I 








that potential. And it does appear from what I 
can see of the information that was just provided 
to the Court that this does fall within the rule 
and I would have to make a ruling that burglary 
and robbery are clearly crimes of -- suggesting 
Ef>{hJloi'1-- 1-f (llD4) 21 
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3 THE COURT: Are we ready on Parsons then? 
4 MS. BUTTRAM: Yes, Your Honor. 
5 THE COURT: Do we want to argue 404(b) at 
6 this time? 
7 MS. BUTTRAM: Your Honor, actually in 
a reviewing it, I think it applies only to --
9 THE COURT: Mr. Parsons. 
10 MS. BUTTRAM: -- the defendant, Daniel 
11 Parsons. So I would suggest that maybe we do the 
12 status and then Mr. Ellsworth can leave and I can 
13 argue the 404(b) --
14 THE COURT: Okay. 
15 MS. BUTTRAM: -- just as to Daniel Parsons. 
16 MR. ELLSWORTH: I'm fine remaining. I think 
17 it is certainly pertinent. 
18 THE COURT: Well, your client doesn't need 
19 to remain for it. 
20 MR. ELLSWORTH: Right, she does not. 
21 agree with the State that it is certainly more 
22 relevant to Mr. Parsons' case. Certainly 
23 factually it's entwined with our case, so I'll 
24 remain anyway. 
20 
1 dishonesty, they're theft crimes, and are the 
2 kinds of crimes that would come in to impeach 
3 somebody to show that they have a problem with 
4 honesty. 
5 It also appears, at least this document 
6 says his -- he was actually discharged 11/14 2005 
7 and it comes within the ten years. I know counsel 
8 has indicated on the robbery charges, it was 
9 December 6th, 2001, which, again, would come 
10 within the ten years, and, therefore, would be 
11 admissible to impeach him. 
12 So I think in fairness to him so that 
13 he knows that that's potentially what's going to 
14 happen. 
15 MR. SMITH: Thank you. 
16 THE COURT: Thank you. Anything else, 
17 counsel? 
18 MS. BUTTRAM: Not from the State, Your 
19 Honor. Thank you. 








1 MR. ELLSWORTH: We can certainly take up the 
2 status conference. 
3 THE COURT: Okay. So this is still on for 
4 trial I assume? 
5 MS. BUTTRAM: It is, Your Honor. I haven't 
6 received word from any of my witnesses that they 
7 are unavailable. I can inform the Court that on 
8 those fingerprints that I was awaiting, I think 
9 shortly after our last hearing the detective 
10 contacted me and informed me that the known prints 
11 that we had that were both defendants were of such 
12 poor quality that they couldn't be used for 
13 comparison. So we got a detention warrant, got 
14 new prints and those have been submitted. The lab 
15 had been informed of the trial date, so I 
16 anticipate having the results prior to the trial 
17 date of May 2nd. 
18 THE COURT: Okay. 
19 MS. BUTTRAM: Those fingerprints were, I 
20 believe, taken last Tuesday. Other than that, the 
21 State's not aware of any issues, Your Honor. 
22 THE COURT: All right. Because we do have 
23 speedy trial so we're not going to change this 
24 again. Okay? 
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1 anything else to discuss on the status conference? 
2 MS. BUTTRAM: Not from the State, Your 
3 Honor. 
4 MR. SMITH: No, Your Honor. 
5 MR. ELLSWORTH: I can tell the Court that 
6 it's likely we're going to change our plea in very 
7 short order. I'm waiting to hear somethhg --
8 some additional information back from Canyon 
9 County at which point I'll just contact the Court 
10 and request a time. 
11 THE COURT: Okay. Just for your 
12 information, I'm going to be -- I will not be 
13 having court April 13th or the 20th. And so right 
14 now we are scheduled to have another -- a 
15 pre-trial conference on the 7th. So there could 
16 be a change of plea then or next 'M3ek, it's up to 
17 you. 
18 MR. ELLSWORTH: Okay. Thank you. 
19 THE COURT: But you just need to let my --
20 my clerk know. 
21 MR. ELLSWORTH: I will. 
22 THE COURT: All right. Thank you, Ms. 
23 Parsons. If that's all there is, then we don't 
24 need you. Okay. Thank you. 
25 I'll hear -- I assume, Mr. Smith, 
25 
1 think is pretty close to the identifying facts of 
2 Mr. Parsons. 
3 Additionally, Your Honor, from the 
4 evidence that was recovered from the vehicle, 
5 particularly the Enterprise rental agreement, the 
G Hot Wire reservation agreement, all of that shows 
7 that this defendant, Mr. Parsons, is the one who 
8 rented the vehicle that was seen driving 
9 Mrs. Parsons away from the attempt again just two 
10 days earlier. 
11 So given all of that, Your Honor, I 
12 think that the Court can see that this evidence is 
13 relevant. It's probative to permitted use of 
14 prior acts -- or prior bad acts and so the State 
15 would ask the Court to rule that I can elicit that 
16 testimony as against Mr. Parsons in our case In 
17 chief. 
18 THE COURT: Mr. Smith. 
19 MR. SMITH: Thank you, Your Honor. 
20 I think the State has correctly stated 
21 the standard, but I don't think it applies here 
22 and we'll ask that the Court not allOvV any of 
23 these materials. 
24 I would note that there's no guarantee 
25 ·· that Mr. Parsons was actuallv involved in this. 
24 
1 you're prepared to respond on the 40l(b); is that 
2 right, an objection? 
3 MR. SMITH: Yes. 
4 THE COURT: I'll let her argue it at this 
5 time. 
6 MS. BUTTRAM: Your Honor, I don't have a lot 
7 additional to add to my notice. I just wanted to 
8 point out, as I referenced in my notice, the State 
9 does have to prove that Mr. Pars:ms also had a 
10 requisite intent as an aider and abetter in this 
11 robbery to commit the robbery. And so I think 
12 with all of the facts that I've alleged in this, 
13 it's clear that it ties him to this common scheme 
14 or plan to commit a robbery on a Key Bank, and, in 
15 fact, that they -- that he had actually driven 
16 Felicia Parsons to the attempt with -- that she is 
17 charged with two days prior. I think we can show 
18 that they did share a common scheme or plan to 
19 commit a robbery even though that one didn't end 
20 up going through. 
21 As I stated in my notice, Your Honor, 
22 there's a pretty good witness at that Meridian 
23 location where the attempttook place on October 
24 18th who gives details about the vehcle that was 
25 being driven and the driver of that vehicle that I 
26 
1 What there is an assumption, perhaps some 
2 photographs, but there's no actual conviction or 
3 anything here. There's no prior criminal 
4 conviction. There are potentially some photos 
5 from a bank. The ones I rereived, of course, are 
6 photocopied and virtually impossible to rely on. 
7 I think that the reliability of all of 
8 this evidence is questionable. There's even, 
9 according to the State's own brief here, a person 
10 who they claim that Mr. Parsons rented a black 
11 Dodge Grand Caravan. And then this Ms. Bloxham, 
12 who apparently works at the bank or near the bank, 
13 saw somebody get in -- a woman wto's described as 
14 five foot four and slender, get Into a navy 
15 minivan with Connecticut license plates. We have 
16 some pretty broad descriptions with respect to the 
17 sizes and shapes and the weghts of the people, 
18 differing colors here with respect to the van. 
19 And, finally, of course, this would be 
20 really highly prejudicial information to admit In 
21 a bank robbery case of the same branch -- or same 
22 bank, although a different branch. 
23 So given the -- what I perreive to be 
24 the lack of reliability on this potential evidence 
25 and the oreil.dicial nature of it we would ask 
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1 that the Court exclude it. 
2 THE COURT: Well, before you sit down, I 
3 assume you're not going to object to like the 
4 rental agreement and things like that, are you? 
s MR. SMITH: I can hardly object to a rental 
6 agreement if the foundation can be laid for it. 
7 THE COURT: All right. To show that he 
8 actually participated in renting a vehicle? 
9 MR. SMITH: In renting a vehicle, not 
1 o necessarily the vehicle that was presumably seen 
11 at the bank. 
12 THE COURT: Well, that just goes to the 
13 weight; correct? 
14 MR. SMITH: Well, and I think that it goes 
15 -- it goes directly -- well, as the Court knows, 
16 the weight of it is the reliability of the 
17 evidence and given the extreme prejudice of this 
18 particular evidence, while I would grant that it 
19 certainly has probative ability, I think it's very 
20 prejudicial and accordingly should be held to a 
21 very high level of reliability. 
22 And what we've got is a person saying, 
28 
1 description of him other than sort of a general 
2 description. I don't think it necessarily matches 
3 up with what you see sitting here before you 
4 today. Thank you. 
5 THE COURT: Anything further-- can you 
6 elaborate? I'm sure that Shiloh Inn and things 
7 like that can --
8 MS. BUTTRAM: Your Honor, just that the 
9 Court's most likely aware under State versus 
10 Cardell, 132 ldaho217, 1998, that the Court does 
11 have the discretion to admit uncharged conduct. 
12 So it doesn't matter that he hasn't been charged 
13 with --
14 THE COURT: No, no, I know that. 
15 MS. BUTTRAM: -- that conviction. 
16 THE COURT: That's irrelevant. 
17 MS. BUTTRAM: And just, again, I think that 
18 it's hopefully set out well in my notice, but 
19 there are --there's A, 8, C, D, all of these 
20 little dots on a continuum that tie the defendant 
21 to this attempt. He reserved this vehicle. He 
22 went in and he showed his identification and he 
23 yeah, I saw somebody run out and get in a blue van 23 rented a navy -- or a black minivan with 
24 when he's alleged to have rented a black van a 
25 couple of days before. There's not really a 
29 
1 Connecticut license plate, and the exact numbers 
2 are what the witness gave to the dispatch in 
3 identifying the vehicle. The only thing that she 
4 got wrong was she called it navy versus black. 
5 And so I think that it's not so 
6 prejudicial that there's a good chance he was not 
7 the driver of that vehicle. She's almost spot on 
8 with her identification of him regarding his 
9 weight, his age, and his appearance. 
10 I do note in there she says he's bald. 
24 Connecticut license plates. They have the 
25 recorded license plate. That license plate, the 
30 
1 Now, obviously there's the question of 
2 -- you can certainly poke holes in it and attack 
3 the weight of it because of the color difference 
4 or some slight variation in the description of the 
5 Individual. But as we all know, eye witness 
6 accounts frequently vary from person to person 
7 and it depends on what they're actually 
a identifying. 
9 And so it's clearly probative because 
10 the State does have to show that he had the intent 
11 We can see from the mug shot is that he had a very 11 
12 closely shaved head, hair, and a receding 12 
to participate in this robbery and clearly 
participating in renting the car, casing the 
13 hairline. So that's off. He is noted to wear 
14 glasses at times. She noted that the driver was 
15 wearing glasses. 
16 I think all of this evidence, Your 
17 Honor, shows that he was, in fact, the driver of 
18 that vehicle and It should be admitted. 
19 THE COURT: Any further argument? 
MR. SMITH: No, Your Honor. 20 
21 THE COURT: Well, I do recognize that on 
22 404(b) it is a matter of discretion for the Court. 
23 In addition to that, it's really a two-part 
24 analysis. And in looking at this I do find this 
13 place, doing those kinds of things, that all goes 
14 to whether he Intended to do so. The -- and for 
15 that reason I think it's -- it's highly probative. 
16 And there is -- I'd also find that there is a 
17 basis for the State's evidence. 
18 The question here is really a 403 
19 analysis and whether the probative value is 
20 substantially outweighed by the unfair prejudice 
21 that would inure to the defendant if I were to 
22 allow it in. 
23 Now, I want to make it really clear, 
24 all evidence presumably is prejudicial. That's 
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1 standard is whether the prejudice substantially 
2 outweighs the probative value and is unfair to the 
3 defendant. And I find that it's -- that in this 
4 case under a 403 analysis that the probative value 
5 is not substantially outweighed by the prejudice 
6 to the defendant. 
7 And so I'm not going to -- I'm going to 
a allow the State to present this evidence. 
9 Obviously it's going to be subject to rigorous 
10 cross-examination. And I would ask that the 
11 parties prepare a limiting instruction to give to 
12 the jury when they hear this evidence. 
13 Is there anything else on the 404(b)? 
14 MS. BUTTRAM: No, Your Honor. Thank you. 
15 THE COURT: I thought there was also -- I 
16 just want to make sure that -- make sure that 
17 we've addressed everything. 
18 In this case -- just a second --
19 MS. BUTTRAM: I had filed a 609 motion. 
20 THE COURT: That's -- that's what I was 
21 going to ask you about. 
22 MS. BUTTRAM: You had ruled on that on --
23 THE COURT: I'm sorry. What? 
24 MS. BUTTRAM: You had ruled on that March 
25 9th that --
1 R E P O RT E R'S C E R T I F I CAT E 
2 
3 
4 I, KIM I. MADSEN, Official Court 
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5 Reporter, County of Ada, State of Idaho, hereby 
6 certify: 
7 That I am the reporter who took the 
8 proceedings had in the above-entitled action in 
9 machine shorthand and thereafter the same was 
10 reduced into typewriting under my direct 
supervision; and 
That the foregoing transcript contains 





THE COURT: That it does come in. 
MS. BUTTRAM: -- it does come in. 
THE COURT: I just wanted to make sure that 
4 there had been a ruling on the priors --
5 MS. BUTTRAM: Yes. 
6 THE COURT: -- for purposes of impeachment. 
7 All right. Is there anything else we 
8 need to talk about before the pre-trial 
9 conference? 
10 MS. BUTTRAM: I don't believe so. Thank 
11 you. 
12 MR. SMITH: No, Your Honor. 
13 THE COURT: And the pre-trial conference 
14 then will be on the 27th. Thank you. 





































proceedings had in the above and foregoing cause, 
which was heard at Boise, Idaho. 
15 
IN WITNESS WHERE'?? I have hereunto set 















Hon. Cheri C. Copsey 
District Judge 
200 W. Front Street 
Boise, Id. 83702 
Hon. Cheri C. Copsey 
I am dissatisfied with Laurence G. Smith as my Attorney of 
Record. The following is the reason that he is discharge as my 
lawyer. 
Rule 1.1 : Competence 
a. Lack of competent handling of a particular matter includes inquiry into and analysis of the 
factual and legal elements of the problem, and use of methods and procedures meeting the 
standards of competent practitioners. 
Rule 1.4: Communication 
a. promptly inform the client of any decision or circumstance with respect to which the client's 
informed consent. 
b. Reasonably consult with the client about the means by which the client's objectives are to be 
accomplished; 
c. Keep the client reasonably informed about the status of the matter. 
d. Promptly comply with reasonable requests for information: 
Rule I .6: Confidentiality of information 
a. A lawyer shall not reveal information relating to representation of a client unless the client gives 
informed consent. 
:r:v ,,J t~.-
Daniel D. Parsons 
Page 1 of 1 
Larry Smith 
1 11 
Daniel D. Parsons: 
I have this date received your letter dated 27 Jan 11. Allow me to offer the following: 
• If you speak with the receptionist, she \vill schedule a telephone appointment for you. In 
addition, I assure you I will visit you in custody. Your trial is not scheduled until 4 April 
2011. 
• Prior to the Rule 16 Hearing, the judge ordered that the State provide complete discovery 
to us. Under separate cover you \vill receive copies of all the discovery I have in my file, 
minus CDs/DVDs which \Vere just provided to us. After I have reviewed those, I can 
ha\re them shown to you if you like. 
• We have ordered the Preliminary Hearing transcript. It should arrive in a week or so. I 
can provide you a copy on receipt. 
auren 
Attorney at Law 
Ada County Public Defender's Office 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Tel: (208) 287-7400 
Fax: (208) 287-7409 
Ce message (ainsi que les pieces jointes, le cas echeant) est confidentiel, peut etre protege et est emis a 
!'intention exclusive du ou des destinataires susnommes. Si vous n'etes pas le destinataire de ce message, 
veuillez m'en avertir en me retournant le courriel et !'effacer de votre ordinateur. Toute utilisation non autorisee ou 
divulgation du contenu de ce message est strictement interdite. 
-- 7~ ~Of/ 
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OFFICE OF THE ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CHIEF PUBLIC DEFENDER 
FELONY DIVISION 
W Front St, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone (208) 287-7 400 
Fax (208) 287-7409 
SENIOR TRIAL ATTORNEYS 
Edward 8. Odessey 
Amil Myshin 
Steven A. Botimer 
Lawrence G. Smith 
TRIAL ATTORNEYS 
Eric Rolfsen 
Craig A Steveley 
Richard D. Toothman 
Anthony R. Geddes 
David W Simonaitis 
Jonathan D. Loschi 
Nicholas L. Wollen 
Michael W. Lojek 
Teri K Jones 
Megan L Herrett 
Ann L Cosho 
Kimberly J. Simmons 
Ransom i:lailey 
Brian C. Marx 
Danica M. Comstock 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
200 \N Front St, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: (208) 287-7450 
Fax: (208) 287-7 419 
TRIAL ATTORNEYS 
Daniel M. Truscott 
Gary S. Reedy 
Kevin M. Rogers 
Elizabeth H. Estess 
Benson Barrera 
Charlene W. Davis 
Anita M. E. Moore 
Aaron P Wise 
Heidi K Koonce 
Cassandra G. Drescher 
Larry D. Moore 
Erik J. O'Daniel 
Tuesday, February 08, 2011 
Re: Update, CR-FE-2010-0018161 
Mr. Daniel D. Parsons, Jr., # I 036254 
Clo Ada County Jail 
Interdepartmental Mail 
Dear Mr. Parsons: 
Alan E. Trimming 
CHIEF DEPUTY 
August H. Cahill 
CIVIL DIVISION 
200 W. Front St, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: (208) 287-7450 
Fax: (208) 287-7419 
CIVIL ATTORNEYS 
Ann L Cosho 
Reed G. Smith 
Joshua Wickard 
Adam Kimball 
Dylan J. Orton 
JUVENILE DIVISION 
6300 W. Denton 
Boise. Idaho 83704 
Phone {208) 577-4930 
Fax: (208) 577-4939 
TRIAL ATTORNEYS 
N. Gene Alexander 
Alan D. Malone 
Robin L Coley 
Cameron D. Cook 
INVESTIGATORS 
200 W. Front St, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: (208) 287-7400 







I have received your letter dated "2-7-2011." While I generally schedule telephone appointments 
between 10 a.m. and noon on Tuesdays, I try to be available at my desk all day to receive calls. 
As I advised in my previous letter, the Rule 16 issue was cleared up when "the judge ordered that 
the State provide complete discovery to us." As I also indicated, you would be receiving 
everything we have (minus CDs/DVDs) under separate cover. My assistant's notes indicate that 
was done on the 31st of January. 
A motion for relief from prejudicial joinder will be filed this week. It is not automatically 
granted, and the judge will likely schedule a hearing on the matter. 
Regarding your defense, I am advised by the State that Det. Wigington is continuing to 
investigate, and that more charges may be forthcoming against you, including for a Key Bank 
branch that was robbed in Meridian. The State has also advised that Enterprise connects you to 
renting the blue van with CT plates, and that the Key Bank branch manager witnessed Felicia run 
Mr. Daniel D. Parsons 
February 8, 2011 
Re: CR-FE-2010-0018161 
Page 2 
to it, and that the driver appeared to match your description. As soon as I receive additional 
information, I will provide it to you. 
Sincerely, 
Attorney at Law 
LGS:jp 
\ 
.. Dear Mr. Laurence Smith April 13, 2011 
I have the following questions about my case: 
1) Do you plan on a Motion to suppress evidence about statements Felicia made on 10-20-11, while 
she was intoxicated with a .12 level? Jo 
2) When will you file a Motion for return of property? J .:,> 
3) Have you seen the DVD's on the police pull over, when Felicia pulled the gun on me? ;Ju ./,\vs.uJ"' ;1_ 
4) What is your plan on defending me in this case? J-J 4 
" . C ., 
. jJ s~u" '··-
5) What do you think about using a necessity defense? 1-JJ ,epvc; cue ,2-
Please let me know what you think about the above questions. 
Sincerely, 6~ Pc,,~ 
Larry Smith 
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Your letter dated April 13, 2011, arrived last Friday, the 15th. I continue to sift 
through the growing amounts of discovery in your case, to communicate with 
the State, and to communicate with Felicia's attorney. I will be out to visit you 
very soon. 
It is evident from your letter that you do not understand a number of 
procedural elements with which we must comply. For example, the motion to 
suppress you describe might succeed as a motion in limine instead, but you 
identify no grounds other than intoxication. Similarly, a motion to return 
property is premature. 
In any event, we will discuss these matters soon. As always, I will take your 
call if I am at my desk. 
LA-->"' . ..., G. SMITH 
Deputy Public Defender 
February 2, 2012 
Daniel Dale Parsons, 100434 
ICC, Unit E 
P.O. Box 70010 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Re: Docket No. 38980 
Dear Mr. Parsons: 
GREG S. SIL VEY 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 565 
ST AR, IDAHO 83669 
(208) 286-7400 
This letter follows our meeting of January 27, 2012. I am addressing here three of 
your requests. First, I have looked at the 404(b) issue. While there was actually no 
memorandum decision, based on the court minutes, the state's motion, and how the 
evidence actually came in at trial, I just don't see a viable 404(b) argument on appeal and 
so therefore I have no legitimate reason to suspend the appeal and have the hearing 
transcribed. As you mentioned, the problem you saw would not have been on the record 
anyway, and so would have to be raised in your post conviction. 
Second, you asked for me to put in writing the procedural sequence of post 
conviction proceedings. First, there is the direct appeal which will presumably be 
assigned to the Court of Appeals. If that is unsuccessful, a petition for review to the Idaho 
Supreme Court should be filed. Then, the post conviction is filed in the district court. If 
unsuccessful, that is appealed, and if unsuccessful before the Court of Appeals, a petition 
for review should be filed in the Idaho Supreme Court. I suggest to people so as to 
avoid an untimely filing in the federal district court, that at the time the petition for 
review is filed, their federal habeas petition be filed and it explained that the final ruling 
from the Idaho Supreme Court is pending and will be supplemented. Given the 
processing time in the federal court, the ruling on the petition for review should be 
entered before anything happens in federal court. 
Finally, e,p_closed please find a copy of the clerks record and your letter to the 
SAPD. I will a you the transcripts after they are scanned. 
August 9, 2012 
Daniel Dale Parsons, 100434 
ICC, Unit C 
P.O. Box 70010 
Boise, Idaho 83 707 
Re: Docket No. 38980 
Dear Mr. Parsons: 
GREG S. SIL VEY 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 565 
ST AR, IDAHO 83669 
(208) 286-7400 
This letter follows telephone conversation today in which you decided that you 
should proceed pro se so that you can file your motion to file supplemental briefing, 
which will simply be denied if it comes from a represented Appellant. Therefore, I have 
prepared the enclosed notice of intent to proceed pro se and also am providing you with 
the following information to ensure that you are making an informed decision regarding 
self representation. 
1. Currently, your case is being handled by a person trained in the law. 
Should you elect to represent yourself, you will give up many of the 
traditional benefits associated with the right to counsel. 
2. If you choose to represent yourself, the Court will still expect you to 
follow all appellate rules and requirements. See Huff v. Singleton, 143 
Idaho 498, 500, 148 P.3d 1244, 1246 (2006) (recognizing that The Idaho 
Supreme Court adheres to the rule that persons acting pro se (representing 
themselves) are held to the same standards and rules as those represented 
by attorneys). 
3. An appellant bears the burden of providing an adequate record for appeal. 
This means that you would be responsible for ensuring that all portions of 
the Clerk's Record and Reporter's Transcript which are relevant to the 
issues you raise on appeal are contained in the appellate record. Items 
contained in the district court record may or may not be contained in the 
appellate record at this point. 
4. You will be required to comply with the Idaho Appellate Rules, a copy of 
which may or may not be available to you while incarcerated. 
5. You will be required to file a brief which adheres to the formatting 
requirements ofldaho Appellate Rules 35 and 36. 
6. You will be required to file briefs in a timely manner, and to file the proper 
number of copies of the brief as designated in Idaho Appellate Rule 34. 
7. The appellate rules require that an appellant identify the specific issues to 
be considered on appeal and present argument with citations to the 
authorities, including statutes and parts of the transcript and record upon 
which the appellant relies. You will waive (give up) an issue on appeal if 
either argument or authority in support of an argument is missing from 
your briefing. See State v. Zichko, 129 Idaho 259, 263, 923 P.2d 966, 
970 (1996). If you are incarcerated, you may or may not have access to 
books containing legal authority which supports your claims on appeal. 
8. In some appeals, though not all, the Court may wish to schedule a hearing 
at which the parties can present argument on the issues raised in the 
briefing. However, a defendant in a criminal case does not have the right 
to appear at this hearing unless the court specifically orders the defendant 
to appear. See LC. § 19-2803. If you wish to represent yourself in this 
appeal, and you wish to appear at a hearing on the appeal, you will have to 
file a motion requesting that you be allowed to appear. However, in my 
experience these requests are typically denied by the Court when a person 
who is representing themselves is incarcerated. 
I must note that the above listed concerns are not a complete list of the 
requirements and hurdles you may face should you choose to represent yourself. It is 
impossible to communicate, in a single letter, all of the things you must know in order to 
represent yourself on appeal. Instead, attorneys are trained over a period of years, both in 
and out of law school, on the law and the proper procedures for handling a case. This is 
the benefit of having counsel to help you with your appeal, and the benefit that you would 
be giving up should you wish to represent yourself. 
As you know, the Appellant's and Respondent's brief have been filed and the 
case is at issue (waiting decision). I will file a motion to suspend the briefing schedule 
pending the resolution of my motion to withdraw. Assuming my motion to withdraw is 
granted, the case would still be at issue unless and until you motion the court to file a 
supplemental brief, which it may or may not allow. 
If, after reviewing the a v~ information, you still want to proceed pro se, please 
sign the enclosed ocument d return it to me. Once I receive this document, I can file a 
motion to wit raw as ur counsel. On the other hand, if after reading this letter you 
decide that u do want me to withdraw as counsel, please advise. If you have any 
n't hesitate to write. 
! 
\. 
SIL VEY LAW OFFICE LTD 
Greg S. Silvey, Attorney 
P.O. Box 565 
Star, Idaho 83669 
(208) 286-7400 
greg@idahoappeals.com 
Attorney for Appellant 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
DANIEL DALE PARSONS, 
Appellant-Defendant, 
vs. 












CASE NO. 38980 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PROCEED 
PROSE 
The appellant, Daniel Dale Parsons, provides notice that he wishes his appointed 
counsel Greg S. Silvey to withdraw from his case, and that he wishes to proceed with 
the appeal pro se. The appellant has advised Greg S. Silvey that he wishes to 
represent himself. Thereafter, undersigned counsel provided him with the following 
warnings. 
1. Currently, your case is being handled by a person trained in the law. 
Should you elect to represent yourself, you will give up many of the 
traditional benefits associated with the right to counsel. 
2. If you choose to represent yourself, the Court will still expect you to follow 
all appellate rules and requirements. See Huff v. Singleton, 143 Idaho 
498, 500, 148 P.3d 1244, 1246 (2006) (recognizing that The Idaho 
Supreme Court adheres to the rule that persons acting pro se 
(representing themselves) are held to the same standards and rules as 
those represented by attorneys). 
3. An appellant bears the burden of providing an adequate record for 
appeal. This means that you would be responsible for ensuring that all 
portions of the Clerk's Record and Reporter's Transcript which are 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PROCEED PRO SE Paae 1 
relevant to the issues you raise on appeal are contained in the appellate 
record. Items contained in the district court record may or may not be 
contained in the appellate record at this point. 
4. You will be required to comply with the Idaho Appellate Rules, a copy of 
which may or may not be available to you while incarcerated. 
5. You will be required to file a brief which adheres to the formatting 
requirements of Idaho Appellate Rules 35 and 36. 
6. You will be required to file briefs in a timely manner, and to file the proper 
number of copies of the brief as designated in Idaho Appellate Rule 34. 
7. The appellate rules require that an appellant identify the specific issues to 
be considered on appeal and present argument with citations to the 
authorities, including statutes and parts of the transcript and record upon 
which the appellant relies. You will waive (give up) an issue on appeal if 
either argument or authority in support of an argument is missing from 
your briefing. See State v. Zichko, 129 Idaho 259, 263, 923 P.2d 966, 
970 (1996). If you are incarcerated, you may or may not have access to 
books containing legal authority which supports your claims on appeal. 
8. In some appeals, though not all, the Court may wish to schedule a hearing 
at which the parties can present argument on the issues raised in the 
briefing. However, a defendant in a criminal case does not have the right 
to appear at this hearing unless the court specifically orders the defendant 
to appear. See I.C. § 19-2803. If you wish to represent yourself in this 
appeal, and you wish to appear at a hearing on the appeal, you will have 
to file a motion requesting that you be allowed to appear. However, in my 
experience these requests are typically denied by the Court when a 
person who is representing themselves is incarcerated. 
After due consideration of these warnings, the Appellant has determined that he 
does wish to proceed prose, and requests that Greg S. Silvey move to withdraw from 
this appeal. 
Daniel Dale Parsons (date) 
Appellant 
Greg S. Silvey 
Attorney for Appellant 
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August 23, 2012 
Daniel Dale Parsons, 100434 
ICC, Unit C 
P.O. Box 70010 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Re: Docket No. 38980 
Dear Mr. Parsons: 
GREG S. SIL VEY 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 565 
ST AR, IDAHO 83669 
(208) 286-7400 
This letter follows your letter of August 13, 2012, in which you advise me that 
you actually do not want to proceed pro se but want me to file supplemental briefing. 
I will not be filing any supplemental briefing. In short, if I thought there were any 
viable issues to raise, I would have raised them already. But I will explain, as you 
request, why I cannot raise any of the 14 pages of issues you think should be raised. 
First, some of your claimed errors (numbers 1, 2, 4, 8) are simply general 
statements of law with no reference where or when that particular error supposedly 
happened in your case. 
Second, as to claimed error numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 
17, 18, 19, 20 and 21 ( assuming they are truly errors), they were not objected to by your 
defense counsel and so they cannot be raised for the first time on appeal unless they meet 
the test for fundamental error, which they do not. Instead, they would all need to be 
raised as ineffective assistance of counsel claims (failure to object) in a post conviction. 
This includes your claims of prosecutorial misconduct. While I have only glanced at the 
lengthy transcript again to respond to this letter, this appears to be true of your varied 
Crawford type claims as well. 
_,.,-,/ 
As to claimed error numbefs 10 and 11, the confession was corroborated. Finally, 
as to claimed error numb~t( there was more than sufficient evidence to convict you, 
particularly since your_)ltfomey presented no defense, as you well know. 
7/ 
I t~!<#ryaddre~sed them all. If you have any further questions or comments, 












Boise Police Deoartment 
Report Type: Robbery 
Approved on 10/21/2010 5:19:00 AM 
ER# - 201 o -021020 __1 
.. ~~~ - ~-- ---- -
Chg;J Offense/Charge Date of This Narrative 
1 robbery 10/20/2010 
Date & Time Occurred 
10/20/2010 1410 
4 Location of Occurrence 0 Audio Related to this 
1111 S BROADWAY AVE BOISE Supplement 
SUSPECT INTERVIEW: 
I did not interview Felicia. She did however did make some unsolicited comments while waiting for Fire and 
EMS to arrive. She stated that the whole incident was her fault, stating they had robbed the bank in order to 
pay for medical expenses belonging to the male. She said multiple times they had robbed the bank. She told 
us the male had internal bleeding, and needed to get some help. She also stated they should have just killed 
themselves after the robb.ery, to avoid capture. Officers did ask the male suspect where the gun was, and 
Felicia stated he didn't have a gun, that it belonged to her. 
. . 
WITNESS INTERVIEW: 
I did not interview any witnesses. 
INJURIES (VICTIM & SUSPECT): 
It appeared Felicia had a head injury. She, along with the male, were transported to St Alphonsus. 
DISPOSITION OF PROPERTY/EVIDENCE/WEAPONS: 
Handgun-Taurus PT100AF .40 Cal Serial number SOB 42727, turned over to Det Peterzak on scene. 
-
A scanner with emergency channels programmed to it was located near the car. It was turned on, and I heard 
tone alerts being dispatched for multiple different units, such as EMS and Fire. 
CONCLUSION: 
j 
Male suspect was arrested, and the female suspect was admitted to St Alphonsus, pending charges being filed. 
Route to County Prosecutor 
.Adminl, 





4 Location of Occurrence 
1111 S BROADWAY AVE BOISE 
I NARRATTVE j ·. · · '· 
Additional Information. 
Boise Poiice Deoartment 
Report Type: Robbery 
Approved on 10/21/2010 8:29:00 AM 
loR# 2010 - 027020 
1-
D-are_o_f_Th_is_N_arra-tiv_~ ______ ·.j 10/21/2010 ·-
Dare & Time Occurred 
10/20/2010 1410 
0 Audio Related to this 
Supplement 
:·.-:;:· 
As I was watching the female suspect, she continued to talk. ~he had said they (male suspect and her) should 
~JJ§;t killed themselves instead of being chased. 
' ' 
IAdmin I 
BJohnson 573 R Likes 315 
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l . Ineident/T opic 
Robbery 
5. Location/Address 
8. Date Occurred 
FELICIA: 
WIGINGTON: 
BO!SE pnur:F nFPARTMFNT 
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
' 
,2. Subject/Victim's Name ,3. PJ) 4.DR# 
Felicia Parsons 027020 
6. Phone tPage 
Page 2 of filL _ .. r· Time Occurred 110. Route To l2. Division 
Yeah. 
Well I'm going to, uh ... have a couple of pieces of paper and ask you a couple of 
questions real quick before I get started. 
_ .•. ·/ Deleted: 60 

















That's what he'll explain to you off the form he's going to read to you. 
Okay. 
Okay? So the first form is a Miranda. You 're aware of your Miranda Rights? 
(unintelligible) 
... .I'll....yeah ... .I'll read it to you, how does that sound? I'll make it simple for you .... 
Okay. 
... and then you can just answer yes or no for me. How does that sound? 
Okay. 
Okay. 
A quick, a quick question though before we do that They medicated you a little bit. 
How are you feeling? 
Uh .. very tired. 
Do you know where you 're at? 
Officer Name/ Ada #/Date & Time I Supervisor Name/ Ada ~/Date & Time 
Wigington 
























BOISE POLICE DEPART!\1ENT 
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
,2. Subject/Victim's Name 13. RD 4. DR# 
Felicia Parsons 027020 
6. Phone 7. Page 
Page 17 of fill. ... 
j 9. Time Occurred 110. Route To 12. Division 
I 
( Uh .... no. You won't ever find his fingerprints on the gun or the bullets~ 
Okay. I understand it was yours. I want to be able to explain why we might, ifwe 
found them on their. Did he ever handle the gun. 
I don't mean yesterday. I mean anytime .... 
No. No, he's never handled the gun. 
I don't want....I don't want (unintelligible) 
Okay, good enough. I was .... 
(He's never handled the gun, he's never handled the bullets. 
Okay. Okay, good. So then,_ . .... .. . . 
~ 
.... ultimately ... .! guess you .... you keep being followed by the officers and ultimately 
have the accident. Right? 
Right. ...._ .. 
Okay. 
Were you in the back seat at the time of the accident? 
I was. -· 
Where's the money? 
Officer Name/ Ada #/Date & Time 
Wigington 
I Supervisor Name/Ada #/Date & Time 
DISTRIBUTION: Original- Records Yellow- Follow-up Pink - Crime Analysis 
/ Deleted: 60 




S. Loca-:ion/ Address 








BOISE POLICE DEPARTMENT 
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
12' Subject/Victim's Name 
Felicia Parsons 
19' Time Occurred 110. R.outeTo 
The money was up front 
Where's the note? 
Up front. 









Page 18 of fill. .... 
FELICIA: /If·;;,as loose 'cause I was counting it and then I shoved it...I believe I shoved it in the 
/ · bag and jumped in the back seat. I don't know if it ended up coming IOQse because of 
/ the accident It was probably all over the freaking place. 










I counted like .... at one time .... a thousand dollars .... a little bit over a thousand dollars, I, I 
believe. 
Okay. Had you counted all of it or ...... 
'\.. No. I was almost done counting it 
~eover-a~o_u_s_an_d~?,-----------
Yes, a little over a thousand dollars with a dye pack. 
Okay. A dye pack? 
Yeah. A dye pack. 
Officer Name/Ada I/Date k Tim• 
Wigington 
ruporvisor Name/ Ada #/Date & Time 
DISTRIBUTION: Original - Records Yellow - Follow-up Pink- Crime Analysis 






















BOISE POUCE DEPARTMENT 
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
12. Subject/Victim's Name 
I Felicia Parsons 
6. Phone 
19· Time Occurred I IO. Route To 12. Division 
He had no idea after.. .. 
No. He thought I'd borrowed some money from friends. 






Page 45 of fill. .. _. 
Okay. Well, tell me about yesterday. How did you broach the subject with him to tell 
him you were going to do this one? Why did he come up here with you this time? 
I told him that I wanted him to,g9._on..~.~_ac?-ti_q~_ "'.ith_rr.i_t:· J_tClld_him _I ne_~~-e?_ h~m !O 
drive me. 
Okay. 
And I had to fight and argue with him. I told him that he was going to drive ... drive 
me ... be my driver or I was going to go find somebody else to do it. 
Okay. 
Or I was going to do it without him. 
All right. He knew what you'd done after the facts? 
He knew what I did after the facts. 
Youjum~d in the car and told him to get out of there because .... 
.•.. ---·--···-··--- -~ 
I said go, go, go, go, go. 
Okay. 
Officer Name/Ada #/Date & Time 
Wigington 
I Supervisor Name/ Ada #/Date & Time 
DISTRIBUTION: Original - Records Yellow - Follow-up Pink- Crime Analysis 
-· •• ·---· · · • • .• · •· I •• ·.·:c:C:• .. :;:;,> 
Ei:k, la/cr-- .,S \ 
.. ·· ( Deleted: 60 
--\ Deleted: (unint<olligiblc 
· ·j Deleted: ) 
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r· Time Occurred rO. Route Tc 
All right 
(I;nintelligible) drive! 
12" Subject/Victlm's Name 
Felicia Parsons 
So, Felicia, are those the only three? 
,3.RD 4.DR# 
027020 
6. Phone 7.Page 
Page 46 of.® .... 
tl Division 
Those are the only three on my history of banks. Only three banks I've robbed. My 
husband hasn't robbed any banks. Cause I know where he's at all the time. He's 
usually at war . 
Where does he work? 
He works for Tone Tech. He works (unintelligible) at that time. (Unintelligible) 
Mining .... mining companies? 
Yeah. --Okay. 
He's a CDL driver, a large truck driver uhm ... helper on a,gru_nt_,~-c'.rtv .....•.........•.... 
Okay. And he worked with mud? 





Okay. Which one's that? 
Officer Name/Arla Wate &. Time 
Wigington 
'Supervisor Name/Ada #/Date I: Time 
DISTRIBUTION: Original - Records Yellow- Follow-up Pink- Crime Analysis 
.-··i Deleted: 60 
( Deleted: (unintelligible 
, - j Deleted: ) 
STATE vs.PARSONS CRFE-10-18161 
3 
1 BOISE. IDAHO, MARCH 2, 2011 
2 
3 THE COURT: Mr. Parsons, as I read your 
4 document that you sent to the Court -- and by the 
5 way, all documents that are sent to the Court get 
6 cross-copied to the prosecutor and you cannot have 
7 conversations with the Court that the prosecutor 
8 is not made aware of. Do you understand that? 
9 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, ma'am. 
10 THE COURT: Okay. As I understand this, you 
11 are indicating that you would like the Court to 
12 allow -- have Mr. Smith replaced; is that correct? 
13 THE DEFENDANT: That is correct. 
14 THE COURT: Well, let me explain something 
15 and then I'm going to ask you some questions. 
16 THE DEFENDANT: Okay. 
17 THE COURT: You're entitled to a reasonably 
18 competent attorney, but you're not entitled to the 
19 attorney of your choice. 
20 THE DEFENDANT: Okay. 
21 THE COURT: And so I don't -- you do not 
22 automatically get a different attorney. 
23 So I want to start and you've Indicated 
24 -- there's a whole list of things, however, you've 
25 not explained them to me. You certainly can hire 
5 
1 THE COURT: Can you explain to me what those 
2 items would be. 
3 THE DEFENDANT: I believe that I wanted to 
4 get my discovery, stuff that hasn't been available 
5 to me like CDs and DVDs. 
6 THE COURT: Okay. You're not entitled to 
7 have copies of those in your possession. He -- he 
8 simply has to share those with you. 
9 THE DEFENDANT: I haven't seen them. 
10 THE COURT: You haven't seen them. All 
11 right. Anything else on your list? 
12 THE DEFENDANT: There was some police 
13 reports that were blanked out on the original 
14 discovery. I still haven't seen what was 
15 originally supposed to be there and he informed me 
16 that I should have all of the discovery. 
17 THE COURT: Okay. Anything else? 
18 THE DEFENDANT: That's all I can think of. 
19 THE COURT: Okay. But no motions that you 
20 think should have been filed? 
21 THE DEFENDANT: Well, there was a motion --
22 well, it was a Rule 25. 
23 THE COURT: Okay. When did you ask him to 
24 do that? 
4 
1 new counsel if you wish. You can also appear on 
2 your own behalf and proceed pro se. I would 
3 highly recommend that that's not a good idea. Or 
4 you can explain to me exactly what you believe is 
5 wrong with the representation to -- by Mr. Smith. 
6 THE DEFENDANT: Okay. As far as the 
7 competence goes, our last hearing he didn't even 
8 argue the motion. He hasn't come to see me or 
9 talk to me as far as communication goes. And I 
10 believe that he informed -- after I talked to him 
11 on the phone one time, he informed the prosecutor 
12 on our conversation so violating attorney --
13 THE COURT: How do you know that? 
14 THE DEFENDANT: Because he said so. He said 
15 he was going to take that information to them. 
16 THE COURT: What Information was that? 
17 THE DEFENDANT: It was about what happened 
18 from my point of view in the incident. 
19 THE COURT: Okay. Anything -- is there --
20 is there any motions that you think he should have 
21 filed that he hasn't filed? 
22 THE DEFENDANT: Well, I gave him a list just 
23 after our last hearing of things I wanted him to 
24 do and I haven't even heard from him about it one 
25 way or the other. 
6 
1 that I sent to him about this other stuff. 
2 THE COURT: Well, it's too late for a Rule 
3 25. Anything else? 
4 THE DEFENDANT: Not that I can think of. 
5 THE COURT: All right. Do you think that --
6 is he -- do you think he's knowledgeable about the 
7 relevant law? 
8 THE DEFENDANT: I have no idea. We hadn't 
9 had a conversation. 
10 THE COURT: Okay. Counsel, do you have 
11 anything you'd like to say? 
12 MR. SMITH: Your Honor, I'm always available 
13 by telephone. I schedule telephone appointments 
14 on Tuesday mornings. I've made Mr. Parsons aware 
15 of that. He has written me letters. I have 
16 responded to my knowledge to all of his letters. 
17 We've gone around about the redacted discovery a 
18 number of times. I'm sure we sent him a complete 
19 copy of all this, which is all of this discovery, 
20 on at least one occasion because I was concerned 
21 that he didn't have it. So I requested, it looks 
22 like, about three weeks ago my notes indicate, 
23 that my assistant please send the defendant a copy 
24 of a disk of the entire file. 
2!i l'vP. lnnki:;rl intn this r.nnr.P.rninn wh::it 























he claims is a breach of confidentiality that I 
would view as approaching the prosecutor with 
respect to plea negotiations and providing 
information that may be favorable to us. 
I'm certainly familiar with charges of 
this nature, things like eluding and bank robbery. 
I've tried those cases before. I've provided to 
him all documents as soon as possible. 
And, of course, as the Court would 
note, then he requested on -- by letter dated 
February 27th a Rule 25 motion. That's, I'm sure, 
several months past due at this point. 
THE COURT: Yes. And, in fact, at the time 
-- let me explain something to you. At the time 
that you were originally arraigned on the 
information a Rule 25 was not -- did not exist. 
He could not have filed a Rule 25 -- a timely one. 
Do you understand that? 
THE DEFENDANT: Okay. 
THE COURT: All right. So that's not 
ineffective. That's not incompetency. He, in 
8 
1 Therefore, he could not file one. Okay? 
2 THE DEFENDANT: Okay. 
3 THE COURT: Now, in addition, I'll -- I'll 
4 take judicial notice of the record and according 
5 to my records, in fact, counsel did argue on 
6 behalf of the severance issue. Severance is very 
7 rarely granted, but he did argue. He argued under 
8 Bruton, contrary to what you just represented to 
9 the Court. Is there anything else? 
10 THE DEFENDANT: No, ma'am. 
11 THE COURT: Well, it doesn't appear to me 
12 that -- that you're entitled to new counsel at 
13 public expense. Again, if you want to represent 
14 yourself, you certainly can do that. If you want 
15 to hire new counsel, you can also do that, but I'm 
16 not going to appoint new counsel. 
17 Mr. Smith appears in front of me on an 
18 almost daily basis. He's been appearing in front 
19 of me for almost eleven years. He's a very 
20 competent attorney. And if he tells me that he 
21 gave you the discovery, then he gave you the 
22 fact, was complying with the rules because Rule 25 22 discovery. 
23 had been suspended by the Supreme Court and didn't 23 When he first got the discovery, the 
24 go into effect until almost two months after you 24 State had already redacted all of the police 
25 -- you were arraigned on the information. 25 reports. That was subject to the Court reviewing 
9 
1 those in camera, which I did, and I ended up 
2 ruling that they had to provide the unredacted 
3 version. And so if he says that he's given them 
4 to you, I tend to believe him. Okay? 
5 THE DEFENDANT: Okay. 
6 THE COURT: All right. So I don't see any 
7 grounds. It doesn't appear that he is not 
8 competent. 
, 9 Let me ask you is there any conflict of 
1 o interest that you have with your attorney? And 
11 when I say conflict of interest, I'm not talking 
12 about you just don't like each other. I'm talking 
13 about something that he has that makes him 
14 inappropriate to be your attorney? 
15 THE DEFENDANT: Not that I'm aware of. 
16 THE COURT: All right. Now, do you want to 
17 proceed and represent yourself? Is that what you 
18 would like? 
19 THE DEFENDANT: No, ma'am. 
20 THE COURT: Do you want to stay with Mr. 
21 Smith then? 
22 THE DEFENDANT: I guess I have no choice. 
23 THE COURT: Well, you do have a choice. 
24 I've given you --
25 THE DEFENDANT: Or a choice·· 
10 
1 THE COURT: -- three -- three options; one 
2 hire an attorney, two --
3 THE DEFENDANT: 1--
4 THE COURT: --well -- two, represent . 
5 yourself, or -- I'm not appointing new counsel. 
6 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, ma'am. 
7 THE COURT: Okay? 
8 THE DEFENDANT: Okay. 
9 THE COURT: All right. So it's your 
10 decision that you want to continue with Mr. Smith? 
11 THE DEFENDANT: Yeah. 
12 THE COURT: Is there anything else on this 
13 case that we need to talk about? 
14 MR. SMITH: Not to my knowledge. It's not 
15 my motion. 
16 THE COURT: All right. Thank you. Thank 





























MS. BUTTRAM: I defer to the court. I mean, 1 
I think that -- that counsel has the majority of 2 
what we have, although it's very redacted. 3 
MR. SMIIB: That's our concern. I've spoken 4 
with counsel regarding the redactions and the 5 
16(k) issues. And that may very well involve a 6 
hearing because obviously I think we're entitled 7 
to review those materials to prepare a proper 8 
defense. 9 
IBE COURT: And I've had them before and so 10 
we -- I've done that, but-- 11 
MS. BUTTRAM: So maybe if I could have three 12 
weeks for close of discovery and for the time to 13 
file that motion. Would that be okay? 14 
IBE COURT: Well, why don't -- why don't I 15 
give you -- why don't we go ahead and -- do you 16 
want to go ahead and schedule a 16(k) motion now? 17 
MS. BUTTRAM: That would be fine. 18 
the other side. 
MS. BUTTRAM: Yeah, I should be able to do 
that for sure, Your Honor. 
IBE COURT: All right. Why don't we -- why 
don't we do it January 26th at 4:00 o'clock. And 
are you going to provide me with the materials 
ahead of time? 
MS. BUTTRAM: I will. 
IBE COURT: And you'll file whatever 
paperwork you have to justify preventing the 
defendants from getting this information? 
MS. BUTTRAM: Absolutely. 
IBE COURT: And how about compliance with 
discovery other than that? What date do you want 
to use? 
MS. BUTTRAM: Again, just a couple of weeks 
would be fine. 
IBE COURT: A couple weeks after that or do 
19 IBE COURT: Is that acceptable to counsel? 19 you want --
20 MR. SMIIB: Yes. 20 MS. BUTTRAM: No, any time here toward the 
21 MR. ELLSWORIB: (Nods head). 21 end of December, beginning of January. 
22 IBE COURT: If we do it in January, is that 22 IBE COURT: How about January 12th? 
23 going to give you enough time? 23 MS. BUTTRAM: That will work. Thank you. 
24 MS. BUTTRAM: Yes. 24 IBE COURT: Is there anything else on this 
25 IBE COURT: And that way we don't prejudice 25 case? 
15 
1 MR. SMIIB: Not on behalf of Mr. Parsons, 
2 Your Honor. 
3 MR. ELLSWORTH: Not for us. 
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2 
3 IBE COURT: Are the parties ready to proceed 
4 then? 
5 MR. SMIIB: Judge, there is at least one 
6 very significant preliminary matter. I have 
7 visited with Mr. Parsons recently in the jail and 
8 have spoken to him a number of times on the 
9 telephone and we have a disagreement with respect 
10 to how to proceed with his defense. 
11 And he -- we discussed this at great 
12 length on the telephone and again this morning. 
13 He has elected to represent himself. 
14 I have advised him that the court will 
15 engage him in a colloquy and some questioning and 
16 the court will likely discourage him from doing 
17 that. But I also told him it is absolutely his 
18 right and that if the court grants his request, I 
19 would almost certainly be ordered to remain 
20 available in the courtroom to answer questions as 
21 needed. 
22 THE COURT: Mr. Parsons, has your attorney 
23 indicated correctly that you would like to 
24 represent yourself? 
?i:; TI-TR ni:;PFNnA NT· Th;:it'.'- rii:rht. 
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1 Is that yes? 1 
2 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, ma'am. 2 
3 THE COURT: Okay. Because I have to treat 3 
4 everyone the same whether they're an attorney or 4 
5 they're not an attorney. So I can't allow you to 5 
6 violate the rules of law, for example. Do you 6 
7 understand? 7 
8 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, ma'am. 8 
9 THE COURT: I would tell you that in my -- 9 
10 that it's almost always a bad idea to represent 10 
11 yourself. In fact, I tell lawyers who want to 11 
12 represent themselves it's a bad idea for maybe a 12 
13 different reason than I would tell you because 13 
14 they at least know the law. 14 
15 So let me ask you a couple more 15 
16 questions about this. Have you read and received 16 
17 a copy of the charges against you in this case? 17 
18 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, ma'am. 18 
19 THE COURT: And you understand -- do you 19 
20 understand what all of the elements of the crimes 20 
21 are? 21 
22 THE DEFENDANT: I believe so. 22 
23 THE COURT: And you understand what the 23 
24 possible penalties are? 24 
25 THE DEFENDANT: Oh, yes. 25 
23 
1 guaranteed to you under the constitution if you 1 
2 represent yourself. But I'm trying to make sure 2 
3 that if you decide to go forward and represent 3 
4 yourself, that it's knowingly you understand the 4 
5 consequences and to make sure it's your decision 5 
6 and it's not a decision anybody else has made. Do 6 
7 you understand that? 7 
8 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, ma'am, I do. 8 
9 THE COURT: Has anyone threatened you that 9 
10 you shouldn't use an attorney? 10 
11 THE DEFENDANT: No, ma'am. 11 
12 THE COURT: And you understand that Mr. 12 
13 Smith is -- you're not being charged for his 13 
14 representation, do you understand that? 14 
15 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, ma'am. 15 
16 THE COURT: And he probably has more than 25 16 
17 -- is it 25 years at this point? 17 
18 MR. SMITH: I graduated from law school, 18 
19 Your Honor, in 1986 and have worked in my office 19 
20 since November of 1991, so almost 20 years in 20 
21 this. 21 
22 THE COURT: Do you understand how much 22 
23 experience he has? 23 
24 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, ma'am. 24 
25 THF COl JRT: HavP vmi pven r@nr@sent@d 25 
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THE COURT: Now, can you read and write? 
THE DEFENDANT: Yeah --yes. 
THE COURT: And do you have any difficulty 
understanding English? 
THE DEFENDANT: No. 
THE COURT: How many years of school have 
you completed? 
THE DEFENDANT: 12. 
THE COURT: Are you at this time -- have you 
had any alcohol or drugs of any kind? 
THE DEFENDANT: No, ma'am. 
THE COURT: Have you ever been diagnosed or 
treated for a mental illness or condition? 
THE DEFENDANT: No, ma'am. 
THE COURT: Has anyone told you you 
shouldn't use an attorney? 
THE DEFENDANT: No. 
THE COURT: No one has tried to influence 
you to represent yourself; is that right? 
THE DEFENDANT: Well, no -- the only thing 
is when -- we talked about this before when I was 
in your court and I talked to my attorney Friday 
and both suggested that I could go prose if I 
didn't like what was going on. 
THE COURT: You do have that right. It's 
24 
yourself in a trial before? 
THE DEFENDANT: No, ma'am. 
THE COURT: Do you have any questions about 
having him continue? 
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, ma'am, I do. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
THE DEFENDANT: If I come to a point where I 
find myself at odds with what I'm trying to do 
here, can I change my mind? 
THE COURT: He can step in, but there is a 
danger in that. You may have already done so much 
damage to your case that no matter what Mr. Smith 
does, he may not be able to help you. Do you 
understand that? 
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, ma'am. 
THE COURT: Okay. And that's -- that's what 
you need to understand, is if you're found guilty 
and there's some error that's been made while 
you're representing yourself, you can't claim that 
on appeal, you can't say to the appellate court, 
overturn the decision because I messed up. 
THE DEFENDANT: Right. 
THE COURT: You're kind of stuck with what 
you do. Do you understand that? 
THF. OF.FFNOANT: T'm hninninP- to 
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1 radio or television. 1 
2 In our daily lives we may be used to 2 
3 looking for information online and to Google 3 
4 something as a matter -- or I guess now Bing or 4 
5 any of those other search engines -- something as 5 
6 a matter of routine. 6 
7 Also, in trial it can be very tempting 7 
8 for jurors to do their own research to make sure 8 
9 they are making the correct decision. You must 9 
10 resist that temptation for our system of justice 10 
11 to work as it should. 11 
12 I specifically instruct you that you 12 
13 must decide the case only on the evidence received 13 
14 here in court. I specifically instruct you -- I'm 14 
15 sorry. If you communicate with anyone about the 15 
16 case or do outside research during the trial, it 16 
17 could cause us to have to start the trial over 17 
18 with new jurors and you could be held in contempt 18 
19 of court. 19 
20 While you are actually deliberating in 20 
21 the jury room, the bailiff will confiscate all of 21 
22 your cell phones and any other means of electronic 22 
23 communication. Whether it's iPad, iPhone, 23 
24 whatever it is, they will --you're not going to 24 
25 be allowed to take those in with you. 25 
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1 also rented a van from Enterprise Rental that's 1 
2 quite close to that hotel. 2 
3 Now, when asked, Mr. Parsons explained 3 
4 that they were here on vacation, but this was no 4 
5 ordinary vacation. While Mr. and Mrs. Parsons 5 
6 were here in town on October 20th, Paul 6 
7 Lucareillo, a teller, at the KeyBank at the 7 
8 Broadway -- on Broadway, shares a parking lot with 8 
9 the Burger King just down from the university, Mr. 9 
10 Lucareillo was at work on the 20th and he was 10 
11 robbed by a woman. The woman was wearing a blonde 11 
12 wig and dark glasses. She gave him a note which 12 
13 read, "We have gun," and then instructed him to 13 
14 give her money. She also handed him a bag to put 14 
15 the money in. 15 
16 Paul followed those instructions and 16 
17 gave the woman the money. He gave her the money 17 
18 that he would give normal customers if they came 18 
19 in for transactions. He also gave her some 19 
20 special money. The bank had him or others in the 20 
21 bank record the serial numbers on a certain number 21 
22 of bills, on 20's and some one's and they write 22 
23 down those serial numbers for just such 23 
24 circumstances and those bills are kept separate 24 
25 ,mn :m<lrt from thP hill~ that thev were '1'ivin'1' 25 
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Should you need to communicate with me 
or anyone else during the deliberations, you can 
notify the bailiff. 
Finally, each count charges a separate 
and distinct offense and you must decide each 
count separately on the evidence and the law that 
applies to it uninfluenced by your decision as to 
any other count. The defendant may be found 
guilty or not guilty on any or all of the offenses 
charged. 
Are the parties ready to proceed with 
opening statements? 
MS. DUNN: Yes, Your Honor. 
MR. SMITH: Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. Miss Dunn: 
MS. DUNN: Thank you, Your Honor. 
Daniel and Felicia Parsons are a 
married couple and they live in Winnemucca, 
Nevada. They traveled here on October 18th of 
2010. They came to Boise and stayed at the Shiloh 
Inn located on Main Street near where Boise meets 
Garden City across from the old Bob Rice Ford. 
They arrived at the hotel on the 18th 
and they checked out on the 20th. While they were 
here in town, although they arrived by a car, they 
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normal customers who came in to cash a check or 
otherwise get cash. 
He gave her those bills that have 
recorded serial numbers so that they could be 
compared later in the event that they were located 
again. He also gave her a $20 bill which had a 
little tracking device inside. That little 
tracking device can be used through stationery 
towers in combination with receivers inside police 
vehicles to try to angulate the location, in other 
words, three receivers, the location of that 
tracker that's inside that $20 bill. 
He put that special money, the bait 
bills, the recorded serial number bills and the 
tracker in with the regular customer money, put it 
in her bag, and gave it to her. 
The bank employees called 911 and law 
enforcement began tracking that little beacon. 
Corporal Hodges of the Meridian Police Department 
will tell you that the signal from that stolen 
money was traveling down the freeway and he 
activated his overhead lights to pull over one of 
two cars. He knew that that tracker was in either 
the blue minivan or the little silver sports car 
based on the signal he was receiving inside his 
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1 patrol vehicle. He put on his overhead lights and 1 that intersection. He stopped traffic and he got 
2 both vehicles initially looked like they were 2 ready to put down what's called a spike strip, 
3 going to yield to the officer. 3 it's about what it sounds like, in order to try to 
4 He'll tell you that he could see the 4 stop this chase. 
5 female passenger and the male driver inside the 5 He'll report that as he looked dm-vn the 
6 silver sports car talk to each other. And then 6 roadway, he could see a line of cars coming, a 
7 that silver sports car took off and it took off 7 line of cars with that silver sports car in front 
8 fast. 8 being driven by Mr. Parsons with Mrs. Parsons as a 
9 As that car traveled in speeds of 9 passenger speeding at the head of the line of 
10 excess of 120 miles per hour westbound on the 10 patrol vehicles coming at him, as he estimated it, 
11 freeway, Corporal Hodges and other officers 11 on these side streets at 100 miles an hour with 
12 followed. The defendant would not stop. 12 other cars nearby. 
13 Now, they did eventually leave the 13 He described -- he will describe to you 
14 roadway and pulled onto a surface street. By this 14 how he put down the spike strip in an effort to 
15 point Officer Gray of the Nampa Police Department 15 pop the tires. And he'll describe how the 
16 took over that pursuit. He will tell you that the 16 defendant managed to avoid those spike strips, but 
17 silver car continued to go very fast. Although it 17 ended up hitting some soft dirt on the side of the 
18 had left the freeway, that it was driving in a 18 roadway and ends up going off the elevated roadway 
19 manner that it put other people on the roadway at 19 on the comer of -- comer of 55 and 10th, was 
20 risk. 20 literally airborne, ends up crashing down upside 
21 At that point Corporal Rick Lancaster 21 down in someone's shed in their backyard. 
22 got in a spot that he believed to be in front of 22 Now, as Corporal Hodges and Lancaster 
23 where the car was going. He thought eventually 23 and other officers go down that hill to where the 
24 the car was going to get to the intersection of 24 car had finally come to rest, they found Felicia 
25 Highway 55 and 10th A venue, so he put himself at 25 Parsons partially in and partially out the back 
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1 window of the car and they found that Mr. Parsons 1 a blue minivan with Connecticut license plates. 
2 was actually hanging upside down still seat belted 2 They also found the blonde wig and the sunglasses 
3 into the driver's seat. 3 that Mr. Lucareillo had seen. But they found 
4 He was eventually able to get out of 4 another costume, a large shawl and a black hat. 
5 his seat belt and fell to the roof of the car 5 You'll hear from two employees of 
6 where he remained until fire fighters were there 6 another KeyBank that on October 18th a woman 
7 to assist in getting open the door in order to 7 wearing that long shawl and black hat had come in 
8 help him get out of that car. That's not how any 8 in an attempt to rob their bank. Now, the tellers 
9 of us would want our vacation to end, but this was 9 inside were able to stall enough that that woman 
10 no ordinary vacation. 10 in the long shawl and black hat got nervous and 
11 On the ground near the crash site where 11 turned around and left and that robbery was not 
12 Mr. Parsons' vehicle had come to rest, officers 12 completed. 
13 found a police scanner. They found a handgun. 13 One of the employees of that bank was 
14 They found money, sor.ie of which had fallen out of 14 outside in the parking lot, saw this person, 
15 the car during the crash, some of which was still 15 thought it was strange, waited until she saw her 
16 strewn about on the inside of the car. Some of 16 come back out, called inside the bank and said, 
17 that money had the recorded serial numbers that 17 "Was that weird," to which the tellers inside said 
18 Mr. Lucareillo had recorded at the bank. And they 18 yeah or words to that effect. And so she followed 
19 found that bill with the tracker inside that had 19 this woman in the shawl and the black hat as she 
20 led them to that silver sports car in the first 20 left the bank. She followed her to a blue minivan 
21 place. A tracker and bait bills aren't exactly 21 with Connecticut license plates being driven by 
22 normal souvenirs of a vacation, but that's what 22 someone who looked a lot like Mr. Parsons. 
23 there was at this point. 23 Now, that attempted robbery on the 18th 
24 Now, police also found a rental receipt 24 of October is not something that Mr. Parsons is 
25 inside silver sports car __ _cl bluel!!_~_v_an_--'---' -----'--25 __ ch_a__;rg"'-e_d_w_it_h_. _Th_a_t_'s_n_o_t_s_o_m_e_thin_· _,g'-'y'--ou_ar_e--'g"'-o_in--=g __ __. 
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1 to get an element instruction on. That's not 1 
2 something you're going to be asked to deliberate 2 
3 on. But it is informative. It's informative 3 
4 because it tells us what Mr. Parsons knew. When 4 
5 his wife came running out of the bank on October 5 
6 18th wearing a costume and then went into another 6 
7 bank two days later wearing a different costume, 7 
8 he knew this was no ordinary vacation. He knew 8 
9 exactly what he was doing as he drove her away 9 
10 from the crime scene, which was demonstrated by 10 
11 the way he drove when law enforcement tried to 11 
12 pull him over. 12 
13 And the way he drove put the public at 13 
14 significant risk and in driving in that manner he 14 
15 committed a second offense of eluding the police. 15 
16 Now, at the end of the case Miss 16 
17 Buttram will get an opportunity to speak with you 17 
18 and she'll explain what exactly -- as the judge's 18 
19 instructions will tell you, exactly what to look 19 
20 for, what the elements of the crime of attempted 20 
21 -- excuse me, of aiding and abetting robbery are. 21 
22 And Miss Buttram will tell you what facts you can 22 
23 plug into each of those elements to help conclude 23 
24 that this was a situation where Mr. Parsons was 24 
25 aiding and abetting his wife in that robbery on 25 
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1 opinions no matter how compelling any of the 1 
2 witnesses may be at any given time. 2 
3 One thing that I believe is going to be 3 
4 profoundly evident by the end of this case is that 4 
5 you'll never hear any evidence whatsoever that 5 
6 Mr. Parsons was ever inside the bank, never 6 
7 brandished a gun and never handed anybody a note. 7 
8 What you'll hear is that ultimately he was found 8 
9 some 25, 30 miles away in another county in a 9 
10 crashed car with Felicia Parsons. You'll probably 10 
11 see some videotape in which she takes 11 
12 responsibility for committing the robbery, but 12 
13 you'll never hear any evidence to the fact that 13 
14 Mr. Parsons actually committed a robbery. 14 
15 So accordingly while you're hearing 15 
16 this evidence and viewing various pieces of 16 
17 perhaps video or projected evidence, we'd just ask 17 
18 you to keep an open mind, do not form any opinions 18 
19 until you have seen and heard each and every piece 19 
20 of the evidence. And then finally, perhaps on 20 
21 Thursday, when you retire to the jury room, then 21 
22 you can, in fact, discuss it amongst yourselves 22 
23 and form an opinion and we believe at that time 23 
24 the state will not have been able to present 24 
25 adequate evidence to convince you beyond a 25 
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the 20th. And she'll also help you plug in those 
facts that you'll get from the testimony, the 
physical evidence and all of the other items that 
you hear and see. She'll help you plug those 
facts in to the elements of eluding the police. 
And at the conclusion of that, Miss 
Buttram's going to ask you to convict Mr. Parsons 
of the crimes he committed, aiding and abetting 
robbery and eluding police. Thank you. 
THE COURT: Does the defense wish to make an 
opening statement at this time or do you reserve? 
MR. SMITH: I'll do it right now, Your 
Honor. Thank you. 
THE COURT: Thank you. 
MR. SMITH: Good afternoon and thank you for 
your presence here today. As we stated earlier 
today during voir dire, we all appreciate your 
service. 
You have heard already today and you 
will continue to hear probably each and every time 
there's a recess or when you go home in the 
evening, instructions not to discuss the matter 
amongst yourselves, not to form opinions and so on 
and those are good instructions and we ask you to 
follow them. Please do not try to form any 
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reasonable doubt that Mr. Parsons assisted in this 
robbery, or, perhaps even eluded police officers. 
Thank you. 
THE COURT: You may call your first witness. 
MR. BOTIMER: The state calls Paul 
Lucareillo. 
PAUL LUCAREILLO, 
produced at the instance of the State, having been 
first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
THE COURT: You may proceed, counsel. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MS. BUTTRAM: 
Q. Can you state your name and spell 
your last name for the record. 
2010? 
A. Paul Lucariello, L-u-c-a-r-i-e-1-1-o. 
Q. Were you employed on October 20th of 
A. Yes. 
Q. Where were you employed? 
A. KeyBank on Broadway. 
Q. Do you recall the address of that? 
A. 1111 South Broadway. 
Q. And in what capacity were you working 
for KeyBank on that day? 
A. As a teller. 
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1 of the robbery end, when does the commission of 1 
2 the robbery begin. 2 
3 MR. SMITH: I don't think we have a position 3 
4 it, judge. I don't think we need to refer them 4 
5 -- .! to the normal usage because that's 5 ,r, 
6 what they -- the jury takes it in -- into all 6 
7 sorts of deliberations. They take what they 7 
8 understand normal words to be. I would pref er 8 
9 that we not try to define "during" unnecessarily. 9 
10 I prefer just leaving it to the court's reference 10 
11 back to the original instruction. 11 
12 THE COURT: I agree with you, Mr. Smith, and 12 
13 that's what we are going to do. Thank you, 13 
14 counsel. Don't go too far unless we have any 14 
15 additional questions. 15 
16 (Jurors in) 16 
17 THE COURT: I understand the jury has 17 
18 reached a verdict; is that correct? 18 
19 A JUROR: It is. 19 
20 THE COURT: Are you the jury foreperson? 20 
21 A JUROR: I am. 21 
22 THE COURT: All right. Has that been 22 
23 signed? 23 
24 THE DEFENDANT: It has. 24 
25 THE COURT: All right. Can you hand that to 25 
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1 MR. SMITH: Defense does, please. 1 
2 THE COURT: All right. Ladies and 2 
3 gentlemen, what's going to happen is my clerk is 3 
4 going to ask you, each person, whether these two 4 
5 verdicts are your verdict and you can say yes or 5 
6 no. 6 
7 THE CLERK: Ladies and gentlemen of the 7 
8 jury, as I call your name, please answer yes or no 8 
9 if you agree to this verdict in its entirety. 9 
10 Ian Kelly? 10 
11 MR. KELLY: Yes. 11 
12 THE CLERK: Matthew Bedford? 12 
13 MR. BEDFORD: Yes. 13 
14 THE CLERK: Janet Shirely? 14 
15 MS. SHIRLEY: I agree. 15 
16 THE CLERK: Karen Boyd? 16 
17 MS. BOYD: Yes. 17 
18 THE CLERK: Alisa Appell? 18 
19 MS. APPELL: Yes. 19 
20 THE CLERK: Mary Callister? 20 
21 MS. CALLISTER: Yes. 21 
22 THE CLERK: Kanya Cipul-Weber? 22 
23 MS. CIPUL-WEBER: Yes. 23 
24 THE CLERK: Gregory Cheatham. 24 
25 MR. CHEATHAM: Yes. 25 
the bailiff. It appears to be in the proper 
format. Would the defendant rise for the reading 
of the verdict. 
THE CLERK: In the District Court of the 
Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho in 
and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho versus 
Daniel Dale Parsons, Junior, we the jury in the 
above-entitled case unanimously -- unanimously 
find the defendant guilty. 
all? 
THE COURT: Is that your verdict so say you 
THE JURY: Yes. 
THE COURT: All right. Count Two. 
THE CLERK: In the District Court of the 
Fourth Judicial District in the State of Idaho in 
and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho versus 
Daniel Dale Parsons, Junior, we, the jury, in the 
-- we, the jury, in the above-entitled case 
unanimously -- unanimously find the defendant 
guilty. 
THE COURT: Is that your verdict so say you 
all? 
THE JURY: Yes. 
THE COURT: Thank you. You may be seated. 
Does either side wish to have the jury polled? 
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THE CLERK: Debora Chester? 
MS. CHESTER: Yes. 
THE CLERK: Christopher Erwin? 
MR. ERWIN: Yes. 
THE CLERK: Vickie Knox. 
MS. KNOX: Yes. 
THE CLERK: Lisa Copeland. 
MS. COPELAND: Yes. 
THE COURT: Thank you, ladies and gentlemen. 
Now, unfortunately your job is not 
quite complete. We're going to take a brief 
recess because we need to prepare the jury 
instructions on this. But I will tell you that 
for the purpose of subjecting the defendant, 
Daniel Dale Parsons, Junior, to a more severe 
punishment, the defendant has been charged in the 
information not only with the offense of aiding 
and abetting robbery and eluding, on which charges 
you have now rendered your verdict, but with being 
a persistent violator of the law in that as it is 
alleged he has heretofore been at least two times 
convicted of a felony. 
Idaho Code 19-2514 provides that any 
person convicted for a third time of the 
commission of ::i fpJonv c:h::ill hP rnn<:irle>rPrl" 
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IDAHO STATE POLICE 
COLLISION INVESTIGATION SYNOPSIS 
OFFICER: DATE OF COLLISION: CASE NUMBER: 
Corporal Jens Pattis October 20, 2010 810003694 
OBSERVATIONS UPON ARRIVAL: 
On October 20, 2010, at approximately 1444 hours, I, Cpl. Pattis responded to a one vehicle 
roll-over crash near the intersection of 10th Ave. and Hwy 55 in Canyon County, Idaho. The crash I 
was responding to involved a vehicle which was involved in a pursuit which initially originated in Ada 
County. The occupants of the vehicle were suspects in an armed robbery of a bank. Upon arrival at 
, 1457 hours, I observed multiple police vehicles in a dirt parking lot just west of the Lakeview 
' ---Apartments, -lJpon-parking-my-vehicle,1-neticed-skid-marks-erossing-the-roaclway-from-north to-south-
on Hwy 55 just west of the 10th Ave. intersection. I noted the skid marks continued through the dirt 
parking lot where the police vehicles were and ended where a large portion of a wooden fence was 
missing. Beyond the fence, there was approximately a 25-30 ft. drop off and at the bottom of the drop 
off I noticed a silver passenger car on its top, resting on top of a wooden shed. The vehicle landed in 
the backyard of a residence ( ,. I noticed paramedics placing a heavy 
set white male onto a gurney. I noticed Sergeant Dye and Trooper Avery with the Idaho State Police 
were already on scene. In the area where all the police cars were parked, yellow caution tape was 
strung to avoid the destruction of the tire mark evidence. The police car which was closest to the hole 
in the fence was a Nampa P.O. K-9 Unit. 
COLLISION SCENE ACTIVITY: 
12-03-04 
• It was decided I would handle the crash portion of the incident since multiple agencies 
were involved. 
• Master Corporal Robertson of the Idaho State Police arrived on scene. 
• Trooper Avery took photos of the entire scene. 
• I assisted MCpl. Robertson, Trooper Avery, and Sergeant Dye in measuring the crash 
scene. 
• It was decided the Boise Police Department would take control of the vehicle as it would 
be processed as evidence. 
• I relayed all pertinent information to the Idaho State Police Regional Communications 
Center. The vehicle was a silver 2005 Mazda RX8 bearing Nevada plate "JRTOY". The 
registered owner and driver of the vehicle, was Daniel D. Parsons and the passenger 
was identified as Felicia E. Parsons. 
• I was advised the female passenger was partially ejected out the rear window of the 
Mazda. 
• Both occupants were transported to St. Alphonsus RMC in Boise, Idaho. 





4 Lot:atlon of Occurrence 
1111 S BROADWAY AVE BOISE 
"' NARRATWE 
Baise Po.lie~ Decartrnent 
Report Type: Robbery 
Apt,~ ort1072'112010 5:21:08 AM 
F 2910 - 021020 
!Date of This Narrafive 
10/20/2010 
Date & Time Occurred 
10/20/2010 1410 
0 .Audio Ft:e'lated to !Jiis' 
Supplement 
THIS SUPP IS FOR ARRAIGNMENT PURPOSE$ ONLY, A MORE COMPLETE SUPPLEMENT TO FOLLOW 
On 10-2:a-2010 at .appro)dmatety 1410hrs r heard on the ra~o·a·ton~ alert for a bank robbeey that hadf~~t 
occurred ·on Broadway Ave. .A description of a female was giv,-en wearing a blonde wig, dark ctothing and dark . 
sun.glasses. The female presented-the teirer tpaal Luearielfo) a note that sald, 'We have guns, puf aJI the money 
in the bag/' The female exited .the.hank out the front doors. and fled the scene. 
A$· Office~;' werer-e.spo!'lc:Hng rn. th~ area I heard them get-a possible vehicl! directioD .of travet -At the Eagle off 
ramp, two Meridian Police c~ got on l~84 and began to·trayel w~ound. The su$p¢ct vehlcTe was located 
anti identified as a sifv~r Mazda RX..S with Neva~a li.cense plates at a high rate of speed westbound on 1-84. The 
v~hlcle failed to yfeld to Police red and blu~ lights and sirens~ continued ~nfo Canyon County, followed by 
sev-eraf Law Enforcement agencies. The suspect vehicle eventually cra~hed into a fence, flew off a· 30ft 
enibankment, landed on its rocftop upside down on-top of a shed, I~ the. back.yard of a house. 
Officer's on scene-cbs~rved that a female; later ldentifte~ as F~licia Parsons, bad been ejei:ted from the ~-lore 
and Wa$ laying at the back of the car. Thtt mall't driver, later identified as DanteJ Pars(!rts JrJ was still pinned In 
the vehicle and required Flra exttieatlon. Offlcet · on ·scene assistin in the extrlca n observed a gun·and 
Police scanner layin on the · · · emale an e crash scene. They afso observed numerous 
enorru on~ o mone.y laying near tne· vehfc1e. Upon my arriva at e crash scene r observed on the ground 
s'-veraf tens and a ftfty dollar bill, and in plafn view of the Interior a brown hand bag and a wig possibly used In 
the crime In Bpise. · · 
Th.a femal~ was placei;l fn ~-ambulance anc;f b(!gati io. make excited utterano69 to Officer VanDoren upon 
arriving-at St Al's. That· statemenf was 'We committed the ropben~ to get mon~y for my husbands medical 
problems. it's all my fault. ifs all :m¥-fa.tdt!l" Due to her inJuri~. Felicia was pl,ced In ICU and sedated. D8:nlel 
was also trafisported to st Al's for his injuries. Daniel was .released and driven tQ the Police Station for 
interview. After being read his Miranda Rights by Det. Ayotte, ·Dtfniel said he understood his rights and wis:heg 
s eak with an attorne before telfln us an ·1n . Daniel said after,he spoke with 10 atlocnev be wguld bt 
:.Wming to talk with me the!l..J placed Daniel under arrest for the armed robbery and he was transported to Ada 
qounty Jail and released int.o their .custody. 
lNVOLVSD P'ERSONS:· 
$-.:~Supp for entire ns.t 
VICTIM INTERVIEW:· 
No victim to Interview. 
SUSf'ECT INTERVIEW: 
Oanie1 Parsons invoked his rights and Felicia Parsons was placed into fCU wfth setlous injuries and sedated. 
·unable at this time to speak with her directly. 
WfTNE;SS lNTERVIEW; 
C Wigington 723 R Galfas' 597 
REPORTING OFFICER APPROVED BY AP4# 





4 Location of Oecurrence 
i 1111 S BROADWAY AVE BOTSE 
Bois-a Police Deoartrnent 
Report Type: Robbery 
Appmv"'d on 101211201 o ~21 :00 AM 
Three bank tellers, observ-ed the female inside the bank. 
IOR# 201 o - 021020 
Date of This.Narrafive 
10/.20/2010 
Date & T.lrne Occurred 
____ 10-'-!2_0_/2_01_0_1_4_10 ___ .., 
0 Audio Re-fated to this 
Supplement 
.1) Paul LucarieH~ Teiierwho re~_eived the note ?nd dis~nsacithamcmey .. P-aul sakl in his statement to Det 
Ayotte that he did place the rmir{<ed bU!s .and security tn w[th the money that he gave io the female suspect who 
was·wearing the bionde wig and sunglass-es. Paul.writes. in hts report_ that he was handed a. note that said. 'We 
have guns a:nd place ,{1( the money in the bag."' See Pauls written statement for further ~etails. 
2)Vanessa Rios-TeUerwhosaw female enter the bank dressed in the blondew.ig a:ndwearlng-qarksunglasses. 
Vanessa alerted her manager to the female that looked'suspiclous. See Vanessa·s statement for further details. 
3)Jt;1dy Batten-Bank M~nager that wa~.- alerted to the .crime in progress by Vanessa, Judy contacted 911arid gave 
a description of the female as she was exiting the bank. See statement for defails. 
DISPOSITION OF PROPERTYIEVIDENCE/WEAP.ONS: 
I collec.t_ed items from the cra~hsce11e rncloding tr1C1ne}I,_ Police. scanner, b3gt and rui.merous other item~ related 
to the crime. All ite111Sc are being boqked info evidence. The vehicle was towed to Boise Police impound lot for 
a hold and search warrant for the interior-of the vehicle. 
CONC'LUSlON: 
My detaUed report to foHow after items· booked into evidence and numero-us otber leads .related to this case are 
f9flowed up on. Possible suspect infonnation matching Daniel a.nd Felicia in several other bank robberies in 
this ~rea. ,Daniel has several prior criminal hi$torle$ out of Nevada inciuding armed' robbery and home invaslg_n 
robbery. /\Ji.,t- l1<v-.::::_ ,.... 
C Wigington 723 RGaHas 597 
REPORTIN"G OFFICER ADA# APPROVED BY N:IA# 
Page lof 2 
Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center 
Boise, Idaho 

















Stinger Ill MD, Harry K 
Electronically Signed By: Quinn MD, Jason M Date Signed: 10/22/2010 12:44:46 PM MDT 
CHIEF COMPLAINT: 
Motor vehicle accident. 
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: 
The patient is a 41-year-old female who was in a motor vehicle accident at high speed, 
crashed her car, was evading police, sustained an injury to her head and left arm. She 
does not know if she lost consciousness or not. No fevers or chills. She denies any 
chest pain or cough. She says her abdomen hurts. No numbness or tingling in her 
extremities. 





HALDOL AND THORAZINE. 
SOCIAL HISTORY: 
She smokes cigarettes, drinks alcohol. 
REVIEW OF SYSTEMS: 
As noted in history of present illness, otherwise 10-system review is negative. 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION: 
VITAL SIGNS: Blood pressure is 127/74, heart rate 69, respiratory rate 20, saturating 
94% on room air, temperature is 97.8. 
GENERAL: The patient is alert, in no distress. 
HEENT: Pupils are equal, round and reactive to light. Extraocular muscles are intact. 
Oropharynx is clear. Face is symmetric with a 2.5 cm laceration over the center of the 
forehead, runs through the brow. 
NECK: In a C-collar. No tracheal deviation. No anterior tenderness. 
LUNGS: Clear to auscultation bilaterally. No wheezing or crackles. 
HEART: Regular rate and rhythm. No murmurs, rubs or gallops. 
ABDOMEN: Diffusely tender with no rebound, no guarding. 
SKIN: Warm, dry. There is a large ___ laceration over her left forearm, which has 
some tissue loss and tearing, very stellate, jagged wound. It does not involve the 
tendons. 
EXTREMITIES: Otherwise, neurovascularly intact, without any other signs of significant 
trauma. 
NEUROLOGIC: She is alert, oriented. Cranial nerves II-XII are intact. Sensation and 
motor intact throughout, no focal deficits. 
BACK: She has some tenderness to palpation in the paraspinous muscles in the lumbar 
region. 
LABORATORY STUDIES: 
She had a slightly elevated AST and ALT. Alcohol level was elevated. Potassium level 
was slightly decreased. CBC was otherwise unremarkable. 
DIAGNOSTIC STUDIES: 
The patient had CT scan of the head, neck, chest, abdomen and pelvis reviewed by myself 
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Stinger Ill MD, Harry K 
Electronically Signed By: Quinn MD, Jason M Date Signed: 10/22/2010 12:44:46 PM MDT 
and the radiologist, showed evidence of multiple rib fractures, a venous injury in the 
left axilla, multiple lumbar process fractures, no intra-abdominal traumatic injury. 
The lacerations were repaired. Both were anesthetized with 0.5% bupivacaine with 
epinephrine, irrigated copiously with normal saline under high pressure. Explored under 
a bright light. There was no further foreign body seen, although on x-rays they thought 
they saw some foreign body on the forearm, none was seen on her examination, no deep 
tissue structures were injured. The wound on her arm was approximately 6 cm stellate, 
very jagged, possibly some tissue loss, was closed with skin staples x6 staples. The 
wound was then dressed. 
The laceration on the forehead going down into brow, the bridge of the nose was 2.5 cm, 
was closed with 6-0 sutures with good approximation of the wound edges. Bleeding was 
controlled. No foreign body was seen. 
The patient also had x-rays of her left arm, which did not show any evidence of 
fractures. 
MEDICAL DECISION MAKING: 
I discussed the case with Dr. Stinger, the trauma surgeon oncall who will admit the 
patient for pain control with multiple rib fractures and the back fractures and will 
further evaluate this possible venous injury. 
DIAGNOSTIC IMPRESSION: 
1. Motor vehicle accident. 
2. Alcohol intoxication. Alcohol level is 0.12. 
3. Hypokalemia. Her potassium was 2.8. 
4. Rib fractures, multiple. 
5. Spinous process fractures, multiple. 





JASON M QUINN, MD 
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Meridian Police Departme •. ~ 
Narrative Report 
unmarked patrol car missed the exit, but I was able to veer to the right and keep up with suspect . 
vehicle. The vehicle headed south on Hwy 55 at a high rate of speed. I requested the Nampa PD 
Ofc Ty1er Gray take primary in the pursuit as I was not familiar with the area. I followed Ofc Gray 
. _andobseJY.ed. the susgecJ drive into oncoming traffic forcing people of{ of the road, and then 
driving off the side of the road himself in order to get passed the traffic congestion. Our vefiic le-- ·· ··-
speeds at the time varied from 65-85 mph. As the pursuit continued west on Hwy 55 the suspect 
vehicle again went head on into traffic at one of the intersections almost running over a 
motorcyclist who was sitting in the tum lane. The suspect vehicle again began to pull away from 
patrol units, ·near 10th Ave at which time I lost complete sight of it. As I got to the top of the hill I 
could see a large thick cloud of dust, and hear Ofc Gray advise the suspect vehicle had crashed. 
When I got through the cloud of dust I could see the suspect vehicle had gone off a embankment 
of about 30 feet and flipped on to its roof and into a shed. There was a female laying face up 
hanging h.alf out of the rear window. I could hear her repeatedly screaming "Help Me!". Ofc 
Scharff located a fireann about 5 feet from the woman lying on the ground. We asked the female 
suspect where the male suspect was at, as we could not see or hear him. The female told me that 
his name was Daniel. I yelled out for Daniel and could hear him mutter something from inside the 
vehicle. I was unable to see inside of the car due to the fact the airbags had deployed and were 
blocking the window. I had Ofc Gray throw a piece of wood In through the window to push the 
airbag out of the way. Once the airbag was out of the way I could see Daniel upside down in the 
driver's seat still seat belted in. Daniel was able 'to undo his seatbelt and fell to the roof of the 
vehicle. Once I could see Daniel's hands I advised him not to move until fire was able to free him 
from the vehicle~ As I continued to tell Daniel to keep his hands where I could see them because 
we did not know if he had a gun, the female began yelling back stating "I was the only one who 
had a gun mother fucker." "He has internal bleeding. Why do you think I robbed that fucker." 
. -
When EMS arrived they were able to free Daniel, and the female suspect. Both were transported 
to the hospital for injuries. 
Cpl. Terry Hodges 
Approved Supervisor Ada No 
Sgt Matthew Parsons 3047 
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Tr,ttl . G;ri !s (6.:J,'ons . 111.f IJ()i- a lfcw:-J~~·d J1Pkl 
(O<)vlSe l (Qused> tlv1 tici-val_ des-vt:,' e,{' ~ue 
_QS.5/sfuYtC-e C>r COvnset l,,_)h:Ji also~-tes LJ'On,e 
app-11tG b/e, 
urd.Qt :±tw in:£/vev,c-e c,{ a lcolu,l1 hui L-Jf'r/-e.s --
\~. +k,'5 ::ktc{ g[on€_.. does Jlb1- C/'€'9,:/e CL v)c;,k k 1'ite·frtt::b've 
ot covn.s el c le.clM ,}i,i'eL · . 1 tefi {.' t/ 
Wa±,re o+ hrk+ :to /::,;srt,JL~..S 1 {)qjf> Lt, {Ptg~-rcpb 3., se~~evt<<22 " 
If- wcuicO etpl~,b h,'5 ft22 y tt if;fuJe :bwct,1:\ h,~ cL+y 
::b: 11,':s c l1et-1t «~ h,5 , 1via.)wpele1rue1 lBl k o't__cc)n1Munks'iicv, 
av& t, ,ky he J& bseJ coJi\liQvi,'Ht:i l'J,1 l11:-b1'Wti·1Jon -{c ·fk 
_AfFI:bAvl, lAI .soPPDRJ -pg._JQ oP £XIRAJuDics,tL ,slA::5 
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I 
_deieiis~~e, +l1e &.a~~ of neceSSr1fy ClJ/1J 
CDivpe LL'~ . /:e LUG Pq.s:sons. a,viJ ::Tok...~ /s,re;J.'!_ -Gr fu 
_k~"~e. __ ,!Jpp12 lle.llUlJ 11'1\cd ctvn5e I f~¼ t-: feLb,-'+\:; _ 
_ f!lt1::s~--0rc -e h,'h-, 4 i JOn. pal_n t Jo d,}v'C (lL.:> fi'¥-f~_ 
.k pol,'ce 2>1Pp, !hev1 fi'¥- pcosecuffon J/\iimeJ hef' 
. al ±he I~$.+ wJDMev~i- as c n r:e boJ-'4 I w/ifn&SS. fa kt?eµ 
~~Roi11 ·k··J .. ;{)y 16c 1ke kfeuse, tJ h:cJ, co0td t1t1ve 
bee1;1 d0v1G t..)1'th ouotk.er c; Horllf,l{)y wJto ccvl& lw.ue 
Otesevde & ll V) eC'f:SS/1 1-u dQ~b5 e Cot-id ce>wvvu) n, t~ le 
I 't 
-lo ik .J1.>ry ·fk irue -£:.cis cJ:c>v t (;)c fob,.,r cY)1 Mt6 .. El, /L 
The 1\n£/ven:·..e &alcvli-al ts televa+1t 1o hteffEJil,l-e ass,.~ke 
C la,\usl WkevJ +lie Coorh l'l()IJ de·k1.-i£law,}s O ccoovi,14 kle . 
LJ ~11 +he,1 dc·)v e un&er :lie _1',~ +li:evtCe. o £ a lcoiio , S Lwfcl 
1
f 
fk Sk4e oP J&Jw 1s ~/iaie tbvr-~ ho/& QJ:/orueyd -lo 
a+ /Qcsf- 11Le saw,e feve/1 ti2ken tkey /2n/J Mei'r cf ~ls 
}tfe In +Itek /11;nJt; { 
Appellant I Qskecl ic,bl counsel di'r~+/v auJ bi i_;l'1+J,itJ 
ab±: :Jk d,rCkfSe of t1ec€Ss/1y1 t-vh t:l, .-/rte / covrue I 1ef2seJ 
_jo_._£g50?nd fke hifVPr 
Tbe Court 1 .. Jfi-ks ~ tt tbe,1:>.-c i"s. k'.\.6 e1..;,'J.e,:1ce ±k.,+- a 1no#or1 
, r. . n fl " 4o .SnffJl'eSS L.,J-OU Lt\' k\t1ve- socc@cXect' c 
Naike. of I111kt k JJlsm/ss, {19,je 11>1 pa/Ylr§tft/JJ, 2, .sev~'lev,c·e +:; 
AFP:tllAVl.T IN SOPPC:Rt -pg._JJ_ Of &{l:Dl,JOJ)lilAL 8 lits 
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Slle_agu~n m,'.s - wrlb ±he._ ·Jlcis . A/J(Jeil4ldf wc11dd __ £1,~.S--
CD·-clef~av:dl~~-Jn be suppre,sf,L. Aloi u h,'s 514k»1el!l+ 
lte@v5e, _'1E__Jn__~ _ __lliS_ __ 1~ ·fc. COLJ!r\Se { ._h _____ _ 
13emd5e. ,4oPt?lhuf lJ~1,_Y __ :frJ:J cc>J111s<?.{ -k l}/e et 
I ~, --
Mt/J,0,1 lo .s.vppress, co~l,n~;fu4,a,,*l [.t!)V\k&S1't1r1 wli;--jl/2 __ 
_:s_ke.._~ u \l\ a tres +, ; V\ -±lie l1 ti s p / k l CJ.,14 ri LJ,J, 'f i, A-
, 11 % Ut1J1tr +J,e. ,'n£/uenee c1f Q lcoltc.,J.. To keep ___ _ 
Hie .sk le 1-'A,111 us it1J ce-dQfeVit&ivtts ..skk,na,d: Qs hea.tsr.ey 
JeF,J; "1-to1·,y I g i vJ~,e pc>lte <1 ± 11','4 JI w 7thowi__s-J-ui1nj 
~,4ppe-flav,J ·t~~ 0)1/lDJvn, fy k 
II 
c,~ - ek]m in@ C:6·-de£b,J~1:{ 
-' :/t;j,e_ Me11+. The (}j Lee fes·f ,'l\xl1 ·fl14 + ,$ Jli-Lvti.S CDLJ11 j,ii'!Ji __ _ 
, J :J 
•11ot1ey /VJ -f:he car a±kt· her ,-.,*--------
,. '"" ,. ,, 1.. \I tt ·7"'> J l "·' · -~ . () Irie lf','ti, LCaJt''P 14.)G'IJ@>: .. LY1 Q(Jart10J11 __ . aeunse 
COull1::,e: ( ,'s ndf- tefLJice& 1D XuSe eu~cy LC)vre,·vaJ1fe 
1S'.)ue. 11 Jk ippo ~f beis ,s)~11 i'vt h,k pef;l,ba tltc.:f-
dei1vt5~ (c)u!\,5~, d,~ 1t}O+ ral:se Qny 1'!:.s.ue, /Jf'e:st,:>v,,:t any 
__cle{evise at- all> tl1e. Irk) C::ur-f does tw+- a LJe,e {ltt'-" 
V / 
,skJ-e_sl'c. Qvt& -fud~1'ce. l dec,s/oru c£ ·ir,tl CCVV\Se l. LJLe+Le(' 
__k_ -Ovc.su e. l( Mr '1":1'cv fut /s,iQ.e or- 'f~ee;Pv-· A QOe llc1t1f b<;.S I , T n 
.skOLJ'-'1 e0,'de11ce iltl b/s P~~- G,11i2,'c:iion Re {,1e:€ fleb'ftb.,_,,,.1-11 __ 
-tkaf: :He ckc.'ssoV\ 0£ ±f'i~l Counse I lµ'45 o+- ±}~e s..pur of +Ae 
witiw:ien} ±ke .. t W c;s C( b tu p +Iv VlAMt~ d\)(':1½ +rf'e.. l 6 viol W t.;J 
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_1es±Ih1D~ ·n,:s tu4:S tl,e tesu rT' of l'nedie,-ule pteparu trb,1, 
_E±lec- 1t1'cd CDJnstd kJG.S ,'jviooo~fk law or k!ttS 
-~Jilf-~1o'~ w,'fl" ·-H,e {Jro!:J c· ·~lo -le LJi ' c,.. 1 
AppellavJ~ clr~se. To ~ore. c /,'&its tee-,sc,.~kle 1-e91.)gs+-
Jk--1Jii.~kJ~Ldoold fud-kttr· h/s de·terue oi;Jadi'ues- ···~ 
~.&lvnls.S.~ L le e.u,xf,ettce J~.- 11,'s J 1'$ e,lke," part- o+ a 
Consp,·tc.c'-1 or l/1\Ct.Hrlf'efcvice.. Appal~~11f. l14S. repec3~ly 
be:€Vl slwun-1 b11 1tJ"eJ Lov~·t. Sle i's iw+ czpcJ.de c,( 
o b]ec:Hve . ..._e....,"2_.~ ...... IL.C~:f~,'~o~~-------------
T he C.0u,f wr,}es; +kt she,., u [ttrefvlly D2vleu 1eJ ·#te ·-
tecot&. he. cdfq_eheJ ic lus /k:fN/ov1 ,, .stJe hftS h/4/s-Wi'•1tl@,,J 
uh lltt":f- r • · J t,'4/ Cc· ~n ·e · lwlt:Y tt "led a 
_jy,,O'hb11 to :supp1es.s1 /+- lut)<J/ci have lMen U£-\..Succ95sfuf. 11 
Th<2.~ AppQilan i .sv.hM/t:s 1 +he. N?45Dfl ·-Ht<:2- ccu ,~t br.w1~s 
tkr- ll. i,vio1,'o/") ,-Jo 5L}N?1'e.S.S. ,Y; heL?(l,LJ:;;,Q sl,e ,':s hJ'q_5 w t 
ari& ·ilttt:f HD aa,vwo.vd- bt eui&ev"r<tZ, tc<c'ts , frufh ahJ 
1 I 
alg v"- b-1.QVi f wo~l& s tiwtu ltt k ~ee fu pre:s/cf ~ 1,0 ,'-U, 
d objiet:,'f/~ pot1nf- c>'+ v/Qt,J, Ap,Lh.l~v1 t d/cl. vwi-- teqDesf-
:b btve ~ /~ ~ t'11l{;.r) wu'na 11\rJ ,5:J-c 1€1,ne~ is 1 10 be 5L'>Pf"tPS5-L-
5l,e. ,15 en t2rf'Or- bf th<2 .fdc:ls a"& &,J i101- l'-e4tP 
a '&?tu · ko. Pe4,'ho." or · e , Led g/n·, / 
She ·Ms wl':il.er1 ehove. ~ot,'ce. et 1:ri/ev,+ to ~ISIVJi.5;;,1 
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I 
I 
-I:eJJe~·-·~Lfit£ so -CC< I Id a-FP td ciu,'ls. f:um A,s w_, ~ 
.:tM-1at.si1¥1S_JJ V\JVJ 1:Sk La hly pre ~are& ~r heti '', A),.rhce 
af 111, 'tenf fu t i.S l/1b$ ~, page 151 {)9rtl.$ffi/J h ;) , SfJ.,dan;~ 3,,, +4e-
.Coutt~L" rvi e& lo Otc:-lev.cD SworV\ a«}dau,1s cv:-e 
I 
~L)- <Ct lie&__C~1ot- iru12.) becQtXSe.. +Aey Cti~e flrejlCAt'ed_~ 
J,L-1lti1:J__ 04,iy. LJ/1,'cl1, is usu~, ii :. c~ ·· <2 w lien , 
_a ffDl'v\~'1.s 1 1reµtl1Y2_ a~. ~v .· ·~s. ){"" ;'-h1€S5.._~ w [io_ 
a,~ -b k . SWtX)ll lo fe I I ±/4e_ fr,J#1 Uvldar ±he Peu tly 
d_ Pe,:Jocy,, EX. Al , LJli.S s,y i[> by F'el,~~}~ Peu:scris 
bg 'tore. an /vt;kd'!.f Pu~ l,c On ~lie 1rl4 day 6{ A:vgosf--
lD lj, Ap11e tlavi t wc.s r,e;/ pmset1f &H& d,~ ll\Ot 
-±hrec.Jev, 111ts; Pel,t:,JaC>on~ a,s J,d) 111.s DovJn 
for- +l~e A.tA- Co1J,ff y Prosecot/on ~ Otbbe oLJ 
dn Apr:; / :)'r, JOI I, 
'ltlc I CDvVL5e l fviwie de::,:S,ov~S f}u;J- WeJ"e ~cu1visf-
h,'-5 c.l/e-1±~ wrsh~.s an& ·~il-e:l~ i'"' i-11's oli.>¾ io be Q 
zec;,lcvs q&u5cule wlu) o/Betts l1t's cbei,f-s' Cli1LSe. 
I 
_-h_±k__k_t- o+ ,h,;s ab~~,'G I ecot1Se) 0thLl.)ed 
_lili_-P-Q51'j_}Q n av, dJ ~ ,~ Q.$~J /ljJf}e Jlewf 's CDbi-1'clev~f1'e,) 
. rn~W¥f}k>V\ +o lhJufe. JY}r. Pa..rson5. r,ec--ess,Vy Je·.Qrt5ei 
Wk,t:1 sb > I& k aLovLl:iantly c le}r- fo 'J6£"14e Co11sey, 
AF £Ii~ lll£l T I ftJ .S LlP/Jl)& r-pg._Ll{_ , 0 ~ ~ trR A :r Vl) tc :C.lf-L 
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_a_{ -~~j qj'~ 11v1S} /f-/ fu 1- It zS _stLlL_~ C /,'ete,tfS 1 
_Jee 1's1'6n,_ __ _s_Jnce 1'f ef(~-& h,'s L'le) QnJ l~~rt'---J'i,_,_1 __ 
__ WhQVi t}ie siq,fe Wtt11is :fo Jeprt'.1e. l,,~ 6'(~ l1,s j)e~ 
__ w1:}b~o ·¼eJ {,'fe .Sev1ieiM·e.s¢ !:+ does no+ 
_eJrec+ 'J11r. Std:.S Uk l ·rf'}c; l CQu.~t,$~1) 
_JJjU/H 1 ..,jte. (ru rt- re~ /JppaflfJt;Lf !s tomp /e:le_ /Ja:, f-- Gr,u,t1'b.1 
_Re I ,\e. f Pei'ti~ 5 he LJ/ fl he Ut~bfe ·/.o J11akQ. tJte. ·k> f JaJ,1~ 
si4ietv1.ru±. d FortJ1erMore1 lie_ neuel' 1'ndb:fl-e_J wJ1e.1 he 
seque.-le! h,':s dforMy ·k oL-fu,h +Aese teco~~~s, '1 
JJobce of 11d€ij+ io OJSm,ss, AGjel1t /JCtft'."Lampk» J., ~enkMce 5, 
Ap,12 [la»t l'e7oesieJ tltE&e tecorcl,hj .s be{;re +lie ·ft,'c. I 
___ke_~ Tl1efe9:t &tdy, w1w_ WttS. a t +he ·r~~ (Jue~ fobJ,JeJ 
,rlr, Stn~fl1 C fr,\:, I tbwvis~l ) t.<1/tt, f/io_ j}fc,cv,Q. J1Uvv,~Q/' ot 
:fDhn ltcAv 11n d<e1' :fcir h,'w) ·to ·-&lk fu h,'w, tthcuf ·Jbe 
pl1me ca,,l/ ·tit~t Fe},b~ f1r:sons J1-1afe. ·lo )dW1 c.b+ 
H1re:Aerd/\3 Appell e.~J C Jt1L". ~f~o~~) fvt s. cc.er o V\ C>ciobe.l' 
JO, a,DJD, 
___...L"""'-'"' LLL~1", , £i. )r 1P iN,, I l'ou,k5e L Appa:Jlawf- re7vesleJ fr 
Jt(Wl -fo ~Mvesb§sJe {lVL& 'f.> f'e(OJi'l' .J-h,5 olte,Or.?_. [(.)Y)v(?/;St:;fJ'ov) 
ct I 
£t;.n4 ·fk Adh fcm4y ~ii, at/er Ht~ ·lr,rvl when "''\i I Cb~, t 
h~J w1ote ·Hwie. 
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,_COQJi~Se J s f~if.e[· E:~1_ Alf ~i'e"<?<(cl do fe t/et, ~~~'­
,~~1'&_."._ __ ,4¥ou lt\J. no~'oide/i' /JD.SsJQ/e, e,<1's1£11,ce ,Uhii/ 
I 
ttf'~ l 1-ttLct:21,vtw1e111c~JJ, a'-"iJ! Ll§?_ cc')v/&_1,1,0 f--JCt /n occe~-
_1.2J1 $ bc,c i- V\0 '¼-fee, 11 fr~' C Ov vtSe- ' V1 Euef' lJ tie vvtf1 jeJ io 9 q ,'o 
,_lt1'f€_$S .or- ·-b call :Sok.._~8~0;,~J~y-·"----------
~·n1ece<£<. lsrn.dy w,'l/ ·fes·~£'y ·le +k Q,J f)i<-t f- she 8C:ve 
-'Jt>_l,w1 i6ra&y l.s plw"e. vivvnkl"-1" :1-o -/rt'c, J CC\.)v\$Q I bk 'i1t,e 
_irmL lf'ttl cai~\Se I J,d hDi- aHen,oi fo i'nuft!>-J;Jqk b;-
-flkn,'"'J Ji};-. lmc~y 4 f Qnv JjVl/1€'11 
-~The. Coor f s .s-kfew,e"'.t ~ ;, H-01>..::a1Pi1 lie tbs no1' i'denf,'{y 
_wk,h__~ty 1'n k'f'!M4'17b.1 ,_ Hts c / <::) '41 ,~ ¢c ;J 1h5 Ii ec. f U 1 
1 'vi~v n.1 nc e c£ict ho t- te 7v i'r e bri vesbJA/+,~ ,1 • Pa1:<Q11,5. 
h,h!.5e.l.P ccvlJ ki,ve 'kld1 i,'s 4./Jorney" &t /l:.f Wou/J 
__ U1l} 1- ha,v,e C "-av3 e Qv,,y#u"rJ, 11 
. N o-h'ce. ot Ad:tJ- ·6 t 15114,5) f pA:je I 'CJ pwe6 re.fh J.f .,$ {:1,,, 1-evic' 2, 
_ T/1e {cj- fbt: pms~jlr.,t1 's {:)petj,)t\5 :s-kkk,1.t?n 1-'t s,{,}e,J /f,J;Jl/foitf-J-
v,,ro'Hve .£c ,:Jk l:'l)~k,y LdG-S io oiia;\-; ·MDv,ev Jo {Jav Jvle,J.,cx; f l1t//5 
t1ncvrced by Apf'2lla0i c~~. £lXAl'.l~) 0/v',L, i'\~ &,~ l eovNE,e_ I 
[.vwftQ tia.,e J\iv~f~c;v1-e JI J1£ COt.JlJ l'-4 ve.. a,~pm,2e111 tk/{ cj-
#ie tlr~L 
SeconJ, ,f ½rsl (Ol)t,1,j.e ( fd,:X.>/J ktrwe.. C[e /lied telclei PusOD5-
Q~ 4-11 &Q,"t/4Se~ u~hies..s, slie kX21JlJ hu ve ,5,ca-11\, ovttf.,r 
04th :k ,Jefl +4e wkle ·1rufh a.hcvf- tfte k~~ a::> .site dicJ 
AFFibA\11.T lN soPf)DRT -pg,_/J_ OE EXTRA ;JUIJfctAL 8l'A:S 
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Afil~J~--_f_i.d,,,,lwlA,~~--------
____ Thitt!,_l:Lcaunse f wav_lJ_ Jta.t..e c4:JJd_. :f tl!~n &u1v, He 
~1&-~Jlw_L :k>vn& .~kle do,.Jbt -fktL~Jlavd haJ 
__ cM~.ftt,"._J_a.be:£t¼ ,'n a ,'bbk,y,. p /us. .. ±id · l; u 
__ w.f'.SL.lL J,tk.¾Se o·~ na.:e.ss,\iy L)ocit he clc,~--
---~dh,-_tf ·Jr,"G-1 C'c'.kH1sse I would k\'ive ,'~uq;-Ji:J<-; Jed +ke. polite 
J1.1'deo-Recod,\}JS ·±rom pc>/,};e 11e~1c/Qs1 aLid1 hoard o'f i/ie 
~1..1J1~.1.Ln. C>ctohQr' :io, ;20io,, Tbe5:.e,. recc:rcli½j s L.Jou fJ_ 
ion-Of'M f:e l1b1q !arsons ~frk&v, 1-1 EX. L½ as. fe. k lrue. 
11¥:t: sk l10J fArotf1ev1t JP/1e1fauf CJl1r. /Ju5C)r.s) w,\J-J1 ~ 8,u,, 
~Bflhr3·P iotl Counsel L.X>VI& have USE& lr'1\wa1\,~}1sfk..s 
-~.5/;;, ~e()b,,..f-, which provq,& AppaltaJ:S [a~_pt.1.½fs 
tuete. Hof Cw:\ ev,'&ev,ce kvtei'k~ iJA:-/, sA:~ l- ~nd sA .-?, ci, C, r z: 
~ltfb 1 1P fr-1"41 CDvv1.sel Lu:;d COM/J<1li'f'J :Sc>k-ri fsd'i a,,s ~ 
k~se L, /hie35. He wco IJ ltave lJ ,Let,, e,J1r111 ,~c. h Le k6h~, 
i¾t LJe;vlJ he SWDl'h fk,.±: JZ:°e:{,btc., /a,,c::orJs .J.o}e,! &kn, .Sh-e. ti.aJ 
I 
tl1 M!i, i¼ eel Appe lfov1:f ( 11k £ /5rr.S J Cw+ ,.gvn p<JA-vf o.,, ID··JD ·:kJ/61 
nl42. Cau<'t ur,\/-es: ,,, He >dev,zJ-/f;'eJ (Ao w/i-vl,f:S.S~s L)hb 
-5blJJ kvc.::. Lael-,, ec,_ Ure& ±l~t t..wW lAD....e.- cLcl4;~-P flL w+lOite" 
bbite of .l'vi:bt :fg brswt,};~, Ofij:<2. It pctr.0tctpi') 3 •• se.,...-lev,ce 1, 
!£ JJ,a Covr-t b_J iruefy f'eAJ /J.p;<J//ovtt~ j»1/fion GS. sfie 
~e4' 71ev~ .sJie LJoulcf ki,ve kno:.vn Ht.GI: Jwielk,.nt 
os.kd -kx: tel ,blc, Pc.aon5 avJ :S-olu, &dy.. The,ir 
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_ _..The_ Coufil ~~_l-~~'J,1 +i,:s crrse, ·tl1e ev ,'cle1/1CE 
~t _fo_#te JOl'lf h1C. /1 ,Je& ±k_~Ltfu+ over a fJw~ 
_d__J_¥_J1£So,1,S J,'bLe ii,s w ,£ d,-essec~ ,~ d,'#J,;~--
Co5. ±u me.S • . "~ Aloii'ce a£1ide*t lo DtJ.:us;sJJa~e J), last £J r,asv;u/4 
• 1 41.r ~ , 'd9 7 
£,'r:st Sevfietlf)?.. F',it.5f1 /fppeU.av.:1: C Jl{t. ltt:,.Jv1o) wa~ v,ot 
ide.i±~J}eJ ai a~ knl_i!H& +he ouly ·/lwie (t-fJPP:i'4t-v1- dro!£. 
~,"$ Lt. ,,'fe 1 · L04-.S w.J.eq ±hfy llJ el'<:3 6 v1 +h ~ /'r 4 .. u~y bd Jn 
_fJ_ e.JdQ ., The CLV r+- 1'5 us/~ fk'- Ao\ <t toi.)vvi 7 p 1'\C.Sec ·lo l's 
_ektH'"ac'k,Vze. _wk~"'- .sLe s../.s·/e.s '', ... cke~ed ,'"'- J,{/J1e""t 
. ' J ' I-/ It \ { J l !I ,L f..(1 ·I- .. I - .l) ' 
(OS ·w 1t ie5 ., ,, i o .. I Jt\C u «L'M_j t2l, rte.i~vv C V tc.re et t,,,J lfj 51 
d;{(e,'en 1- svtr15 },:s:5 es, lon.5 s-£-ves:., t1ri{& CLtJ'r"i 'IY a fa«,AuJ 
jutv1 ta Lo cli~re.£/d l:J,:cv~ ks., tk 1'e.tttc.1h£'L ivi ,f/1-f. U&:Vi 
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MAY O 1 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By MARTHA LYKE 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COl.JNTY OF ADA 
DANIEL D. PARSONS, JR., 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Res ondent. 
Case No. CV-PC-2012-20472 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO D1Sl\1ISS 
On November 7, 2012, the Petitioner, Daniel Parsons, Jr., filed a more than 300 page hand-
written rambling and often repetitive Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, alleging ineffective 
assistance of counsel at both the trial and on appeal. He further alleged that the trial judge was 
biased in Case No. CR-FE-2010-0018161. Among other things, 1 he requested the Court appoint 
counsel. The Court appointed counsel pn November 20, 2012, and held a scheduling conference 
on January 1, 2013. 
The Court ordered that any amended Petition or request for evidentiary hearing be filed by 
April 26, 2013. The Court also ordered the State to file its answer or motion for sun1mary 
dispostion by June 28, 2013. The Court further ordered Parsons to reply by August 2, 2013. 
1 Buried deep in his Petition, Parsons also requested the Court be disqualified for cause. Parsons provided no support 
for his request other than a bare allegation of bias. The Court denied the Motion finding it could sit fairly and 
impartially and perform the proper legal analysis which the law requires it to perform. State v. Sivak, 127 Idaho 387, 
389,901 P.2d 494,494 (1995). 
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The State answered the Petition on June 26, 2013, and moved to dismiss Parsons' Petition 
on July 3, 2012, without an evidentiary hearing. Parsons requested more time to respond and 
responded on September 26, 2013. 
On December 2, 2013, Parsons filed his Objection and Response to State's Motion for 
Summary Dismissal, and Request for Evidentiary Hearing. The Comi heard oral argument on 
April 23, 2014. 
The Court takes judicial notice of the trial transcript (May 2-June 29, 2011) and transcripts 
dated December 8, 2010, March 2, 2011, ~1arch 9, 2011, March 30, 2011, and the June 29, 2011, 
sentencing transcript. The Court further considered all the material attached to Parsons' Petition. 
Having reviewed the Petition and any evidence in a light most favorable to Parsons, the 
Court finds that it is satisfied that Parsons is not entitled to post-conviction relief. I.C. § 19-
4906(2). The Court further finds there is no dispute of material fact and no purpose would be 
served by any further proceedings. Therefore, by this order, the Court is indicating its intention to 
dismiss Parsons' Petition.2 The Court denies Parsons' motion for evidentiary hearing. 
To justify a post-conviction evidentiary hearing, the petitioner must make a factual 
showing based on admissible evidence. The application must be supported by written statements 
from competent witnesses or other verifiable information. Paradis v. State, 110 Idaho 534, 536, 
716 P.2d 1306, 1308 (1986) (quoting Drapeau v. State, 103 Idaho 612,617,651 P.2d 546,551 
(Ct. App. 1982)). Unsubstantiated and conclusory allegations are insufficient to entitle a petitioner 
to an evidentiary hearing. King v. State, 114 Idaho 442,446, 757 P.2d 705, 709 (Ct. App. 1988). 
Parsons and the State may reply to the Corni's notice of the proposed dismissal within 20 
days. In light of his reply, if any, or any failure to reply, the Court may order the Petition 
dismissed, grant leave to file an amended application, or direct that the proceedings otherwise 
continue. Parsons may not file an amended application without leave of court. If he wishes to 
amend his petition at this point, he must file the appropriate motion and a copy of the proposed 
2 Because the State did not specifically address each issue with detail, the Court is giving notice of its intent to dismiss 
on specific grounds. 
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amended petition. In addition, Parsons may not file any material se; all filings shall be through 
3 
FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
The charged Parsons with Aiding and Abetting Robbery. LC. §§ 18-650 L 18-204. 
5 and Eluding a Peace Officer. LC. § 49-1404. and Parsons was found guilty of charges hy a 
6 jury. The State also sought a persistent violator sentence enhancement. LC. § 19-2514. based 
7 on Parsons· four previous felony coJT,ictions in the slate of Nevada: one from 1981 and three from 
8 The three 1987 co1wictions stemmed from three separate cases. The Court senttnccJ 
9 Parsons to a fixed life term of imprisom11ent for aiding and abetting robbery and a consecutive 
IO fixed life tenn for eluding a peace officer, inclusive of the persistent violator enhancement. 
11 The facts sun-ounding this crime are frightening. Parsons and his wife came to Idaho 
12 equipped with multiple female wigs and disguises, a police scam1er and a loaded gun. They 
13 checked into a local motel without reservations at 1 :45 in the morning on October 18, 2010. They 
14 stayed for 7 hours and even though they drove to Idaho from Nevada in their 0Vv11 car, Petitioner 
15 Parsons rented a van - a van he had previously reserved. They then checked out of the motel at 
16 1: 13 p.m. on the 18th. 
17 A trial witness testified that at 2:30 p.m., that same day, she saw Parsons' wife (she pled 
18 guilty) enter a bank dressed in a disguise with a long wig, gloves and sunglasses, only to sprint out 
19 of the bank and jump into a waiting minivan driven by a male driver. She described the driver of 
20 the minivan as a male in his fifties (Parsons was 53), heavy set 250-300 pounds (Parsons was 320 
21 pounds), who looked bald or with short hair and receding hairline (consistent with Parsons' 
22 booking photo). The witness testified she thought the minivan was dark navy blue; the van is 









3 A defendant has no right to hybrid representation (a procedure in which a self-represented defendant conducts part of 
the proceeding and standby counsel conducts another part of the proceeding). Locks v. Sumner, 703 F.2d 403 (9th Cir. 
1983); Cross v. lJS .. 893 F.2d 1287 (11th Cir. 1990); Julius v. Wageman, 755 F.2d 1403, I 403-04 (11th Cir. I 985); 
US. v. Zielie, 734 F.2d 144 7. 1454 (11th Cir. 1984 ), cert denied, 469 U.S. 11 89 ( 1985); Raulerson v. Wainwright. 
732 F.2d 803. 808-09 (11th Cir. 1984), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 966 ( 1984); U.S. v. Bowdach. 561 F.2d 1160, 1 176 (5th 
Cir. 1977); US. v. Shea, 508 F.2d 82, 86 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 423 U.S. 847 (1975). A court is not even required to 
acknowledge pro se filings of defendant who is represented by attorney in prosecution because a criminal defendant 
does not have an absolute right to both self-representation and assistance of counsel. U.S. v. Bergman, 813 F.2d I 027 
(9th Cir. 1987); U. S. v. Halbert, 640 F.2d 1000, 1009 (9th Cir. 1981 ); U.S. v. Stanley. 396 Fed.Appx. 48:? (10th Cir. 
2010). 
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found later at the scene when the Parsons were arrested two days later following a different bank 
robbery and after a high speed chase. 
Approximately 17 minutes later. the Parsons go back to the same hotel and check into a 
different room. They stayed in that room for about a day and a half watching videos on the 
television. They returned the minivan the day after the attempted robbery at 8:04 a.m. on October 
19th. 
On October 20th, they check out of the hotel at 1:28 p.m. and 20 minutes later, Parsons' 
wife, again in a different wig, sunglasses, gloves and concealing clothes, enters a different bank 
carrying a plastic "supennan" bag and her loaded weapon. She hands a note to the teller that says 
"WE HAVE GUNS! MONEY IN BAG!" The teller gives her the money with a tracker inside. She 
quickly leaves the bank joining Parsons in their car. Parsons had parked with the car running 
behind some apaiiments near the bank. He was not parked in the bank parking lot. 
They begin driving. This time the police are tracking the tracker in the money and an 
officer receives an alert on I-84. He turns on his overhead lights and two cars pull over. As he -
begins to approach both vehicles, one (the Parsons' car) immediately speeds off. A. high speed -~---.1~ _______ ..::.._ _ _:_ ______ :_ ___ _.::--'~--;A.JoY- ~IV-Ji?.,, 
chase ensues. This high speed chase puts many people at risk. At one point Parsons suddenly 
leaves I-84 and the chase continues in Meridian. Parsons is on a two-lane road and attaining speeds 
of up to 90 m.p.h. He crosses into on-coming traffic several times. Police deploy spikes and finally 
the Parsons leave the roadway at a high rate of speed ( calculated at I 00 m.p.h. when it left the 
pavement) and crash in a residential yard, having gone through a wooden fence and landing on the 
vehicle's roof -- just missing children's swings. The Parsons are iniured and Parsons' wife 
. Alt>f-- -,tnJ.e 
immediately admits to being the robber. She tells police that he did nothing and it was all her. 1.£. 
the vehicle, the police find a scann2 ,and a loaded gun with one bullet in the chainber. They also 
ND~~ 
find the stolen money. In the trunk, other disguises could be seen. ~v'-~ 
Both Parsons were transported to the hospital where Parsons' wife admitted to the two 
incidents and admitted to several bank robberies in prior years where the robberies were performed 
similarly - female in wigs, gloves, concealing clothes and sunglasses using a similar note. These 
crimes were very frightening and could have ended up very badly for both the Parsons and their 
victims. 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO DISMISS 
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Parsons himself has a very long criminal history with multiple felony convictions. His first 




























criminal behavior two years before when he admitted to burglarizing a doctor's home twice to 
steal guns, jewelry, prescription medication, and cash. He admitted to extensive narcotics dealings 
and tells the presentence investigator that this was driven by greed. For example. he sold a half 
N(ji-.'+I'~ 
gram of cocaine to an undercover agent for $1,250 and then attempted to speed away and crashed 
into a sheriff's car that was sealing an exit. In his car law enforcement found mariJ·uana. cocaine. 
------------..::::-----"'-A>CJI..-~ . . 
mushrooms, hash oiL prescription pills, and $3,600 in cash. The judge in that case, based on his 
claim that he had learned his lesson, placed him on probation. However, just 5 years later, as the 
State argued, he had "graduated" to armed robbery where he robbed a credit union at gunpoint. 
Just a month later, he pointed a gun at a grocery store manager and ordered him to open a safe. 
Then less than a month later he committed another armed robbery when he and another individual 
went to a grocery store wearing masks, pointing a gun, and demanding money. This time he 
received a significant sentence and was not released until April 2005. In 2007 he was a1Tested for 
home invasion and stalking. This was reduced to a misdemeanor. See June 29, 2011, Sentencing 
Transcript. pp. 650-653. 
Parsons appealed his conviction and sentence. The Court of Appeals affinned his 
conviction and sentence in a published decision on September 13, 2012. The Court filed the 
Remittitur October 4, 2012. See State v. Parsons, 153 Idaho 666,289 P.3d 1059 (Ct. App. 2012). 
This post-conviction petition followed. 
ANALYSIS 
A petition for post-conviction relief can be filed at any time within one year from the 
expiration of the time for appeal or from the determination of a proceeding following appeal, 
whichever is later. I.C. §19-4902. In this case, the Comi sentenced Parsons on June 29, 2011. The 
Court of Appeals affirmed his sentence on October 4, 2012. Thus, he timely filed his Petition. 
I.C. § 19-4906 authorizes summary disposition of a petition for post-conviction relief, either 
pursuant to motion of a party or upon the court's own initiative. LC. §19-4906(b) provides as 
follows: 
When a court is satisfied, on the basis of the application, the answer or motion, and 
the record, that the applicant is not entitled to post-conviction relief and no purpose 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO DISMISS 






























would be served by any further proceedings, it may indicate to the parties its 
intention to dismiss the application and its reasons for so doing. The applicant shall 
be given an opportunity to within 20 days to the proposed dismissal. 
Summary dismissal is permissible only when the petitioner's evidence raises no issue of material 
fact, which, if resolved in his favor, would entitle him to the requested relief. If such a factual issue 
is presented, an evidentiary hearing must be conducted. Gonzales v. State, 120 Idaho 759, 763, 819 
P.2d 1159, 1163 (Ct. App. 1991); Hoover v. State, 114 Idaho 145, 146, 754 P.2d 458. 459 (Ct. 
App. 1988); Ramirez v. State, 113 Idaho87, 89, 741 P.2d 374,376 (Ct. App. 1987). 
While Parsons asks for an evidentiary hearing, he never filed any affidavits creatimr a 
factual issue material to the Court's decision. The Court is not required to accept mere conclusory 
allegations, unsupported by admissible evidence, or accept a petitioner's conclusions of law. 
Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 644,647,873 P.2d 898,901 (Ct. App. 1994); Baruth v. Gardner, 110 
Idaho 156, 159, 715 P.2d 369,372 (Ct. App. 1986). However, to the extent his factual allegations 
are not conclusory and are supported by admissible evidence, the Court has assumed the factual 
allegations true for the purposes of this decision unless clearly not supported bv the record. The 
Court is not required to accept a petitioner's claims as true where the record clearly demonstrates 
the facts as otherwise. As the State argues in its motion, a large number of Parsons' claims are 
simply unsupported by the evidence. 
An application for post-conviction relief is in the nature of a civil proceeding, entirely 
distinct from the underlying criminal proceeding. Ferrier v. State, 135 Idaho 797, 798, 25 P.3d 
110, 111 (2001 ). An application for post-conviction relief differs from a complaint in an ordinary 
civil action, however, because an application must contain much more than "a short and plain 
statement of the claim" that would suffice for a complaint under I.R.C.P. 8(a)(l ). Hernandez v. 
State, 133 Idaho 794, 797, 992 P.2d 789, 792 (Ct. App. 1999). The application must present, or be 
accompanied by, admissible evidence supporting its allegations, or the application will be subject 
to dismissal. Id Finally, a petitioner for post-conviction relief has the burden of proving. bv a 
preponderance of the evidence, the allegations on which his claims are based. I.C.R. 57(c). 
Thus, the question on summary disposition is whether the application, affidavits, and other 
evidence supporting the application allege facts which, if true, would entitle the applicant to relief. 
Berg v. State, 131 Idaho 517, 960 P.2d 738, 740 (1998); ,Martinez v. State, 126 Idaho 813, 816, 
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892 P.2d 488, 492 (Ct. App. 1995). In other words, the application must present, or be 
accompanied by, admissible evidence supporting its allegations, or the application will be deemed 
subject to dismissal. 
Thus, the Court may swnmarily dismiss the Parsons' Petition if the Court is satisfied he is 
not entitled to the relief he requests. While Parsons· Petition consists of more than 300 




,., ., . 
4. 
Allegations against the Court: 
a. 
b. 
Failure to appoint new counsel at public expense. 
Judicial bias. 
Allegations against Trial Counsel: 
a. counsel under the influence of alcohol. 
b. failed to move to suppress statements/failure to move in limine. 
c. failed to call co-defendant Felicia Parsons (his wife) and stipulated 






failed to obtain Felicia Parsons' jail recordings. 
failed to request "included offense" instruction. 
failed to investigate. 
failed to present a necessity defense or request a necessity instruction 
counsel had a conflict of interest. 
1. failed to object to the alleged use of his criminal history. 
Allegations against Appellate Counsel. 
Alleged trial errors -jury instructions, evidentiary rulings, use of prior 
convictions, violation of speedy trial rights, and prosecutorial misconduct. 
5. Actual i1mocence. 
PARSONS' CLAIMS AGAINST THE COURT DO NOT SUPPORT POST-
CONVICTION RELIEF. 
Parsons makes two claims against the trial court: judicial bias and failure to appoint new 
counsel at public expense. As to both alle,g_<lt~9ns, Parsons failed to raise any of these issues 01) 
Aj!pt JI,,_.; •rr-:::y --· ... 
appeal from his conviction ani:I sentence. The scope of post-conviction relief is limited. An 
application for post-conviction relief is not a substitute for an appeal. I.C. § 19-4901(b). "[A] 
claim or issue which was or could have been raised on appeal may not be considered in post-
conviction proceedings." Rodgers v. State, 129 Idaho 720, 725, 932 P.2d 348, 353 (1997) (quoting 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO DISMISS 
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2 19-4901 
Stale, 116 Idaho 831, 832-33, 780 P.2d 153, 154-55 (Ct. App. 1989)) (citing I.C. § 




have been raised on appeal, the Court intends to dismiss these claims on the basis Parsons waived 
them. l~e,, flee~~ ~j'i,.j;- <:;,)-/:k~~I 
Furthermore. even if not waived, neither claim supports post-conviction relief. 
A. The failure to appoint new counsel does not support post-conviction relief. 
7 While Parsons generally alleges the Court should have appointed new counsel at public 
8 expense, Parsons does not allege the Court failed to conduct a detailed inquiry into his reasons for 
9 wanting new counsel. In fact, Parsons concedes the Court made that detailed inquiry more than 
1 o once and the record confim1s that. In addition, other than a bare assertion, he provides little detail. 
11 As the Court found, the Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution and Art. L § 
12 13 of the Idaho Constitution guarantee the right to counsel and for indigent defendants this 
13 includes the right to comi-appointed counsel. Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963); Pharris 
14 v. State, 91 Idaho 456, 424 P.2d 390 (1967). However, the right to counsel does not necessarily 
15 mean a right to the attorney of one's choice. See State v. Peck, 130 Idaho 711, 712-13, 946 P.2d 
16 1351, 1352-53 (Ct. App. 1997). Furthermore, the mere lack of confidence in otherwise competent 
J 7 counsel is not necessarily grounds for substitute counsel in the absence of extraordinary 
18 circumstances. State v. McCabe, 101 Idaho 727, 729, 620 P.2d 300; 302 (1980). The constitutional 
19 guarantees, however, do entitle a criminal defendant to the assistance of a reasonably competent 
20 attorney. Id. at 728, 620 P.2d at 301. For good cause a trial court may, in its discretion, appoint a 
21 substitute attorney for an indigent defendant. I.C. § 19-856; State v. Clayton, 100 Idaho 896, 897, 
606 P.2d 1000, 1001 (1980). 
When a defendant asks for new counsel at public expense, the trial court must afford the 







4 J.C. § 19-490 J (b) provides: "This remedy is not a substitute for nor does it affect any remedy incident to the 
proceedings in the trial court, or of an appeal from the sentence or conviction. Any issue which could have been raised 
on direct appeal, but was not, is forfeited and may not be considered in post-conviction proceedings, unless it appears 
to the court, on the basis of a substantial factual showing by affidavit deposition or otherwise. that the asseiied basis 
for relief raises a substantial doubt about the reliability of the finding of guilt and could not, in the exercise of due 
diligence, have been presented earlier. Except as otherwise provided in this act, it comprehends and takes the place of 
all other common law, statutory, or other remedies heretofore available for challenging the validity of the conviction or 
sentence. It shall be used exclusively in place of them." 
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substitution of counsel after having been made aware of the problems involved. State v. Lippert, 

























the Court did that and found each time that Parsons failed to establish good cause to grant his 
request. The Idaho appellate courts have found that: 
Good cause includes an actual conflict of interest; a complete. irrevocable 
breakdown of communication; or an irreconcilable conflict which leads to an 
apparently unjust verdict. [ citation omitted] Factors to be used in examining 
constitutional implications of a total breakdown in communication include: (I) 
whether the defendant's motion for new counsel was timely; (2) whether the trial 
court adequately inquired into defendant's reasons for making the motion; (3) 
whether the defendant-attorney conflict was so great that it led to a total lack of 
communication precluding an adequate defense; and (4) whether the defendant 
substantially and unreasonably contributed to the communication breakdown. 
United States v. Lott, 310 F.3d 1231, 1250 (10th Cir.2002); Lippert, 145 Idaho at 
597, 181 P.3d at 523. If good cause is shown, the defendant is constitutionally 
entitled to the appointment of new counsel. Lippert, 145 Idaho at 597, 181 P.3d at 
523. A defendant may not, however, manufacture good cause by abusive or 
uncooperative behavior. Id. Finally, the decision of whether to appoint substitute 
counsel lies within the discretion of the trial comi and will only be reviewed for an 
abuse of discretion. Id. When a trial court's discretionary decision is reviewed on 
appeal, the appellate court conducts a multi-tiered inquiry to determine: (1) whether 
the lower court correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion; (2) whether the 
lower court acted within the boundaries of such discretion and consistently with any 
legal standards applicable to the specific choices before it; and (3) whether the 
lower court reached its decision by an exercise of reason. State v. Hedger, 1 15 
Idaho 598,600, 768 P.2d 1331, 1333 (1989). 
Lippert, 152 Idaho at 887, 276 P.3d at 759. While Parsons and his attorney disagreed as to tactics, 
there was no evidence that communication had broken down to the point it prevented an adequate 
defense. In fact the evidence attached to his Petition suggests that there was robust 
communication, and the tone; does not suggest an inability to work together. . A strained 
..S~ a5~<t..~ 
relationship or disagreement as to tactics is not an adequate grom1d for appointing new counsel. 
See a/so State v. Grant, 154 Idaho 281, 285-84, 297 P.3d 244, 248-49 (2013). 
I 
Therefore, this claim fails. 
B. The record does not support Parsons' claim of judicial bias. 
28 Other than merely alleging the Comi was biased, Parsons identifies no evidence of that bias 
29 or how such alleged bias adversely affected the outcome of his trial. To sustain his burden of 
30 proof, a post-conviction petitioner must support his allegations with competent, admissible 
11 
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evidence. Curless v. State, 146 Idaho 95, 99, 190 P.3d 914, 918 (Ct. App. 2008); Hall v. State, 126 
2 Idaho 449, 453, 885 P.2d 1165, 1169 App. 1994); Roman v. State, l Idaho 644, 649, 873 
3 P.2d 898, 903 (Ct. App. 1994). The Court is not required to accept mere conclusory allegations, 
4 unsupported by admissible evidence, or a Petitioner's conclusions of law. Roman v. State, 125 
5 Idaho 644,647,873 P.2d 898,901 (Ct. App. 1994); Baruth v. Gardner, 110 Idaho 156, 159, 715 
6 P.2d 369, 372 (Ct. App. 1986). 
7 
8 II. 
Thus, this claim against the Court fails and the Court gives notice of its intent to dismiss. 
ALLEGATIONS AGAINST TRIAL COUNSEL FAIL. 
9 Parsons makes several ineffective assistance of counsel claims against his trial counsel. 
1 O There are two general categories of ineffective assistance of counsel and each is governed by a 
11 different standard and Parsons makes claims under both. The first type is sometimes referred to as 
12 "actual ineffective assistance of counsel" and is based on specific actions or omissions by counsel 
13 that resulted in prejudice to the defendant. This is the more common ineffective assistance of 
14 counsel claim and the standard applied to such claim is generally set forth in Strickland v. 
15 Washington, 466 U.S. 668 (1984). 
16 In order to survive summary dismissal of a petition for post-conviction relief based on a 
17 claim of "actual" ineffective assistance of counsel, the petitioner must establish by preponderance 
18 of the evidence: (1) a material issue of fact exists as to ,11,,hether counsel's performance was 
19 deficient; and (2) a material issue of fact exists as to whether the deficiency prejudiced petitioner's 
20 case. See Raudebaugh v. State, 135 Idaho 602, 604, 21 P .3d 924, 926 (2001 ); Pratt v. State, 134 
21 Idaho 581, 583, 6 P.3d 831, 833 (2000) (citing Berg v. State, 131 Idaho 517, 518-19, 960 P.2d 738, 
22 739-40 (1998)). Parsons' "actual" ineffective assistance of counsel claims fail. 
23 The second category is often referred to as per se ineffective assistance of counsel or a 
Cronic claim. See US v. Cronic, 466 U.S. 648, 662 (1984). Cronic only applies to circumstances 
25 in which the defendant was actually or constructively denied the assistance of counsel and in such 
26 cases, prejudice to the defendant is presumed and need not be established in order to be entitled to 
27 relief. Parsons casts at least some of his ineffective assistance of counsel claims as Cronic claims. 
28 Cronic was a companion case to Strickland. While the Strickland standard is appropriate 
29 for the overwhelming majority of cases raising ineffective assistance of counsel claims, Cronic 
30 recognized that in rare circumstances counsel's conduct may be so bad that it is per se ineffective. 
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In Cronic, the Supreme Court reasoned that, "absent some effect of challenged conduct on the 





























Cronic. 466 U.S. at 662. The circumstances in which prejudice could be presumed are limited. 
Those circumstances include: 
[M]ost obvious, of course, is the complete denial of counsel. The presumption that 
counsel's assistance is essential requires us to conclude that a trial is unfair if the 
accused is denied counsel at a critical stage of his trial. Similarly, )f counsel entirely 
fails to subject the prosecution's case to meaningful adversarial testing, then there 
has been a denial of Sixth Amendment ri~hts that makes the adversary process 
itself presumptively unreliable. 
Id. at 659. In summary, Cronic delineated three limited circumstances to which the per se rule 
would apply: (1) state or court actions, (2) failure to subject the case to meaningful adversarial -
testing. and (3) conflict of interest. 
If state actions result in an actual or constructive denial of assistance of counsel, prejudice 
may be presumed. Parsons does not allege that any state actions or _court actions caused an actual 
or constructive denial ofj!Ssistauce of counsel. Examples encompassed by Cronic include denial of -
counsel at a critical stage of the case5 or appointing new counsel a day before trial in a high profile 
capital murder case.6 
Instead, Parsons claims his trial counsel completely failed to subiect the State's case to 
meaningful adversarial testin and labored under a conflict of interest, making Cronic applicable. 
The record clearly disproves this. Therefore, the Court finds that Cronic does not apply to any of 
his claims. 
A. Allegations of substance abuse do not support post-conviction relief. 
Parsons contends that his trial counsel (who is deceased) was under the influence of 
alcohol when he represented him. However, assuming his contention that his attorney was under 
the influence to be true, this fact alone does not create a viable ineffective assistance of counsel 
claim which would support relief In this case, Parsons' affidavit does not create a factual issue. 
,-
The Com1 is not required to accept his mere conclusory allegation that his trial counsel was under 
5 Where a defendant was prohibited by the court from consulting with his attorney during an overnight recess of the 
trial, the Supreme Court found prejudice was presumed. See Geders v. U.S., 425 U.S. 80 ( 1976). 
6 See e.g., Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45 (1932). However, the mere tardy appointment of counsel does not 
automatically require reversal of every conviction. Chambers v. Maroney, 399 U.S. 42 ( 1970). 
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the influence, unsupp01ied by admissible evidence. Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 644, 647, 873 P.2d 
2 898, 901 (Ct. App. 1994); Baruth v. Gardner, 110 Idaho 156, 159, 715 P.2d 369, 372 (Ct. App. 
3 1986). 
4 However, for the purposes of this post-conviction, the Court assumes his trial counsel was 
5 under the influence of alcohol. An evidentiary hearing is not necessary because the Court assumed 
6 his allegation to be true for the purposes of this Petition. Moreover, Parsons' trial counsel died in 
7 2012. 
8 The case law is clear; the Strickland standard also applies to counsel's alleged substance 
9 abuse. Bonin v. Calderon, 59 F.3d 815, 838 (9th Cir. 1995). The Ninth Circuit ruled that using 
10 drugs (or alcohol for that matter) is not independently relevant to an ineffective assistance claim. 
11 Id. (citing Beny v. King, 765 F.2d 451,454 (5th Cir.1985) ("[U]nder Strickland, the fact that an 
12 attorney used drugs is not, in and of itself, relevant to an ineffective assistance claim. The critical 
13 inquiry is whether, for whatever reason, counsel's performance was deficient and whether that 
14 deficiency prejudiced the defendant."), cert. denied, 4 76 U.S. 1164, I 06 S.Ct. 2290 (1986); see 
15 also U.S. v. Mc/nerney, 156 F.3d 1240, 1240 (9th Cir. 1998). 
16 No court has granted post-conviction relief simplv because an attorney was abusing drugs 
17 or alcohol during his or her representation. The relevant inquiry is whether counsel's performance 
18 was deficient and whether it caused prejudice - not whether he was under the influence. Id. The 
19 petitioner must first establish the attorney's performance was deficient and that it prejudiced the 
20 outcome. 
21 In Bonin, similar to Parsons' claim, the defendant contended his attorney was abusing 
22 drugs before and during his representation. He claimed this justified post-conviction relief. The 
23 Ninth Circuit rejected his claim and applied an objective standard to evaluate counsel's 
24 competence. lt ruled that once an attorney's conduct is shown to be objectively reasonable. it 
25 becomes unnecessary to inquire into the source of the attorney's alleged shortcomings. See 
26 Strickland, 466 U.S. at 700. 
27 Likewise, in Berry, the Fifth Circuit ruled that drug use by an attorney is not relevant in 
28 and of itself to an ineffective assistance claim; the relevant inquiry is whether counsel's 
29 performance was deficient and caused prejudice. The United States Supreme Court denied 
30 certiorari 476 U.S. 1164 (l 986). The Fourth Circuit also ruled that the defendant must show that 
11 
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the medication affected his attorney such a that he could not, and did not render adequate 





























denied, 501 U.S. 1223 (1991); see also US v. Walker, 210 F.3d 373, 373 (6th Cir. 2000); see also 
Smith r. Ylst, 826 F.2d 872, 876 (9th Cir.1987) cert. denied, 488 C.S. 829 (1988). 
Here, even assuming Parsons' allegation to be true, he has not clearly shown how the 
alleged alcohol use caused prejudice or what actions by his trial counsel were ineffective. Thus, 
this claim does not present any colorably meritorious claim and does not support post-conviction 
relief. 
B. There is no evidence that a motion to suppress would have succeeded. J.. 
;Jo'!'} ~ 
Parsons complains that his trial counsel should have moved to suppress his statements -
because he invok~q his ri,ght to counsel. However, he never identifies what statements should have 
~~ fk,n,_p,....:;,S. JSti-. ~~ . 
been suppressed or what statements he made that were used against him. "If the record 
conclusively disproves an essential element of a post-conviction claim," or if the petitioner's 
allegations fail as a matter of law, summary dismissal is appropriate. ,McKay v. State, 148 Idaho 
567, 225 P.3d 700 (2010); Workman v. State, 144 Idaho 518, 523, 164 P.3d 798, 803 (2007); 
Stuart v. State, 118 Idaho 865, 869, 801 P.2d 1216, 1220 (1990). Furthermore, the record Parsons 
used to support his Petition clearly demonstrates that he made no incriminating statements after he 
invoked his right to counsel. Therefore, there is no basis to suppress what never happened. 
In addition, defense counsel is not required to raise every conceivable issue. Aragon v. 
State, 114 Idaho 758,765,760 P.2d 1174, 1181 (1988). Idaho appellate courts will not second 
guess strategic and tactical decisions of trial counsel whether to pursue a particular issue or theory. 
unless there is "evidence that the decision was the result of inadequate preparation, ignorance of 
the law, or other shortcomings capable of objective evaluation." Short v. State, 135 Idaho 40, 13 
P.3d 1253, 1255-1256 (Ct App. 2000) (citing Huck v. State, 124 Idaho 155, 160, 857 P.2d 634, 
639 (Ct. App. 1993)). In cases like this, where the asserted deficiency on the part of counsel 
consists of a failure to pursue a particular issue, which even if pursued would not have afforded a 
basis for relief, the Court will reject any ineffective assistance of counsel claim. Id.; Huck, 124 
Idaho at 158-59, 857 P.2d at 637-38. \Vhile, Parsons introduced no evidence to support his claims, 
the Court carefully reviewed the record he attached to his Petition and finds that even if his 
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I 
attorney had filed a motion to suppress, it would have been unsuccessful. There is no evidence that 
ever made any incriminating statements following his invocation. 
3 Parsons presented no evidence of the facts underlying any alleged appropriate suppression 
4 motion. State v. Holman, 109 Idaho 382, 707 P.2d 493 (Ct. App. 1985). Without such evidence the 
5 Court finds there has been no showing such a motion would have had even arguable merit. 
6 Therefore, he has not made a prima facie showing that his attorney was deficient for failing to file 
7 such motions and his claim fails. Banuelos v. State, 127 Idaho 860, 864-865, 908 P.2d 162, 166-
8 167 (Ct. App. 1995). 
9 C. Trial counsel's strategic decisions do not support post-conviction relief. 















• failure to call his co-defendant at trial 
• failure to request an "included offense instruction" or a necessity defense 
instmction 
• failure to present a necessity defense 
Defense counsel is not required to raise every conceivable issue. Aragon v. State, 114 Idaho 758, 
765, 760 P.2d 1174, 1181 (1988). Idaho appellate comis will not second-guess strategic and 
tactical decisions of trial counsel whether to pursue a particular issue or theory. unless there is 
"evidence that the decision was the result of inadequate preparation, ignorance of the law, or other 
sh01icomings capable of objective evaluation." Short v. State, 135 Idaho 40, 13 P.3d 1253, 1255-
1256 (Ct. App. 2000) (citing Huck v. State, 124 Idaho 155, 160, 857 P.2d 634, 639 (Ct. App. 
1993)). As to each of these claims, there is no evidence that any of these strategic decisions were 
"the result of inadequate preparation, ignorance of the law, or other sho11comings capable of 
objective evaluation." Therefore, they all fail. 
1. Decisions to not call Parsons' wife (co-defendant) at trial, to stipulate to the fact she 
pled guilty and to not present a necessih1 defense were strategic and objectively 
reasonable. 
27 While Parsons complains that his wife could have exonerated him and that his counsel 
28 should have presented a necessity defense, the evidence he attached to his Petition clearly proves 
29 that his trial counsel's decision to not call her and present a necessity defense was a well-reasoned 
30 
11 
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strategic decision. He also complains about the decision to stipulate to his wife's guilty plea in 
Instruction No. 3. 
In his letter to Parsons dated April 28, 2011, Parsons' trial counsel wrote, in relevant part, 
as follows: 
In addition to conversations I had with the State's attorneys, I spoke for 
approximately 30 minutes with .Mr. Ellsworth, Felicia's attorney. Felicia will not be 
called in the State's case in chief. She will only be called by the State as a rebuttal 
witness if YOU choose to testify, and then only with respect to what transpired after 
police attempted to initiate a stop. She will testify that she did not tlu·eaten you, did 
not point the gun at you, and that you drove the vehicle voluntarily. 
Felicia does not want to testify against you. HOWEVER, it is very clear to me that 
if WE call her to testify, we will not only open the door to any questions the State 
may wish to ask, but also, Felicia will testify that she was in costume when you 
drove to the bank. Because that testimony, coupled with your driving away at ve1)' 
high rates of speed will establish the elements of Aiding and Abetting Robbery, it is 
my intention NOT to call Felicia as a witness. 
Parsons' Petition, Ex. Y (emphasis in the original). This decision to not call his wife as a witness 
was clearly a strategic decision and not the result of inadequate preparation, ignorance of the law, 
or other shortcomings capable of objective evaluation. This claim fails. 
Moreover, her testimony would have eviscerated any necessity defense and was clearly 
integral to a decision to not present a necessity defense. With her testimony such a defense would 
have been impossible. To the extent Parsons now relies on the so-called affidavits from his wife 
that Parsons ,l:!!1-Wistakably prepared for her, 7 trial counsel's decisions are measured as of the date 
counsel made them and not on newly generated evidence. Therefore, these strategic decisions were 
objectively reasonable. 
Likewise, trial counsel's decision to stipulate to Felicia Parsons' guilty plea in Instruction 
No. 3 was a reasonable strategic decision. It is true that in order to prove Parsons is guilty of aiding 
and abetting robbery, given the facts in this case, the State had to prove that Felicia Parsons 
committed the crime of robbery and that a stipulation to her guilty plea established that element. 
Clearly, however, absent the stipulation, the State would have called her as a witness to establish 
she had committed the robbery. See State v. Knudtson, l 1 Idaho 524, _, 83 P. 226, 227 (1905). 
30 7 See e.g Petition. Exs. KK, LL, MM, NN. 
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However, importantly the stipulation obviated the need to call Felicia Parsons as a 
precluding 
about. 
potentially damaging testimony something trial counsel was rightly concerned 
While Parsons complains that his wife could have exonerated him and that his counsel 
should have presented a necessity defense, the evidence he attached to his Petition clearly proves 
that his trial counsel's decisions to not call her, stipulate to Instruction No. 3, and present a 
necessity defense were well-reasoned strategic decisions. Thus, these strategic decisions do not 
support post-conviction relief. 
2. Failure to request an unidentified "included offense" instruction does not justifv 
post-conviction relief. 
Parsons complains that his counsel failed to request the Court instruct the jury as to some 
included offense but does not identify what instruction should have been included. Therefore, the 
Comi finds this claim does not support post-conviction relief. He also fails to explain why this was 
not a strategic decision. 
3. Failure to request a necessity defense instruction does not iustifv post-conviction 
relief. 
Parsons claims his trial counsel was ineffective for not requesting the Comi instruct the 
jury on the "necessity defense." While a defendant is entitled to have his or her legal theory of the 
case submitted to the jury under proper instructions, the trial court may refuse to give the 
instruction where it is not supported by the evidence. State v. Tfffany, 139 Idaho 909, 88 P.3d 
728 (2004). The question of whether there is a reasonable view of the evidence that supports an 
instruction to the jury on the defense of necessity is a matter of discretion for the district comi. See 
State v. Howley, 128 Idaho 874,878,920 P.2d 391,395 (1996); State v. Johnson, 126 Idaho 892, 
895, 894 P.2d 125, 128 (1995) ("It is within the trial comi's discretion to determine whether to 
submit a defendant's requested instruction to the jury."). 
In State v. Hastings, 118 Idaho 854, 801 P.2d 563 (1990), the Supreme Comi held that the 
common law defense of necessity is recognized in Idaho, pursuant to LC. § 73-116. Hastings, 118 
Idaho at 856, 801 P .2d at 565. However, Idaho's definition of the defense of necessity requires the 
following: 
30 8 Statements of a co-conspirator are not hearsay. See I.R.E. 801 ( d)(2). 
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I. A specific threat of immediate hann; 
2. The circumstances which necessitate the illegal act must not have been 
brought about by the defendant; 
3. The same objective could not have been accomplished by a less offensive 
alternative available to the actor; 
4. The harm caused was not disproportionate to the harm avoided. 
6 Hastings, 118 Idaho at 855,801 P.2d at 564. 
7 Given the state of the record, there is no reasonable viev, of the evidence that would have 
8 supported an instruction to the jury on the defense of necessity. State v. Howley, 128 Idaho 874, 
9 879, 920 P.2d 391, 396 (1996). Therefore, Parsons' trial counsel's decision did not fall below an 
10 objective standard of representation. To the extent Parsons now relies on the so-called affidavits 
11 from his wife that Parsons unmistakably prepared for her,9 trial counsel's decisions are measured 
12 as of the date counsel made them and not on newly generated evidence. Thus, this claim does not 
















D. Alleged failure to obtain Parsons' wife's iail recordings does not support post-
conviction relief. 
Parsons complains that his trial counsel failed to obtain his wife's jail recordings, claiming 
this would have helped establish that she had threatened him. He did not support his claim with 
any affidavit containing non-hearsay evidence of the substance of those alleged recordings; he did 
not suppo1i his claim with the recordings themselves. Furthermore, he never indicated when he 
is attome 'obtain those recordings. l le, !:>~ '{J'-j<e- l't 
To sustain his burden of proof, a post-conviction petitioner must suppmi his allegations 
with competent, admissible evidence. Curless v. State, 146 Idaho 95, 99, 190 P.3d 914, 918 (Ct. 
App. 2008); Hall v. State, 126 Idaho 449, 453, 885 P.2d 1165, 1169 (Ct. App. 1994); Roman v. 
State, 125 Idaho 644, 649, 873 P.2d 898, 903 (Ct. App. 1994). It is not enough to allege that a 
witness would have testified to ceriain events, or would have rebutted certain statements made at 
trial, without providing thorough affidavit non-hearsay evidence of the substance of the witnesses' 
testimony. Hall, 126 Idal10 at 453, 884 P.3d at 1169. Therefore, Parsons did not meet his burden of 
proof for this claim. 
30 9 See e.g. Petition, Exs. KK, LL, MM, NN. 
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In addition, Parsons' trial counsel already explained to him calling her as a witness 
was not a good idea. Finally, the letters attached to and in support of his Petition indicate that he 
did not even request his trial counsel obtain those recordings until in the middle of trj?-l- 10 See 
p ft. E z AA UJl"~..S •vl-~ hes ,,iv..v ~ C) ~ ili-e ~ I e 1,10n, xs. , . 
Any recordings of Felicia Parsons made from the jail would not have been "taped." 
If there are any such recordings, they would exist in digital format. As you know, 
you did not mention their possible existence until trial had commenced, and we 
could not gain access on such short notice. 
Petition, Ex. AA dated May 25, 2011 (emphasis added) (trial counsel letter to Parsons). "[W]here 
the evidentiary facts are not disputed and the trial court rather than a jury will be the trier of fact, 
summary judgment is appropriate, despite the possibility of conflicting inferences because the 
comi alone will be responsible for resolving the conflict between those inferences." McKay v. 
State, 148 Idaho 567, 225 P.3d 700 (2010) (quoting State v. Yakovac, 145 Idaho 437, 444, 180 
P.3d 4 76, 483 (2008)). The material Parsons submitted in support of his Petition suggest that this 
. +' • 'd d h' . 1 1 . . 1 £ .n ,N; (.l),t~f,;/ed kt's' "t~.__.,, 
m1ormat1on was prov1 e to 1s tna counse man unt1me v manner. ~e:,c, ,,;. I t>~)...> ~~.:: i•c<tJ<~s 
Therefore, based on the above, this claim fails and this does not support post-convict'f61;' 
relief 
E. Alleged failure to investigate does not support post-conviction relief. 
18 Parsons makes the bare claim that his trial counsel was ineffective for failing to investigate. 
19 However, he does not identify what, if any information 11 his trial counsel could have found and 
20 how it would have changed the jury verdict. He identified no witnesses who should have been 
21 called that would have changed the outcome. Spark<; r. State. 140 Idaho 292, 92 P.3d 54'.2 (Ct. 
'.2004) (citing State v. Zichko, 129 Idaho 259,263, 923 P.2d 966, 970 (1996)). 
23 He raises no genuine issue of fact material to the Court's decision. The Comi is not required 
24 to accept mere conclusory allegations, unsupported by admissible evidence, or accept a petitioner's 
25 conclusions of law. Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 644, 647, 873 P.2d 898, 901 (Ct. App. 1994); 
26 Baruth v. Gardner, 110 Idaho 156, 159, 715 P.2d 369,372 (Ct. App. 1986). Absent a shO\ving of 




10 Parsons' trial was May 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 2011. 
11 His claim regarding health insurance did not require investigation. Parsons himself could have told his attorney. That 
fact would not have changed anything. 
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trial or made infrequent contacts vvith defendant before trial. even if true, \\-as not a ground for 
2 post-conviction relief. Flores v. Stale, 104 ldaho 191,657 P.2d 488 (1983). 



























F. Alleged failure to object to the use of Parsons' prior criminal histon· does not 
support post-conviction relief. l\)t:, 1 ;Jt~ w ~ ';;;.Jt-Q '.'.> k,,~ ttk,.;tJ 
Parsons claims the Court erred in allowing the use of a misdemeanor and that his attorney 
should have objected. However, no misdemeanor was used. "Allegations contained in the 
application are insufficient for the granting of relief when (1) they are clearly disproved by the 
record of the original proceedings, ... " Workman v. State, 144 Idaho 518,523, 164 P.3d 798,803 
(2007). If the record conclusively disproves an essential element of a post-conviction claim, 
summary dismissal is appropriate. Stuart v. State, 118 Idaho 865, 869, 801 P.2d 1216, 1220 
(1990). Therefore, based on the above, this claim fails and this does not support post-conviction 
relief. 
G. Trial counsel did not have an actual conflict of interest. 
Parsons makes general claims that his trial counsel labored under an actual conflict 
because, in part, his attorney was a State 12 employee. Other than his bare assertion, there is no 
evidence that his trial counsel had an actual conflict that affected his representation. See ,Mickens v. 
Taylor, 122 S.Ct. 1237. 1241-1242 (2002) (citing Cronic, supra, at 658-659, 104 S.Ct. 2039)); 
Sjxzrks v. Srate. 140 Idaho 292. 92 P.3d 542 (Ct. App. 2004). Mickens and its progeny clearly 
define an actual conflict as one that actually affects counsel's representation. Id. While Parsons 
claims it affected his trial counsel's performance because he failed to pursue a necessity defense, 
as discussed above, that decision was clearly the result of a reasoned strategic decision. 
Therefore, this claim fails and this does not support post-conviction relief. 
III. ALLEGED TRIAL ERRORS DO NOT SUPPORT POST-CONVICTION RELIEF. 
Parsons alleges several trial errors, including deficient jury instructions, evidentiary 
rulings, use of prior convictions, and a violation of his speedy trial rights. He also complained 
about alleged prosecutorial misconduct. These claims fail. 
30 12 While not relevant to his arguments, his trial counsel actually was employed by Ada County. 
':l 1 
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Post-conviction is not a "a substitute for ... an appeal from the sentence or conviction." 
2 The post-conviction statute clearly limits what can be raised on post-conviction and provides that 
3 "[a]ny issue which could have been raised on direct appeal, but was not, is forfeited and may not 
4 be considered in post-conviction proceedings." LC.§ 19-4901(b). In order to avoid this prohibition, 
5 a petitioner must make "a substantial factual showing by affidavit, deposition or otherwise, that the 
6 asserted basis for relief raises a substantial doubt about the reliability of the finding of guilt and 
7 could not, in the exercise of due diligence, have been presented earlier." Id. Parsons failed to do 
8 that. Any claim or issue v,:hich was or could have been raised on appeal may not be considered in 
9 post-conviction proceedings. Rodgers \'. Stare, 932 P.2d 348, 129 Idaho 720 (1997); Ruiz v. Stare, 
10 122 ldaho 222, 832 P.2d 1157 (1992). 



















A. Speedy trial rights were not violated. 
While Parsons asserts his speedy trial rights were violated, there were no speedy trial 
violations, either statutory (I.C. § 19-3501) or of a constitutional magnitude. The Information ,:vas 
filed November 8. 2010. Idaho Code section 19-3501 mandates that criminal defendants must be 
brought to trial within specific time limits. In relevant part, the statute provides: 
The court, unless good cause to the contrary is shm11n, must order the prosecution 
or indictment to be dismissed, in the following cases: 
**** 
(2) If a defendant. whose trial has not been postponed upon his application. 
is not brought to trial within six ( 6) months from the date that the information is 
filed vvith the court. 
(Emphasis added.) Parsons' trial began May 2, 2011, within six months 1 from the date the 
information was filed ,vith the court. "If the record conclusively disproves an essential element of 
a post-conviction claim," or if the petitioner's allegations fail as a matter of law, summary 
dismissal is appropriate. McKay v. State, 148 Idaho 567, 225 P.3d 700 (2010); Workman v. 
State, 144 Idaho 518,523, 164 P.3d 798,803 (2007); Stuart v. State, 118 Idaho 865,869,801 P.2d 
1216, 1220 (1990). Therefore, this claim fails and this does not support post-conviction relief. 
30 13 Five (5) months and twenty-four (24) days or one-hundred seventy-five ( l 75) days. 
11 
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B. The iury was properlv instructed. 
Parsons complains about several instructions which were not challenged on appeal. 
1. Instruction No. 15 is proper. 
Parsons complains about Instruction No. 15, the aiding and abetting instruction, alleging it 
failed to include the following language: "Mere presence at, acquiescence in, or silent consent to, 
the planning or commission of a crime is not sufficient to make one an accomplice." However, he 
is wrong. Instruction No. 15 read as follows: 
INSTRUCTION NO. 15 
The law makes no distinction between a person who directly pa1iicipates in 
the acts constituting a crime and a person who, either before or during its 
commission, intentionally aids, assists, facilitates, promotes, encourages, counsels, 
solicits, invites, helps or hires another to commit a crime with intent to promote or 
assist in its commission. Both can be found guilty of the crime. Mere presence at, 
acquiescence in, or silent consent to, the planning or commission of a crime is not 
sufficient to make one an accomplice. 
All persons who participate in a crime either before or during its 
commission, by intentionally aiding, abetting, advising, hiring, counseling, or 
procuring another to commit the crime with intent to promote or assist in its 
commission are guilty of the crime. All such participants are considered principals 
in the commission of the crime. The participation of each defendant in the crime 
must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt. 
Instmction No. 15 (emphasis added). Therefore, this claim fails. "If the record conclusively 
disproves an essential element of a post-conviction claim," or if the petitioner's allegations fail as 
a matter of law, summary dismissal is appropriate. McKay v. State, 148 Idaho 567, 225 P.3d 
700 (2010); Workman v. State, 144 Idaho 518,523, 164 P.3d 798, 803 (2007); Stuart v. State, 118 
Idal10 865, 869, 801 P.2d 1216, 1220 (1990). This does not support post-conviction relief. 
2. The response to the jury question was proper. 
24 Parsons also criticizes the Court's response to a juror question. Jurors asked the Court to 
25 clarify "when does the commission of the robbery end, when does the commission of the robbery 
26 begin." In response with approval of both counsel, the Court instructed the jury to re-read the 
27 instructions. Parsons argues (without any evidence) that the jury was obviously confused and that 
28 "if the assistance occurred after the commission, the aiding and abetting charge would fail because 
29 the Petitioner would have been an accessory rather than an accomplice." Objection and Response 
30 to State's Motion for Summary Dismissal, and Request for Evidentiary Hearing, p. 13 (emphasis 
1.1 
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confused. The law is clear. 
All persons concerned in the comm1ss10n of a crime, whether it be felony 
misdemeanor, and \Vhether they directly commit the act constituting the offense or 
aid and abet in its commission, or, not being present, have advised and encouraged 
its commission, or who, by fraud, contrivance, or force, occasion the intoxication of 
another for the purpose of causing him to commit any crime, or who, by threats, 
menaces, command or coercion, compel another to commit any cnme, are 
principals in any crime so committed. 
LC. § 18-204. In addition, the case law provides as follows: 
The common law distinction between classes of parties to criminal offenses is 
abolished. All persons concerned in the commission of a crime are principals, and 
one who aids and abets another in the commission of a crime is a principal. 
No reference to accused as an accessory is necessary. 
Nor is it necessary that facts be set out showing whether the accused was an 
accessory or a principal. 
An accessory to a crime, or a participant therein may be charged as a principal, and 
the information need not allege facts different from those required to be alleged 
against the principal. 
State v. So, 71 Idaho 324,331,231 P.2d 734, 738 (1951) (citations omitted). More 
recently we stated, "In Idaho there is no distinction between principals and aiders 
and abettors, and it is unnecessary [that] the charging document allege any facts 
other than what is necessary to convict a principal." State v. Johnson, 145 Idaho 
970, 976, 188 P.3d 912, 918 (2008). 
State v. Adamcik, 152 Idaho 445,462,272 P.3d 417,434 (2012), reh'g denied (Feb. 8, 2012), cert. 
denied, 133 S. Ct. 141 (U.S. 2012). 
In this case, the evidence presented to the jury included the fact that over a period of davs 
Parsons drove his wife dressed in different costumes, including different colored wigs, different 
~nglasse~long gloves, and carrying a loaded gun, to two different banks. H
0
e,remained in the van 
while she entered the bank and then ran back to the van carrying a large plastic bag. He had rented 
a van when he can1e to Boise in his own car. He drove that van to one of the banks and then 
returned it. He and his wife checked in and out of the same hotel. There was virtually no evidence 
to suggest he was doing anything other than aiding and abetting his wife; any suggestion he did not 
know what she was up to is inconceivable. 
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Finally, a court's decision "whether or not to 
questions is discretionary." State v. Joslin, 145 Idaho 
further instructions in response to 
79, 175 P.3d 764, 768 (2007) 
(quoting State v. Sheahan, 139 Idaho 267,282, 77 P.3d 956,971 (2003)). 
Thus, the Court's response to the jury was correct and this does not support post-conviction 
relief. 
3. Instruction No. 5 properlv instructs the iurv. 
He also complains that Instruction No. 5, ICJI No. 104, improperly instructs the jury to 
consider hearsay evidence. Nothing could be farther from the truth. The following language does 
not instruct the jury to consider hearsay; it merely instructs the jury to consider all evidence 
admitted at trial. 
Some of you have probably heard the terms "circumstantial evidence," "direct 
evidence" and "hearsay evidence." Do not be concerned with these tenns. You are to 
consider all the evidence admitted in this trial. 
Presumably the Court did not admit improper hearsay. This is not an improper instruction. He is 
wrong as a matter of law. This claim will not support post-conviction relief. 
4. Instruction No. 3 was proper. 
Finally, Parsons complains about Instruction No. 3 where the parties stipulated to Parsons' 
wife pleading guilty to Robbery. He cites to no case law. As previously observed, it is true that in 
order to prove Parsons is guilty of aiding and abetting robbery, given the facts in this case, the 
State had to prove that Felicia Parsons committed the crime of robbery and that a stipulation to her 
guilty plea established that. However, the stipulation sim 1 obviated the need to call elicia 
Parsons as a witness. ::J? Vt;~ k~r, Ii; be ~t ¼' ~ v .,~:J:s;_ 
As a witness, the State would have asked Ms. Parsons questions about the facts of the 
crimes necessary to establish her guilt - the elements of the crime of robbery. She could not plead 
the Fifth Amendment as to any facts implicating her in the robberies to which she had pled guilty 
so long as the questions did not incriminate her in any other potential crimes. Idaho has long 
adopted this position. 
We have discovered no legal reason why a defendant who has entered the plea of 
guilty cannot thereafter, upon the trial of a codefendant, be required to testify either 
for the state or the defendant as the case may be; and neither the state nor the 
defendant on trial has any legal grounds for objection to a codefendant testifying 
under such circumstances. 
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v. Knudtson, 11 Idaho 524, 83 P. 227 (1905). It is well established that a criminal 














self-incrimination, the right to a jury trial, and the right of confrontation". Ray v. State, 133 Idaho 
96, 99,982 P.2d 931, 934 (1999); State v. Carrasco, 117 Idaho 295, 297, 787 P.2d 281, 283 
(1990). That waiver is limited to those crimes to which he or she has pled guilty and is not a 
blanket waiver. 
As previously discussed this would have opened the door to otl~ 
Nt;f1--~ _. . 
roblematic for Parsons. The decision to avoid having to call Parsons' co-defendant wife was 
reasonable. As previously explained, her testimony would have completely undern1ined any 
attempt to claim he was forced to participate. 14 .J2 viJ~-6 1"1,dt si1..•'V\ '-\-le c~c;~ 
While Parsons complains that his wife could have exonerated him and that his counsel 
should have presented a necessity defense, the evidence he attached to his Petition clearly proves 
that his trial counsel's decision to not call her and present a necessity defense was a well-reasoned 
strategic decision. Thus, there was no error in this instruction and this does not support post-
conviction relief. 
C. Alleged prosecutorial misconduct does not justify post-conviction relief. 
17 Post-conviction petitions are not substitutes for appeals. It is well established that 
18 applicants for post-conviction relief are not allowed to raise issues in post-conviction proceedings 
19 that could have been raised on direct appeal unless the issues were not known and could not 









In his letter to Parsons dated April 28, 2011, Parsons' trial counsel wrote, in relevant part, as follows: 
In addition to conversations I had with the State's attorneys, I spoke for approximately 30 minutes 
with Mr. Ellswo1th, Felicia's attorney. Felicia will not be called in the State's case in chief. She will 
only be called by the State as a rebuttal witness if YOU choose to testify, and then only with respect 
to what transpired after police attempted to initiate a stop. She will testify that she did not threaten 
you, did not point the gun at you, and that you drove the vehicle voluntarily. 
Felicia does not want to testify against you. HOWEVER, it is very clear to me that if WE call her to 
testify, we will not only open the door to any questions the State may wish to ask, but also, Felicia 
will testify that she was in costume when you drove to the bank. Because that testimony, coupled 
with your driving away at very high rates of speed will establish the elements of Aiding and Abetting 
Robbery, it is my intention NOT to call Felicia as a witness. 
Parsons' Petition, Ex. Y. 
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Idaho 573,581,976 P.2d 927,935 (1999); Rodgers v. State, 129 Idaho 720, P.2d 348 (1997). 
Idaho Code 19-4901(b) states: 
(b) This remedy is not a substitute for nor does it affect any remedy incident to the 
proceedings in the trial court, or of an appeal from the sentence or conviction. Any 
issue which could have been raised on direct appeal, but was not is forfeited and 
may not be considered in post-conviction proceedings unless it appears to the court, 
on the basis of a substantial factual showing by affidavit, disposition or otherwise, 
that the asserted basis for relief raises a substantial doubt about the reliability of the 
finding of guilt and could not, in the exercise of due diligence, have been presented 
earlier. 
LC.§ 19-4901(b). 
Parsons' claims regarding the opening statement could have been addressed on direct 
appeal. Raudebaugh v. State, 135 Idaho 602, 606, 21 P.3d 924, 928 (2001). Parsons did not 
articulate any reason or point to any allegation or evidence as to why the claim should survive the 
bar of LC. § 19-4901 (b ). Nor did he present to the court any allegations or evidence supporting an 
independent claim of prosecutorial misconduct. Barcella v. State, 148 Idaho 469, 475, 224 P.3d 
536, 542 (Ct. App. 2009). 
Therefore, this claim does not support post-conviction relief. 
IV. ALLEGATIONS AGAINST APPELLATE COUNSEL FAIL. 
With respect to his appellate counsel Parsons complains about the amount of contact he 
had and that counsel did not raise all the issues he wanted raised on appeal. He does not identify 
what should have been raised. Likewise, he does not identify what prejudice he suffered. Contrary 
to Parsons' claims, appellate counsel is not required to raise every conceivable issue. Aragon v. 
State, 114Idaho758, 765, 760P.2d 1174, 1181 (1988).Rather,appellatecounselisrequiredonly 
to make a conscientious examination of the case and file a brief in support of the best arguments to 
be made. Jakoski v. State, 136 Idaho 280, 285, 32 P.3d 672, 677 (Ct. App. 2001) (citing LaBelle v. 
State, 130 Idaho 115,119,937 P.2d 427,431 (Ct. App.1997)). 
Idaho appellate courts will not second-guess strategic and tactical decisions of trial or ,--
appellate counsel whether to pursue a particular issue or theory, unless there is "evidence that the -
28 
30 
~ecision was the result of inadequate preparation, ignorance of the law, or other shortcoming§.. 
29 __sapable of objective evaluation," Short v. State, 135 Idaho 40, 13 P.3d 1253, 1255-1256 (Ct. App. 
2000) (citing Huck v. State, 124 Idaho 155, 160, 857 P.2d 634, 639 (Ct. App.1993)). There is 
11 
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absolutely no evidence his appellate attorney's performance was less than adequate. Therefore, 
2 Parsons cannot establish the prong of an ineffective counsel Furthermore, Parsons did 
3 not identify how any result would have been different. The evidence against Parsons was solid. 
4 This conclusory claim does not support post-conviction relief. 
5 V. 
6 
ACTUAL INNOCENCE - NK\VLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE FAILS. 


























claim of actual innocence and justifies a new trial. However, this is not newly discovered 
evidence, because Felicia Parsons always claimed she was the one who committed the crime and 
attempted to portray herself as the sole perpetrator. Therefore, Parsons fails to establish that he did 
not know or reasonably could not have known about this "evidence" at the time of trial. In fact his 
own exhibits prove that he and his attorney discussed this very issue. 
The request for a new trial in a post-conviction proceeding based on newly discovered 
evidence is the same as a motion for new trial subsequent to a jury verdict. See Rodgers v. State, 
129 Idaho 720, 723-24, 932 P.2d 348, 351-52 (1997). Thus, the test for determining whether 
Felicia Parsons' "new" testimony entitles Parsons to relief was set forth in State v. Drapeau, 97 
Idaho 685, 551 P.2d 972 (1976): 
A motion [for a new trial] based on newly discovered evidence must disclose ( 1) 
that the evidence is newly discovered and was unknow11 to the defendant at the time 
of trial; (2) that the evidence is material, not merely cumulative or impeaching; (3) 
that it will probably produce an acquittal; and ( 4) that failure to learn of the 
evidence was due to no lack of diligence on the part of the defendant. 
97 Idaho at 691, 551 P.2d at 978; Cunningham v. State, 117 Idaho 428, 433, 788 P.2d 243, 248 
(Ct. App. 1990). 
Parsons does not meet the Drapeau prerequisites for a new trial. This "newly discovered'' 
evidence is not likely to produce an acquittal. Felicia Parsons' "testimony'' is not so strong and of 
such a nature that would likely result in an acquittal. As previously observed, the evidence against 
Parsons was strong and overwhelming. The idea that he lmew nothing is inconceivable. This does 
not support post-conviction relief. 
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CONCLUSION 
2 Therefore, the Court gives notice it intends to dismiss the Petition. Parsons the 
3 may reply to the Court's notice of the proposed dismissal within 20 days. In light of his reply, 
4 any, or any failure to reply, the Court may order the Petition dismissed, grant leave to file an 
5 amended application or, direct that the proceedings otherwise continue. NO AMENDMENTS 
6 MAY BE FILED WITHOUT LEA VE OF COURT. 
7 IT IS SO ORDERED. 
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